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DISCI PL ING FOR MISSION AND FOR CHURCH

Samuel H. Moffett, Eileen F. Moffett

Course description : A study of Christian training for discipleship

at home fnd abroad, both in its missionary context and in the context

of the maturing Christian community. Special attention will be given

to the Brbn'cai and historical background, stages of discipleship,
missionary patterns and the rise of the third-world churches.

Requi rements :

Required reading: Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret (Gr. Rapids, 1978).

One-paqe reviews of each of two books chosen from the Recommended Reading

list, one from each of the two categories, Discipleship, and Missions.

Two five-page papers on subjects chosen from the Suggested Topics list.

These papers will be presented for discussion, usually in the second

period of each day.

There will be no final examination.

Schedul e and O utl i ne :

In general, the class will meet twice every morning (one hour and

twenty minutes each), the first hour centering on a lecture and the second

on student reports and discussion. Chapel is on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
(But note the irregularities in the day-to-day schedule below; and be

warned that the lecture topics given are subject to change without no-

tice)

.

Jun 27 (Mon) 9-10:20; 11:1 0-1 2 : 30 Discipleship
Jun 28 (Tue) 8:30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 Thomas: Doubting disciple.
Jun 29 (Wed) 8:30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 Jesus and the first disciples
Jun 30 (Thu) 8:30-9:50 10:40-12:00 Biblical basis of mission.
Jul 1 (Fri) 8:30-9:50 10:40-12:00 Paul: Discipl ing missionary.

Jul 4 (Mon) No classes for summer school

.

From July 5 to 7 this class will meet for the first hour as usual
at 8:30, but chapel will be with the Institute of Theology from 9:45
to 10:35; and for the second hour (from 11 to 12:30) we will meet
with the Institute's morning elective on "Changing Patterns in Mission".

Jul 5 (Tue) 8:30-9:50
11-12:30

Early patterns in mission.
Changing patterns (slide lecture)

Jul 6 (Wed) 8:30-9:50
11-12:30

Student reports
20th century missions

Jul 7 (Thu) 8:30-9:50
11-12:30

Medieval discipleship and mission.
Other religions and missions (slides)

Jul 8 (Fri

)

9-10:20; 11:10-12:30 Women in mission.

Jul 11 (Mon) 9-10:20; 11:10-12:30 Discipleship as adventure
Jul 12 (Tue) 9-10:20; 11 : 1 0-1 2 : 30 Korean patterns of discipl ing.
Jul 13 (Wed)

II II

African patterns of discipl ing.

Jul 14 (Thu)
ii *'

The reached and the unreached.
Jul 15 (Fri)

ii II

The cost of discipleship and mission.

10 - 10:15 (June 28,30)
10 - 10:15 (July 5,7)
10:30 - 10:45 (July 12, 14)

Chapel

:
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S270 DISCI PL ING FOR MISSION AND FOR CHURCH

Prof. Samuel H. Moffett, Eileen F. Moffett

Course description : A study of Christian training for discipleship
at home 2nd abroad, both in its missionary context and in the context
of the maturing Christian community. Special attention will be given
to the Biblical and historical background, stages of discipleship,
missionary patterns and the rise of the third-world churches.

Requi rements :

Required reading: Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret (Gr. Rapids, 1978).
One-page reviews of each of two books chosen from the Recommended Reading

list, one from each of the two categories, Discipleship, and Missions.
Two five-page papers on subjects chosen from the Suggested Topics list.

These papers will be presented for discussion, usually in the second
period of each day.

There will be no final examination.

Schedule and Outline:

In general, the class will meet twice every morning (one hour and

twenty minutes each), the first hour centering on a lecture and the second

on student reports and di scussi on .Chapel is on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
(But note the irregularities in the day-to-day schedule below; and be

warned that the lecture topics given are subject to change without no-

tice)

.

Jun 27 (Mon) 9-10:20; 11:10-12:30 Di sci pi eshi

p

Jun 28 (Tue) 8:30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 Thomas: Doubting disciple.

Jun 29 (Wed) 8:30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 Jesus and the first disciples
Jun 30 (Thu) 8:30-9:50 10:40-12:00 Biblical basis of mission.
Jul 1 (Fri

)

8:30-9:50 10:40-12:00 Paul: Discipling missionary.

Jul 4 (Mon) No classes for summer school

.

From July 5 to 7 this class will meet for the first hour as usual

at 8:30, but chapel will be with the Institute of Theology from 9:45

to 10:35; and for the second hour (from 11 to 12:30) we will meet
with the Institute's morning elective on "Changing Patterns in Mission"

Jul 5 (Tue) 8:30-9:50
11-12:30

Early patterns in mission.
Changing patterns (slide lecture)

Jul 6 (Wed) 8:30-9:50
11-12:30

Student reports

20th century missions
Jul 7 (Thu) 8:30-9:50

11-12:30
Medieval discipleship and mission.

Other religions and missions (slides

Jul 8 (Fri

)

9-10:20; 11:10-12:30 Women in mission.

Jul 11 (Mon) 9-10:20; 11:1 0-12 : 30 Discipleship as adventure
Jul 12 (Tue) 9-10:20; 11 : 1 0-12 : 30 Korean patterns of discipling.
Jul 13 (Wed)

II ll African patterns of discipling.

Jul 14 (Thu)
II li

The reached and the unreached.
Jul 15 (Fri

)

II

Chapel

:

ll

10 - 10:15 (June

The cost of discipleship and mission

28,30)
10 - 10:15 (July 5,7)
10:30 - 10:45 (July 12, 14)



S270 DISCI PL ING FOR MISSION AND FOR CHURCH

Prof. Samuel H. Moffett, Eileen F. Moffett

Course description : A study of Christian training for discipleship

at home and abroad, both in its missionary context and in the context
of the maturing Christian community. Special attention will be given

to the Biblical and historical background, stages of discipleship,
missionary patterns and the rise of the third-world churches.

Requi rements :

Required reading: Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret (Or. Rapids, 1978).

One-page reviews of each of two books chosen from the Recommended Reading

list, one from each of the two categories, Discipleship, and Missions.
Two five-page papers on subjects chosen from the Suggested Topics list.

These papers will be presented for discussion, usually in the second

period of each day.

There will be no final examination.

Schedule and Outline:

In general, the class will meet twice every morning (one hour and
twenty minutes each), the first hour centering on a lecture and the second

on student reports and di scussion .Chapel is on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
(But note the i regularities in the day-to-day schedule below, and be

warned that the lecture topics given are subject to change without no-

tice)

.

Jun 27 (Mon) 9-10:20; 11:1 0-1 2 : 30 Di sci pi eshi

p

Jun 28 (Tue) 8:30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 Thomas: Doubting disciple.
Jun 29 (Wed) 8:30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 Jesus and the first disciples
Jun 30 (Thu) 8:30-9:50 10:40-12:00 Biblical basis of mission.
Jul 1 (Fri) 8:30-9:50 10:40-12:00 Paul: Disci pi ing missionary.

Jul 4 (Mon) No classes for summer school

.

From July 5 to 7 this class will meet for the first hour as usual
at 8:30, but chapel will be with the Institute of Theology from 9:45
to 10:35; and for the second hour (from 11 to 12:30) we will meet
with the Institute's morning elective on "Changing Patterns in Mission".

Jul 5 (Tue) 8:30-9:50 Early patterns in mission.
11-12:30 Changing patterns (slide lecture)

Jul 6 (Wed) 8:30-9:50 Student reports
11-12:30 20th century missions

Jul 7 (Thu) 8:30-9:50 Medieval discipleship and mission.

des) 11-12:30 Other religions and missions (slides)
Jul 8 (Fri

)

9-10:20; 11:10-12:30 Women in mission.

Jul 11 (Mon) 9-10:20; 11:10-12:30 Discipleship as adventure
Jul 12 (Tue) 9-10:20; 11 : 1 0- 1 2 : 30 Korean patterns of discipling.
Jul 13 (Wed)

II II

African patterns of discipling.
Jul 14 (Thu)

II II

The reached and the unreached.
ion, Jul 15 (Fri)

II II

The cost of discipleship and mission.

10 - 10:15 (June 28,30)
10 - 10:15 (July 5,7)
10:30 - 10:45 (July 12, 14)

Chapel

:



S270 DISCI PL ING FOR MISSION AND FOR CHURCH

Prof. Samuel H. Moffett, Eileen F. Moffett

Course description : A study of Christian training for discipleship
at home and abroad, both in its missionary context and in the context
of the maturing Christian community. Special attention will be given
to the Biblical and historical background, stages of discipleship,
missionary patterns and the rise of the third-world churches.

Requirements :

Required reading: Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret (Gr. Rapids, 1978).
One-page reviews of each of two books chosen from the Recommended Reading

list, one from each of the two categories, Discipleship, and Missions.
Two five-page papers on subjects chosen from the Suggested Topics list.

These papers will be presented for discussion, usually in the second
period of each day.

There will be no final examination.

Schedule and Outline:

In general, the class will meet twice every morning (one hour and

twenty minutes each), the first hour centering on a lecture and the second
on student reports and di scussi on .Chapel is on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
(But note the irregularities in the day-to-day schedule below; and be

warned that the lecture topics given are subject to change without no-

tice)

.

Jun 27 (Mon) 9-10:20; 11:1 0-12 : 30 Di sci pi eshi

p

Jun 28 (Tue) 8:30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 Thomas: Doubting disciple.
Jun 29 (Wed) 8:30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 Jesus and the first disciples
Jun 30 (Thu) 8:30-9:50 10:40-12:00 Biblical basis of mission.
Jul 1 (Fri

)

8:30-9:50 10:40-12:00 Paul: Discipling missionary.

Jul 4 (Mon) No classes for summer school

.

From duly 5 to 7 this class will meet for the first hour as usual

at 8:30, but chapel will be with the Institute of Theology from 9:45

to 10:35; and for the second hour (from 11 to 12:30) we will meet
with the Institute's morning elective on "Changing Patterns in Mission".

Jul 5 (Tue) 8:30-9:50
11-12:30

Early patterns in mission.
Changing patterns (slide lecture)

Jul 6 (Wed) 8:30-9:50
11-12:30

Student reports

20th century missions
Jul 7 (Thu) 8:30-9:50

11-12:30
Medieval discipleship and mission.

Other religions and missions (slides)

Jul 8 (Fri

)

9-10:20; 11:10-12:30 Women in mission.

Jul 11 (Mon) 9-10:20; 11:1 0-12 : 30 Discipleship as adventure
Jul 12 (Tue) 9-10:20; 11 :10-12:30 Korean patterns of discipling.
Jul 13 (Wed)

II II African patterns of discipling.

Jul 14 (Thu)
II ll

The reached and the unreached.
Jul 15 (Fri)

II

Chapel

:

II

10 - 10:15 (June

The cost of discipleship and mission.

28,30)
10 - 10:15 (July 5,7)
10:30 - 10:45 (July 12, 14)



S270 DISCIPLING FOR MISSION AND FOR CHURCH

Prof. Samuel H. Moffett, Eileen F. Moffett

Course description: A study of Christian training for discipleship

at home and abroad, both in its missionary context and in the context

of the maturing Christian community. Special attention will be given

to the Biblical and historical background, stages of discipleship,

missionary patterns and the rise of the third-world churches.

Requi rements :

Required reading: Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret (Gr. Rapids, 1978).

One-page reviews of each of two books chosen from the Recommended Reading

list, one from each of the two categories, Discipleship, and Missions.

Two five-page papers on subjects chosen from the Suggested Topics list.

These papers will be presented for discussion, usually in the second

period of each day.

There will be no final examination.

Schedule and Outline:

In general, the class will meet twice every morning (one hour and

twenty minutes each), the first hour centering on a lecture and the second

on student reports and di scussion. Chapel is on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
(But note the irregularities in the day-to-day schedule below; and be

warned that the lecture topics given are subject to change without no-

tice)

.

Jun 27 (Mon) 9- 10:: 2 0

;

11 :: 1 0-12: 30 Di sci pi eshi

p

Jun 28 (Tue) 8: 30--9:50; 10::
40- 12: 00 Thomas: Doubting disciple.

Jun 29 (Wed) 8: 30--9:50; 10::
40- 12: 00 Jesus and the first disciples

Jun 30 (Thu) 8: 30--9:50 10::
40- 12: 00 Bib! ical basis of

r

mi ssion

.

Jul 1 (Fri

)

8: 30--9:50 10::
40-•12: 00 Paul : Di sci pi i ng missionary.

Jul 4 (Mon) Noi cllasses for summer school

.

From July 5 to 7 this class will meet for the first hour as usual

at 8:30, but chapel will be with the Institute of Theology from 9:45

to 10:35; and for the second hour (from 11 to 12:30) we will meet
with the Institute's morning elective on "Changing Patterns in Mission

Jul 5 (Tue) 8:30-9:50
11-12:30

Jul 6 (Wed) 8:30-9:50
11-12:30

Jul 7 (Thu) 8:30-9:50
11-12:30

Jul 8 (Fri

)

9-10:20; 11:10-12:30

Jul 11 (Mon) 9-10:20; 11:10-12:30
Jul 12 (Tue) 9-10:20; 11 : 1 0-1 2 : 30

Jul 13 (Wed)
II II

Jul 14 (Thu)
II II

Jul 15 (Fri

)

II II

Early patterns in mission.
Changing patterns (slide lecture)

Student reports
20th century missions
Medieval discipleship and mission.

Other religions and missions (slide

Women in mission.

Discipleship as adventure
Korean patterns of discipline.
African patterns of discipline.
The reached and the unreached.
The cost of discipleship and missioi

Chapel : 10-10:15 (June 28,30)
10 - 10:15 (July 5,7)
10:30 - 10:45 (July 12, 14)



S270 RECOMMENDED READING

On DISCIPLESHI

P

A.B. Bruce, The Training of the Twelve. (Edinburgh: T8J Clark, 1911)
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship (6th ed., London: SCM, 1959)
James F. Engel, Contemporary Christian Communications (Nashville: Nelson, 1979)
Craig Dykstra, Vision and Character. (N.Y: Pau list Pr., 1981)
J.F. Engel & H.W. Norton, What's Gone Wrong with the Harvest. (Gr. Rapids, Zonderv., 1975)

Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline. (NY: Harper, 1978)
Herman H. Horne, Teaching Techniques of Jesus. (Gr. Rapids: Kregel , 1971)
Daniel Jenkins, Christian Maturity and Christian Success. ( Phi la.: Fortress, 1982)

Richard F. Lovelace, Dynamics of Spiritual Life. (Downers Grove IL: IVP, 1979)
Keith Phillips, The Making of a Disciple. (Old Tapoan NJ : Revel 1, 1981)
Rebecca M. Pippert, Out of the Salt-Shaker. (Downers Grove: IVF, 1979)
Waldron Scott, Bring Forth Justice. (Gr. Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980)
John R.W. Stott, Christian Counter-Culture. (Leicester: Inter-Varsi ty , 1978)
Diogenes Allen, Between Two Worlds. (Atlanta: J. Knox, 1978)
Dogenes Allen, Three Outsiders. (Cambridge MA: Cowley, 1983)

On MISSION

Roland Allen, Missionary Methods: St Paul's or Ours? (Gr. Rapids: Eerdmans, 1962)

G.H. Anderson & T.F. Stransky, Christ's Lordship & Religious Pluralism. (Orbis, 1981)

G.H. Anderson & T.F. Stransky, Mission Trends #1 ; #2. (Gr. Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974 f.)

R. Pierce Beaver, All Loves Excelling (Women and Missions). Gr. Rapids: Eerd., 1968)

Johannes Blauw, The Missionary Nature of the Church. (NY: McGraw-Hill, 1962)
David J. Bosch, Witness to the World (Mission in Theol . Perspect). Atlanta: J.Knox, 1980)

Francis M. DuBose, Classics of Christian Missions. (Nashville: Broadman, 1 979)— pp. 43-5

74-94; 117-240.

D. J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross-Cul tural ly .
(Gr. Rapids: Zondervan, 1973)

Charles Kraft, Christianity in Culture. (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1979)

Alfred C. Krass, Evangelizing Neopagan America. (Scottdale PA: Herald Press, 1982)

A.J. Lewis, Zinzendorf, the Ecumenical Pioneer. (Phila: Westminster, 1962)
Donald McGavran, The Bridges of God. (NY: Friendship Press, 1968)

Stephen Neill, Salvation Tomorrow. (London: Lutterworth, 1976)

E. Allison Peers, Ramon Lull. (London: SPCK, 1929)

Constance E. Padwick, Henry Martyn, Confessor.. (NY: Doran, 1922)

Dr. & Mrs. H. Taylor, Hudson Taylor in Early Years.. (London: Morgan, Scott, 1912)

Michael Collins Reilly, Spirituality for Mission. (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1978)
Elton Trueblood, The Validity of the Christian Mission. (NY: Harper & Row, 1972)

Norman Horner, ed., Protestant Cross-Currents in Mission. (Nashville: Abingdon, 1968)
Eleanor Hull, Women Who Carried the Good News. (Valley Forge PA: Judson Pr., 1975)
Hollis L. Green, Why Churches Die? (Minneapolis: Bethany Fellowship, 1972)

CO



REPORT TOPICS

June 28 (Tue.

)

June 29 (Wed
.

)

June 30 (Thu.

)

July 1 (Fri
.

)

July 6 (Wed.

)

July 8 (Fri
.

)

July 1 1 (Mon.

)

July 1 2 (Tue.

)

July 1 3 (Wed
.

)

July 14 (Thu.)

July 15 (Fri.)

Karl Barth on Matt. 28:16-20 (See DuBose, pp. 43-53)

George Peters on The Great Commission (See G. Peters, pp. 172-198)

Herman Horne on Jesus' Teaching Techniques
1. Chap. 1-5 (pp. 1-29) Situation; Contact; Aims

2. Chap. 19-22 Audience; Motivation; Appeal, pp. 136-169

Columban & the Celtic Missions (McNeill pp. 155-175)
Boniface and the Anglo-Saxon Missions (Talbot, pp. 24-88)

What Is Di sci pi eship? (Keith Phillips, pp. 1-45)

How Do You Make Disciples? (Phillips, pp. 81-133)

The Making and Mission of a Saint (Francis of Assissi)
The Problems of His Disciples (G.G. Coulton, Vol . IV, pp. 430-470)

The Jesuits' Spiritual Discipline: Loyola. (Fulop-Mil ler, pp. 1-57)

Jesuits in Mission: Xavier and deNobili (Ful op-Mi 11 er, pp. 199-227)

The Inward Disciplines of a Disciple (Foster, op. 1-54)

Moravian Discipline and Mission (Reilly pp. 86-92; Thompson pp. 41-75)

Report on Costa Rica

19th Century Disciples & Missions
1. Hudson Taylor in China (Broomhall, pp. 1-41; 127-155)

2. Mary Slessor in West Africa (J. Buchan, pp.

20th Century Disciples & Missions
1. African Drophets: Simon Kimbangu (

2. Japanese evangelist to the poor: Kagawa (Axling, pp.

3. The House Churches of China (Fung, pp.

Reports on Korea

1. The Yongnak Presbyterian Church, Seoul (Voelkel, 'H-L
2. The Pure Gospel Church, Seoul (Kennedy, pp. 74-123; 187-244)

New Models of Disci pi eship in Latin America: (Barreiro - pp.
The Basic Ecclesial Communities
The Pentecostals in Brazil

Christian Maturity (Jenkins, pp. 1-22)

Mission and Power (Jenkins, pp. 29-61)

The Reached and the Unreached in America (Krass, pp.

Secondary Elements of Renewal (Lovelace, pp. 145-200)
The Need & Sources of Spirituality (Reilly, pp. 1-45)

The Outward Disciplines (Foster, pp. 1-54)
The Corporate Disciplines (Foster, pp. 125-162)

Is There Mission in the Old Testament? (Verkuyl
, pp. 90-101)

Mission in the O.T.: The Servant Songs (Rowley, pp. 45-64)

William Carey, Father of Modern Missions (W.B. Davis, pp. 1-73; 109-128)

The Preparation of Missionaries (Winter & Hawthorne, pp. 788-813)
The Discipline of Animists (

" "
" pp. 629-640)
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REPORT TOPICS

S270

A
June 28 (Tue.

)

June 29 (Wed.)

June 30 (Thu.

)

July 1 (Fri
.

)

July 6 (Wed
.

)

July 8 (Fri
.

)

July 1 1 (Hon
.

)

July 12 (Tue.)

July 13 (Wed.)

July 1 4 (Thu.

)

July 15 (Fri.)

I

p. 3

Karl Barth on Matt. 28:16-20 (See OuBose, pp. 43-53)
George Peters on The Great Commission (See G. Peters, pp. 172-198)

4 »

Herma-n Horne on Jesus' Teaching Techniques
1. Chap. 1-5 (pp. 1-29) Situation; Contact; Aims
2. Chap. 19-22 Audience; Motivation; Appeal, pp. 136-169

Columban & the Celtic Missions (McNeill pp. 155-175)
Boniface and the Anglo-Saxon Missions (Talbot, pp. 24-88)

What Is Di sci pi eshi p? (Keith Phillips, pp. 1-45)

How Do You Make Disciples? (Phillips, pp. 81-133)

The Making and Mission of a Saint (Francis of Assissi)
The Problems of His Disciples (G.G. Coul ton , Vol . IV, pp. 430-470)

The Jesuits' Spiritual Discipline: Loyola. (Fulop-Mil ler, pp. 1-57)

Jesuits in Mission: Xavier and deNobili (Fulop-Mil ler, pp. 199-227)

The Inward Disciplines of a Disciple (Foster, pp. 1-54)
Moravian Discipline and Mission (Reilly pp. 86-92; Thompson pp. 41-75)

Report on Costa Rica

19th Century Disciples & Missions
1. Hudson Taylor in China (Broomhall, pD. 1-41; 127-155)

2. Mary Slessor in West Africa (J. Buchan, pp.

20th Century Disciples & Missions
1. African Drophets: Simon Kimbangu (

2. Japanese evangelist to the poor: Kagawa (Axling, pp.

3. The House Churches of China (Fung, pp.

Reports on Korea
1. The Yongnak Presbyterian Church, Seoul (Voelkel,

j

:

|

2. The Pure Gospel Church, Seoul (Kennedy, pp. 74-123; 187-244)

New Models of Di sc i pi es hi p in Latin America: (Barreiro - pp.

The Basic Ecclesial Communities
The Pentecostals in Brazil

Christian Maturity (Jenkins, pp. 1-22)

Mission and Power (Jenkins, pp. 29-61)

The Reached and the Unreached in America (Krass, op.

Secondary Elements of Renewal (Lovelace, pp. 145-200)

The Need & Sources of Spirituality (Reilly, pp. 1-45)

The Outward Disciplines (Foster, pp. 1-54)

The Corporate Disciplines (Foster, pp. 125-162)

Is There Mission in the Old Testament? (Verkuyl
, pp. 90-101)

Mission in the O.T.: The Servant Sonqs (Rowley, pp. 45-64)

William Carey, Father of Modern Missions (W.B. Davis, pp. 1-73; 109-128)

The Preparation of Missionaries (Winter & Hawthorne, pp. 788-813)

The Discipling of Animists (

" "
" pp. 629-640)



S270 DISCI PL ING FOR MISSION AND FOR CHURCH

Prof. Samuel H. Moffett, Eileen F. Moffett

Course description : A study of Christian training for discipleship
at home and abroad, both in its missionary context and in the context
of the maturing Christian community. Special attention will be given

to the Biblical and historical background, stages of discipleship,
missionary patterns and the rise of the third-world churches.

Requi rements :

Required reading: Lesslie Newbigin, T he Open Secret (Or. Rapids, 1978).

One-page reviews of each of two books chosen from the Recommended Reading

list, one from each of the two categories, Discipleship, and Missions.

Two five-page papers on subjects chosen from the Suggested Topics list.

These papers will be presented for discussion, usually in the second
period of each day.

There will be no final examination.

Schedule and Outline:

In general, the class will meet twice every morning (one hour and
twenty minutes each), the first hour centering on a lecture and the second

on student reports and discussion. Chapel is on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
(But note the i rregul ari ties in the day-to-day schedule below; and be

warned that the lecture topics given are subject to change without no-

tice)

.

Jun 27 (Mon) 9-10:20; 11 -.10-12:30 £ Discipleship
Jun 28 (Tue) 8:30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 iL Thomas: Doubting disciple.
Jun 29 (Wed) 8:30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 Tu Jesus and the first disciplesi . t fv\

Jun 30 (Thu) 8:30-9:50 10:40-12:00 jy- Biblical basis of mission.
Jul 1 (Fri

)

8:30-9:50 10:40-12:00 -^Paul: Discipling missionary. ‘54*')

Jul 4 (Mon) No classes for summer school

.

From July 5 to 7 this class will meet for the first hour as usual
at 8:30, but chapel will be with the Institute of Theology from 9:45
to 10:35; and for the second hour (from 11 to 12:30) we will meet
with the Institute's morning elective on "Changing Patterns in Mission".

I (yp C. M'SSfowi

'sf&. Early patterns in mission.
Changing patterns (slide lecture)^
Student reports
20th century missions sh<m

Medieval discipleship and mission.^
j^Other religions and missions (slides)^

1 1 : 10-12 :30 Women in mission.

Jul 5 (Tue) 8:30-11:50
11-12:: 30

Jul 6 (Wed) 00 GO0 1 1:50

11-12:: 30

Jul 7 (Thu) 8:30-11:50
11-12:: 30

Jul 8 (Fri

)

9-10::20

;

Jul 11 (Mon) 9-10:: 2 0

;

Jul 12 (Tue) 9-10::20;

Jul 13 (Wed)
1 l

Jul 14 (Thu) 1 1

Jul 15 (Fri) 1 '

11:10-12:30 Discipleship as adventure
11:10-12:30 Korean patterns of discipling.

^hL African patterns of discipling.
The reached and the unreached.
The cost of discipleship and

10 - 10:15 (June 28,30)
10 - 10:15 (July 5,7)
10:30 - 10:45 (July 12, 14)

tfi\

SUM

mi ssi on

.

iHH

Chapel

:
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S270 RECOMMENDED READING

On DISCIPLESHIP

A.B. Bruce, The Training of the Twelve. (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1911)
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship (6th ed., London: SCM, 1959)
James F. Engel, Contemporary Christian Communications (Nashville: Nelson, 1979)
Craig Dykstra, Vision and Character. (N.Y: Paulist Pr., 1981)
J.F. Engel & H.W. Norton, What's Gone Wrong with the Harvest. (Gr. Rapids, Zonderv., 1975)
Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline. (NY: Harper, 1978)
Herman H. Horne, Teaching Techniques of Jesus. (Gr. Rapids: Kregel , 1971)
Daniel Jenkins, Christian Maturity and Christian Success. ( Phi 1 a . : Fortress, 1982)

Richard F. Lovelace, Dynamics of Spiritual Life. (Downers Grove IL: IVP, 1979)
Keith Phillips, The Making of a Disciple. (Old Tapoan NJ: Revel 1, 1981)
Rebecca M. Pippert, Out of the Salt-Shaker. (Downers Grove: IVF, 1979)
Waldron Scott, Bring Forth Justice. (Gr. Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980)

John R.W. Stott, Christian Counter-Culture. (Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1978)
Diogenes Allen, Between Two Worlds. (Atlanta: J. Knox, 1978)
Dogenes Allen, Three Outsiders. (Cambridge MA: Cowley, 1983)

On MISSION

Roland Allen, Missionary Methods: St Paul's or Ours? (Gr. Rapids: Eerdmans, 1962)

G.H. Anderson & T.F. Stransky, Christ's Lordship & Religious Pluralism. (Orbis, 1981)

G.H. Anderson & T.F. Stransky, Mission Trends #1 ; #2. (Gr. Rapids: Eerdmans, 1 974 f.)

R. Pierce Beaver, All Loves Excelling (Women and Missions). Gr. Rapids: Eerd., 1968)

Johannes Blauw, The Missionary Nature of the Church. (NY: McGraw-Hill, 1962)
David J. Bosch, Witness to the World (Mission in Theol . Perspect). Atlanta: J.Knox, 1980)

Francis M. DuBose, Classics of Christian Missions. (Nashville: Broadman, 1979) — pp . 43-5

74-94; 117-240.

D. J. Hesselarave, Communicating Christ Cross-Cul tural ly .
(Gr. Rapids: Zondervan, 1978)

Charles Kraft, Christianity in Culture. (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1979)

Alfred C. Krass, Evangelizing Neopagan America. (Scottdale PA: Herald Press, 1982)

A.J. Lewis, Zinzendorf, the Ecumenical Pioneer. (Phila: Westminster, 1962)

Donald McGavran, The Bridges of God. (NY: Friendship Press, 1968)

Stephen Neill, Salvation Tomorrow. (London: Lutterworth, 1976)

E. Allison Peers, Ramon Lull. (London: SPCK, 1929)

Constance E. Padwick, Henry Martyn, Confessor.. (NY: Doran, 1922)

Dr. & Mrs. H. Taylor, Hudson Taylor in Early Years.. (London: Morgan, Scott, 1912)

Michael Collins Reilly, Spirituality for Mission. (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1978)

Elton Trueblood, The Validity of the Christian Mission. (NY: Harper & Row, 1972)

Norman Horner, ed., Protestant Cross-Currents in Mission. (Nashville: Abingdon, 1968)
Eleanor Hull, Women Who Carried the Good News. (Valley Forge PA: Judson Pr., 1975)
Hollis L. Green, Why Churches Die? (Minneapolis: Bethany Fellowship, 1972)
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REPORT TOPICS

June 28 (Tue.

)

June 29 (Wed
.

)

June 30 (Thu.

)

July 1 (Fri
.

)

July 6 (Wed .

)

July 8 ( Fri .

)

July 1 1 (Mon.

)

July 12 (Tue.

)

July 13 (Wed.)

July 14 (Thu.)

July 15 ( Fri
.

)

Karl Barth on Matt. 28:16-20 (See DuBose, pp. 43-53)
George Peters on The Great Commission (See G. Peters, pp. 172-198) K

Herman Horne on Jesus' Teaching Techniques
1. Chap. 1-5 (pp. 1-29) Situation; Contact; Aims
2. Chap. 19-22 Audience; Motivation; Appeal, pp. 136-169 U

Columban & the Celtic Missions (McNeill pp. 155-175)
Boniface and the Anglo-Saxon Missions (Talbot, pp. 24-88)

What Is Di sci pi eshi p? (Keith Phillips, pp. 1-45)

How Do You Make Disciples? (Phillips, pp. 81-133)

The Making and Mission of a Saint (Francis of Assissi)
The Problems of His Disciples (G.G. Coulton, Vol . IV, pp. 430-470) ^

.

The Jesuits' Spiritual Discipline: Loyola. (Fulop-Mi 1 ler
, pp. 1-57) r-

Jesuits in Mission: Xavier and deNobili (Fulop-Mil ler, pp. 199-227)

The Inward Disciplines of a Disciple (Foster, pp. 1-54) ^

Moravian Discipline and Mission (Reilly pp. 86-92; Thompson pp. 41-75)4

Report on Costa Rica (
ht* )/

19th Century Disciples & Missions
1. Hudson Taylor in China (Broomhall, pp. 1-41; 127-155)

2. Mary Slessor in West Africa (J. Buchan, pp. V'-j*'

i*

1 ^ fa* v

20th Century Disciples & Missions
1. African prophets: Simon Kimbangu (

2. Japanese evangelist to the poor: Kagawa (Axling, pp.

3. The House Churches of China (Fung, pp. ) . S’vfkL

Reports on Korea
1. The Yongnak Presbyterian Church, Seoul (Voelkel, i) 1

2. The Pure Gospel Church, Seoul (Kennedy, pp. 74-123; 187-244)

New Models of Discipleship in Latin America: (Barreiro - pp.
The Basic Ecclesial Communities
The Pentecostals in Brazil

Christian Maturity (Jenkins, pp. 1-22)
Mission and Power (Jenkins, pp. 29-61)

The Reached and the Unreached in America (Krass, op.

Secondary Elements of Renewal (Lovelace, pp. 145-200)
The Need & Sources of Spirituality (Reilly, pp. 1-45)

The Outward Disciplines (Foster, pp. 1-54)
The Corporate Disciplines (Foster, pp. 125-162)

Is There Mission in the Old Testament? (Verkuyl
, pp. 90-101)

Mission in the O.T.: The Servant Songs (Rowley, pp. 45-64)

William Carey, Father of Modern Missions (W.B. Davis, pp. 1-73; 109-128)

The Preparation of Missionaries (Winter & Hawthorne, pp. 788-813)
The Discipline of Animists (

" "
" pp. 629-640)
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References - for Report Topics

1. Willi am Ax ling, Kagawa. N.Y., 1946

2. Alvaro Barreiro, Basic Ecclesial Communities. Maryknoll, 1982

3. Marshall Broenhall , Hudson Taylor: The Man Who Believed God. London, 1930

4. James Buchan, The Expendable Mary Slessor. N.Y. 1981

5. G.G. Coulton, Five Centuries of Religion. Vol . IV. Cambridge (Eng.(, 1950

6. Father Cuthbert, Life of St. Francis of Assissi. 1912

7. W.B. Davis, William Carey: Father of Modern Missions

8. F.M. DuBose, Classics of Christian Missions. Nashville, 1979

9. James F. Engel, Contemporary Christian Communications. Nashville, 1979

10. Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline. N.Y., 1978

11. Rene Fulop-Miller, The Jesuits. N.Y. 1963

12. Raymond Fung, Households of God in China's Soil
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15. Nell Kennedy, Paul Yonggi Cho: Dream Your Way to Success., Plainfield, N.J., 198
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17. William S. McBirnie, The Search for the Twelve Apostles. Wheaton, 1973
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21. H.H. Rowley, The Missionary Message of the Old Testament. London, 1944
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23. A.C. Thompson. Moravian Missions. N.Y. 1882

24. J. Verkuyl , Contemporary Missiology. Grand Rapids, 1978

25. Peter Wagner, Look Out, The Pentecostal s are Coming. Carol Stream, II., 1973

26. Ralph Winter & Steven Hawthorne, Perspectives on the World Christian Movement.

Pasadena, 1981

27. Alfred C. Krass, Evangelizing Neopagan North America Scottdale, Pa., 1982

28. Marie-Louise Martin, Kimbangu: An African Prophet & His Church. Oxford, 1975

29. Keith Phillips, The Making of a Disciple. Old Tappan NJ ,
1981

30. Harold Voelkel , Open Door to Korea. Grand Rapids, 1958
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LaBOMBARD, Rebecca E., 40 Montclair Ave., Montclair, NJ 07042 (323 Hodge)
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These are days of rapid change in everything - and mission is no exception.

To draw some comparisons between the days of our parents and ourselves we have

dipped into an old family album and made slides of old photographs to supplement

sonje of our own period.

We are going to show you some of these changing patterns as illustrated

by our own family experience.

Sam's father went to Korea in 1890, partly as a result of a call to

missions led by Princeton students like Robert Wilder and Robert E. Speer in

the 1880's. It was a student missionary movement that swept college campuses all

over the country like wildfire.

But what a difference there is between mission in our parents' day and

in ours. 90 years ago when Sam's father went to Korea he was stoned in the streets

of the city of Pyengyang. When we went back in 1955 they met us at the airport

with armfuls of flowers. He went to a city where there was no known Christian

within a hundred miles. Wherever we went in Korea we were almost never out of

sight of a Christian church. He was a pioneer. We had many Korean partners. He

planted churches. Today it is the Koreans who plant the churches there -- an

average of six new churches every day.

I mentioned some things, though, that haven't changed. Let me add

another. Contrary to what you usually hear today, missionaries are needed as much

now as they were in that earlier period. The day of the missionary is not over in

Asia.'N However, they will not all be coming from the West. Missionaries today

are being sent out from Christian communities all over the world. And some are

moving from the third world to the increasingly secularized Western world.

But let me remind you that there are at least six countries in the

world still where the percentage of Christians is less than 1/1 0th of 1 percent --

and five of those six are in Asia: Afghanistan, Bhutan, Nepal, Somalia, North

and South Yemen.

But now we're going to let the pictures tell part of the story of the

changing face of missions. The pictures begin in 1899 - just at the beginning

of the 20th century, when my father-in-law, after nine years as a single missionary

in Korea, took the big step and was married. Dr. Alice Fish, shown in the first

picture, was the mother of his two oldest children. She died about twelve years

later and I am glad to say, he later married again. Otherwise, I don't know where

I would have found my husband!

- f htffeff
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CHANGING PATTERNS IN MISSION

I?/ tilee* ov-d jaw MajfiHh

1.

(Moffetts). S.A. Moffett and Alice Fish were married in Seoul, Korea

on June 1, 1 89°> - He had ,copie to Korea in 1890, and she, a medical doctor,
in 1897. Ijt'i p ffash'd y\j/<Le.tTs( Pv*» «/<>-, *». claw

-f
/ 7 /

s".

2. (Swallen Party). The wedding party came down overland from Pyongyang,
looking something like this picture of their friends, the Swallens, traveling
inland a few months after the wedding. They made the trip to Seoul in five

days by getting up at 4:30 and traveling steadily until seven in the evening.

They had ten chairmen, three horsemen, three chairs and three bicycles.

3. (Whitings). The men rode bicycles (or walked), the women were in chairs

and the baggage (including a wedding cake shipped all the way from San Francisco)

was on ponies.

4. (Allen). They had to come to Seoul for the weddino because American

marriages had to be performed in the presence of the Resident American

Minister (ambassador). Fortunately, the ambassador in 1899 was their good

friend, Dr. Horace Allen. He had arrived in Korea just five years before Moffett

as the first resident Protestant missionary in that country, and had later been

persuaded to become American ambassador.

5. (Suh Sang-Vun). To say that Allen was the first resident Protestant

missionary in Korea is correct. But the Koreans have always been one step ahead
of the missionary. The man in the center of this picture, Suh Sang-Yun, had been

converted in Manchuria before the missionaries arrived and came back to bring
the Gospel to his own people a whole year before Allen landed. A delightful foot-
note to this story is that the great grandson of this Mr. Suh’s younger brother
just enrolled in Princeton Seminary in January of this year.

6. (Foote). When Allen arrived in 1884, the United States had just become the first
Western country to establish diplomatic relatjons^th Korea. The first United
States government minister to Korea^arri ve<f^m" He was General Lucius Foote.

The title, General, came from service in the Civil War somewhat remote from the
field of battle. He had defended Californi a against the forces of the Confederacy -

as aide to the governor. But his service in Korea proved to be far more important.

7. (Queen Min). The Korean Queen was told that the American had brought his

wife, Mrs. Foote - the first Western woman ever to arrive in Seoul. Queen Min
was overcome with curiosity to find out what the foreign woman looked like.

8. (Mrs. Foote). She sent the royal sedan chair, here, to bring Mrs. Foote to

the palace. On her way to meet the Queen Mrs. Foote may have been concerned
about the proper protocol in meeting a member of the Royal Family - but one
other matter had been worrying her even more. There was no western doctor in

Korea, and she was something of a hypochondriac. So when Allen appeared. General
Foote told him, "Missionaries are forbidden in Korea. It's a closed land. But
if you'll be physician at the legation we'll let you stay."

9. (Kim Ok-Kiun). About two months after Allen's arrival all hell broke
loose at the palace. Kim Ok-Kiun, the young reformer, and his progressive
friends invited their major rivals, the dominant conservative party leaders,
to a banquet.
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10. (Min Yong-Ik). The leader of the conservatives was Prince Min Yong-Ik,
cousin of the queen. At a given signal, hired assassins broke into the room,
and attacked the conservatives. The Prince, slashed about the face and body,
fell into the arms of General Foote, who was also present - a very shocked and
astonished guest.

11. (Sedan Chairs). Pulling himself together, General Foote told the stunned
guests that there was a doctor, a "miracle worker", at the Legation, and a

sedan chair waiting outside the palace was sent racing across the city to

bring Dr. Allen. He arrived to find palace practitioners about to pour boiling
pitch into the Prince's wounds to stop the bleeding. Dr. Allen hesitated --

for he knew that once he touched the royal body he would be held responsible --

but then because he was a doctor and a Christian he set desperately to work.

For three months the Prince hovered between life and death

12. (Hospital). Then the fever broke, and a grateful royal family turned to

Allen and asked what reward they could give him. "Let me open a hospital," he

said. And it was done. This was the first legally permitted Christian insti-

tution ever to open its doors in the Hermit Kingdom, as the closed land of

Korea had been known.

13. (Moffett). When another Presbyterian missionary, Samuel Moffett arrived
four years and several other missionaries later, it was still forbidden to

preach the Christian faith openly, and missionaries were restricted to the

safety of two treaty ports, Seoul and Pusan.

14. (Moffett Korean clothes). He was determined, however, to open up the

forbidden interior, and set off despite all warnings to explore the land,

dressing in Korean clothes to attract less notice.

15. (Pyen^-Yang) . He pushed north into the old capital of Pyengyang, a city

so old its'walls had been built in the days of David and Solomon, famous for its

street mobs and tiger hunters.

16. (PY - East Gate). When a foreigner walked in, alone and unarmed, a

mob quickly formed and stoned him in the streets near the old East Gate.

17. (PY first home). But rather than running away, he stayed, first re-

covering from his wounds in a mud house near the river, then boldly renting

this house only a stone's throw from the gate where he had been attacked by

the mob. He was the first resident Protestant missionary in all of North

Korea.

18. (Bell). He gathered a little band of converts--one of the best of them

a reformed saloon keeper. They built a church, complete with bell brought in

by ox-cart. That church became the "mother of churches" as church growth explod-

ed throughout all that part of North Korea.

19. (Seminary graduation). He started a little seminary. And sixteen years

after his arrival the seminary graduated its first class. The women watching

the ceremony in their white head-coverings had to sit behind a screen in the

L-shaped church. Korean custom still rigidly segregated the sexes.

20. (Presbytery). Then the mission did a very wise thing. It formed a

Presbytery. And since already the number of potential Korean ministers and elders

outnumbered the missionaries, the presbytery proceeded to ordain the Koreans, and

turned the church over to them. It became the independent, self-governing,
self-supporting Presbyterian Church of Korea.
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21. (Graduates). It became self-propagating, too. When these first seven

graduates of the seminary came before presbytery they held a caucus. They

were a bit awed at the prospect of becoming the first Korean ordained ministers.

But they said to themselves, "Ministers are not enough. A real church has to have

missionaries." And they turned to look at one of their number (the thick-set man

standing in back at the right). "One of us has to be a missionary," they said."

22. (Yi Kui-Poong). And still looking hard at him, they said, "You stoned the

first missionary you ever saw." And they were right. He was the man who

had led the mob that stoned Sam's father in the streets 16 years before. Now a

committed Christian, he was about to become one of the church's first Korean

ministers. "You are going to be our first missionary".

23. (Island). So with that decided, the seven men walked in to presbytery, and

the presbytery moderator, who happened to be the missionary that man had

stoned, laid his hands in ordination upon the man who had stoned him. Then

they sent him off as their own first missionary to a strange island off the

southern coast, with an alien culture, and there he, too, was stoned - the first

Korean missionary. But ever since, the growth and government of the church has

been in capable Korean hands.

Well, that's the romantic, heroic side of missions. But times have

changed.

24.

(Seoul, old). Back^ the n,. Korea ’ s capital city, Seoul, was a sleepy town of

about 150,000 peo p 1 e sTr-mi-s s-ionarri-es- a r

r

i vgd-. Westerners complained

about the dirty streets.

25.

(Seoul, new). Today it is a city of 7| mi 1 1 ion--subways , sky-scrapers,
and looping elevated highways, one of the ten largest cities in the world.

And much cleaner than New York.

26. (Moffett & Gale). Sam's father refused to own an automobile to the end of

his days. "It would take me too fast past too many people I want to talk to",

he said. So he walked.

27. (Houseboat). Or sometimes he itinerated in a houseboat visiting

country churches up the great valley of the Taedong river.

28. (Mattie Ingold) - and sometimes the missionaries went by pony - like

Mattie Ingold, a pioneer woman doctor, here bringing medicine in the name of

the great physician to the countryside.

29. (Super-highway). Today a busy modern network of superhighways, railroads
and airlines has so improved communications that no part of South Korea is

much more than a 6-hour journey from any other part.

30. (DMZ). But one part of Korea is still forbidden territory - the Communist
north. Once the home of 2/3 of Korea's Christians, its 16 million people are
barred, behind the tightest border in the world ( the DMZ, or demilitarized
zone), from all contact with the good news of Jesus Christ.

31. (Palace girls). In the early days even the problems, if they weren't
cruel, were appealingly quixotic. Like the day, soon after Dr. Allen had
opened his first hospital, when the King showed his pleasure by sending over a

regal gift, a bevy of dancing girls. The ruffled missionary was about to refuse,
when his wife stopped him. "You can't send them back; they're a royal gift."
"But what will I do with them", he said. "Use them as nurses", said his

practical wife.



32. (Entertainers Church). The entertainers are still with us, but today
many of them are Christians. They have founded one of the most unusual
churches I've ever seen - the Entertainers 1

Church. The man at the left is
one of the elders. He is a television star - one of the two most famous comedians
in Korea.

33. (Comedians). Their pictures appear on giant posters at subway entrances all
over the city of Seoul. One of our seminary students decided to take as his
field of mission the whole entertainment industry. He knew some performers. "They
have enormous talents, but empty hearts," he said.

34. (Prayer Meeting). He started with a little Bible class. Today each Sunday
more than 200 people from script writers to movie stars gather for worship at
the Entertainers' Church, and at prayer meetings and Bible study groups some of
the most famous talents in the country gather for a time of quiet and meditation.

35. (Country Church). The first two tiny Protestant congregations had just been
organized when Sam's father arrived. Little country churches like this, which
are fast being replaced now by more sturdy buildings, are a reminder of the days
of beginnings.

36. Sorai Church). But wto years after he moved into the interior - into North
Korea, Koreans began to build their own churches. This is the first church built
entirely by Koreans with their own money. It was built in 1894.

37. (Yong-nak aerial). Today there are over 3000 Protestant churches in the
city of Seoul, alone. 2/3 of them are Presbyterian. The largest Presbyterian church,
though not the largest c hurch in Seoul, is the Yong Nak Church.

38. (Dr. Han). Yong-nak church was founded 36 years ago, in 1947, by a graduate
of Princeton seminary. Dr. Kyung-Chik Han, shown here preaching. He began with
just 27 members, all of them refugees from the Communist take-over in North Korea.

39. (Yong Nak court). Today this church has some 60,000 members. Some people
have congratulated my husband on his big church, mistakenly thinking that that

must be where the missionary preaches. Mo, these Korean churches are not pastored

by missionaries.

40. (Interpreting). At this church, however, a missionary does interpret for the

current pastor, Dr. Park, from a booth in the church basement. This is channeled

into earphones through a simultaneous translation service for English-speaking

visitors every Sunday morning at two of the four worship services.

41. (Overflow). Since the sanctuary cannot begin to contain the huge attendance -

even with four identical services each Sunday (the first one beginning at 7:30 a.m.),

they pipe the service in via closed-circuit television to a large chapel and several

auditoriums nearby. People who come after the main sanctuary is filled at each

service participate in worship with a T-V screen at the front.

42 . (Dr. & Mrs. Lee Sang-Geun). Korea now has more Presbyterians than there

are in the United States - over four million. This is Dr. Lee, pastor of the

First Presbyterian Church in Taegu, with his wife. Taegu, a city of 1| - 2 million

people now has more Presbyterian churches than the city of Philadelphia.

43 . (Old Seminary). This is the little seminary started in the north in the early

days by the missionary.

44. (New Seminary). This is the seminary today, rebuilt by the Korean church in

South Korea after the communists occupied the north and made it inaccessible.
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45. (Dr. Rhee). Its president today, of course, is a Korean, not a missionary. Dr.
Jong-Sung Rhee is one of Asia's outstanding theologians.

46. (Students). The seminary has sixteen hundred students today at several dif-
ferent levels of preparation from post high-school to post-college and graduate study.

47. (Slums). There is more to a seminary than classes. The students all have
field work. Some of them work in one of the worst slums in Seoul. They found
that Christian work in the slums doesn't begin in a church. There was no church.

48. (Day Care Center). So the students began by building a community center -

a day care center like this, so the mothers could work and earn a little money.
They talked the men into starting an own-your-own home campaign.

49. (Slum church). Today more than 500 of those slum families own their homes.
They're people now, not squatters. And along with their homes they wanted to build
a little church, for many of them became Christians as the students told them
of the love of Jesus Christ.

50. (Sam Park). All over the country the Korean church has its own leaders in

this kind of practical demonstration of Christ's love. One of our seminary graduates,
Sam Park, has started a Boys' Town 300 miles south of Seoul for the waifs and beggar
boys that society rejects.

51. (Harry Holt). Harry Holt, shown here talking to missionary, Lillian Ross,
opened his eyes and his heart to the plight of orphans after the devastation of the
Korean War. He was an Oregon farmer who, after the armistice was signed, decided to
go and look at the situation first-hand. The first thing he did was to adopt
seven orphans into his own family. And by the devotion and hard work of Mr. and
Mrs. Holt, homes were opened in this country and in Europe for thousands and thousands
more

.

52. (Chongsin). Christians go where the need is. The early missionaries started
schools for girls, because in Korean society girls weren't considered worth educating.

53. (Ewha). How that has changed! Today Korea has the largest Women's University
in the world - a Christian school.

54. (Evelyn Koh). Seoul has two Christian universities for women. This is Dr.

Evelyn Koh, president of Seoul Woman's University. She is a famous sociologist,
highly respected in all circles. A few years ago she was invited to attend an

international conference of Sociologists in Moscow - the first South Korean ever
invited to an academic conference in Soviet Russia. She reluctantly sent her
regrets. "I've just enrolled in the Bethel Bible Class training program - and

I promised when I started that I would not miss a single session", she explained.
"Besides" she told me privately, "I want my students to take Bible study very seriously.
And how will they do so unless I set the example."

55. (Esther Park). Esther Park, president of the National YWCA of Korea for
many years, is another great Christian leader who has had an enormous influence
on the nation and its people. It would be hard to calculate the impact of the
YWCA on the improved life of Korean women and on Korean home-life.

56. Chu Sun-Ae). And just this year the Presbyterian Seminary in Seoul startled
Korea's educational circles by naming Mrs. Chou Sun-Ae (standing at right in

this picture, next to the president of the Presbyterian Women's Organization,
Mrs. Yi Yon-Ok) as Dean of the Seminary's Graduate School. She is the first
woman ever elected to such a high position in anything but a school for women
in Korea.
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57. (Bibls Club). Now it is not the women but the poor who are neglected. So
Christians have a network of schools for the underpri vi 1 eged . They are called
Bible Clubs.

58. (Bible Club School). In these Bible Club schools the children of the slums
and factories and depressed rural areas who can't afford the government schools
(for there is no free public schooling beyond primary level), find their only
chance for education. There are between 40,000 and 50,000 children enrolled in
the Bible Clubs.

59. (Two boys). The Bible becomes a vital part of their education. It is a

book they want to read - even beside a country road. Through it they come
to know and follow Jesus Christ.

60. (Early Christians). This picture shows a group of early Christians in
Seoul. In fact, you see here almost all the Christian men in the entire city
of Seoul when Dr. Samuel A. Moffett first arrived.

61. (Crusade). In that same city 85 years later an evangelistic crusade drew
the largest single crowd ever before assembled to hear the preaching of the
gospel. Some say there were over a million people in that great mass of humanity.

62. (Early Bible Class). The early Christians in Korea were expected to do more
than evangelize. One secret of growth in the Korean Church was its emphasis on
Bible study for all Christians, not just ministers. This is a Women's Bible
Class 50 years ago. Some of those women had walked 40 miles just to learn more
of God 's Word.

63. (Yong-nak Class). They still study the Bible. Today they may come to class
by subway or bus, taxi or private car, but there are Bible classes like this in

most Korean churches, the YM and YWCA and many other places every week.

64. (Map). And Korean Christians are more than Bible readers. They are mission-
aries. Like that first graduating seminary class, they know that real churches
have more than ministers or Bible teachers, they have also missionaries. Here,
Mr. Kwak, the Korean church's Director of Evangelism is pointing out to the Stated
Clerk of the Korean General Assembly where the church has its Korean missionaries
today, from Ethiopia to Brazil.

65. (Elijah Gergan). And even in Asia, missions today is a two-way process.

This is Elijah Gergan, a Tibetan, grandson of a hereditary teacher of the Dalai

Lama. He came to Seoul to enroll in ACTS (Asian Center for Theological Studies

and Missions), a post-seminary training course. Why did he come all the way to

Korea from the edge of the top of the world? He came to learn from the Korean

church how churches grow. But more than that.

66. (Korean missionaries). He came also to challenge that church not to become

turned in upon itself and complacent. That challenge is being heard. Here is a

group of Koreans preparing to go to Indonesia. There are a few in this picture

who are former Korean missionaries to Indonesia, as well. The day of third-world

missions is here. And missions will never be the same.

67. (Nepal). It is true that the church is growing fast in Korea. It doubles

in numbers of professed Christians almost every decade and has done so for the

past forty years. But Asia as a whole is still the great unreached continent.

Half of all the world's people live in Asia. But of that half that live in Asia,

no more than 3% are Christians.

68. (India). Take India, for example, which has a relatively high number of

Christians - 27 million. But what is 27 million in a total population of about

680 million? That's about 4%.
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69. (Thailand). Or Thailand, which is still 92.1% Buddhist after more than 150

years of faithful missionary witness. Christians represent only 1.6% of the

people of Thailand.

70. (2 priests). Or Nepal - where public proclamation of the gospel is pro-

hibited, where it is forbidden to change one's religion, and where just to baptize

a convert can bring a sentence of six years in jail.

71. (Indo-Nepali woman). But where, also, there is no law against private
one-on-one witness to those who have not heard the good news, and where in less

than twenty-five years more than ten thousand Nepali people have come to know

Jesus Christ.

72. (Mt. Fuji). Another one of the many beautiful countries in Asia is Japan. It

is also one of the most successfully materialist countries in the world. There was

a higher percentage of Christians in Japan 350 years ago than there is today. Only

one in one hundred Japanese is a Christian.

73. (Shop scene). Just south of Japan is the beautiful island of Taiwan. There
the percentage of Christians is high for Asia. But still they number only 7.4% of

the total population. 43% are Buddhist and 48.5% follow Chinese folk religions.

74. (Traditional funeral). What can we say about mainland China. The population
there is so great that even the margin of uncertainty about the number of people

who live there is greater than the known population of the United States. This
great nation which first received Christian missionaries from Persia as early as

the 7th century is now closed to missionaries like you and me. It is one of the

great blocs of the human race least open to the gospel. But since the re-opening
of contact with China within the last few years, and after 30 years of persecution
of Christians there, suddenly we find more Chinese Christians today than there
were when the Communists closed the country back in 1949. It is impossible to

say what percentage of China is Christian today, but one educated guess is about
. 2 %

75. (Muslim at prayer). Or go to the other end of Asia, to Syria - part of one

of the other great unreached blocks - the Muslim world. There are over 700 million
Muslims in Asia - fiercely opposed to the Christian faith.

76. (Street scene in Damascus). Most Asians, whether in Muslim lands, in China,
members of Hindu castes, Buddhists or followers of tribal religions, have never
heard an effective presentation of the Gospel of Christ. Missions have changed,
but the missionary challenge still remains: "Go ye into al

1

the world..."

- $le fU’d ( i. kfjjeit.



So much for the contrast between the old and the new in missions. Some

have described it as passing through three epochs:

1. The age of paternalism - the pioneer stage

2. The age of independence - the rise of the younger church.

3. The age of integration - the scaffolding of the mission structure
is taken down, the missionaries absorbed into and under the local
church which has developed in former mission lands and younger
churches, themselves, begin taking over full responsibility for
Christian mission within their own national borders.

But I think we now need to move into a 4th period in many parts of the

world, recognizing that there are still places where the level is still at Stage 1,

Stage 2 and Stage 3. The 4th is the age of partnership because it is coming to

be recognized that integration is not the whole and final answer.

Looking at mission from another angle, it is becoming obvious that while

revolutionary changes have, indeed, taken place in Christian world mission, not

everything has changed:

1. The Gospel hasn't changed, although our ways of presenting it have.

2. Our Purpose hasn't changed. That is still to disciple the nations
and tell and demonstrate the Good News.

3. And the Urgencies haven't changed.

Today there are five t imes as many non - Chri sti ans in the worl d as there

were 2 00 years ago . But that is because of sheer population growth. Percentage-

wise, the Church over the centuries has gained remarkably in proportion to the non-

Christian world.

Back in 100 A.D., as far as we know, there was about one Christian to

every 2500 people in the world. In the next 200 years Christianity grew very

rapidly. By 300 A.D. there was about 1 Christian to every 60. By 1500 A.D. there

was 1 to every 5 world-wide. About 200 years ago when William Carey opened the

modern missionary era there was about 1 Christian to every 4s people in the world.

Today it is about 1 to every 3L. (This includes all who claim any relationship

to Chri stianity)

.

But this is an unbalanced picture. Even today in Asia only 1 in 40

claims any relationship to Christ - and that i ncl udes the 40 million people who

claim Christianity in the Philippines. In Asia we are back where the world as a

whole was in 300 A.D.

Look at the world in another way - not as nations and "national churches"

but as cultural units. It is now believed to be true that 85% of all the unreached

units of people in the world (probably including the United States) are virtually

out of reach by near-neighbor Christian witness. At least by near-nei ghbors

acting alone. It is going to take cross-cultural missionary outreach.

So, although missionary stages have changed, with resulting changes of

methods, depending upon the stage of growth, the urgencies have not.

«- T.



' » THE RELIGIOUS CONTEXT OF MISSION

0” Ur U

,

-tet~me begin by turning your attention to a brief passage of Scripture.

^Listen to the Words of as recorded in the 13th chapter of Matthew,

verses 3 through 9: "A sower went out to sow. And as he sowed, some seeds

fell along the path, and the birds came and devoured them. Other seeds fell

on rocky ground, where they had not much soil, and immediately they sprang

up, since they had no depth of soil, but when the sun rose they were scorched;

and since they had no root they withered away. Other seeds fell upon thorns,

and the thorns grew up and choked them. Other seeds fell on good soil and

brought forth grain, some a hundredfold, some sixty, some thirty. Those

who have ears, let them hear." —

This parable was spoken to the crowds around Jiim - and not primarily

to the inner circle of the disciples - and there is no mistaking the note

of responsibility. &f-everyone- in- hearing the Word of God. But the disciples

were there, too, and there is a sower also in that story. In fact, we

refer to it as the parabl e of the sower .

Many years ago when I was in high school in a Pacific Northwest farming

belt, our school carried off the prize for soil and crop judging year after

year. Such skills were considered imperative for Future Farmers of America -

the FFA, as it was called. When we talk about the religious context of mission,

we are talking about the soil into which the seed of the gospel is planted.

When I read the parable of the sower I sometimes wonder why that early

farmer didn't try to raise his percentages by taking a few soil samples,

testing them and then preparing that soil a bit more before finally spreading

the seed. And then perhaps he might have gone about his sowing with a little

less abandon!

But it is a bit arrogant to point the finger at him when we often go

about our own fliMfeatedfa aafraia
i
Mgrai' wi th equal disregard of the soil.

The soil in this parable is another way of describing the worldview -

or perspective on life of those who hear. In each individual has

his or her own little worldview derived from a lifetime of a*pericnc^, influences

and circumstanced) But there are recognizable corporate worldviews as well.

Certainly there are many in Asia. Today I am going to introduce to you

through a series of slides three identifiable elements which have molded

one of them: the tradi tional mind of Korea. Please bear in mind that this

does not represent modern Korea or the Korean Christian worldview, although

the thought and consequent behavior of anyone's cultural heritage inevitably

impinges upon and helps to mold the character - even of a Christian.



If there are any Korean friends here today, it is quite possible that

some of the pictures presented will be as foreign to them as to complete

outsiders. Indeed, if I were to work up a similar kind of presentation on

the worldview of the average Princeton University student, some of you near

neighbors might not recognize it.

In any case, if this stimulates a new idea, calls forth a correction

or motivates you to try a similar analysis of the "mind" or worldview of a

community you are trying to reach with the Good News, I will be satisfied.

And now, to the slides. These were all taken in the last 25 years.

Many of them come from a rural area in southeast Korea where the old ways

of life and thought have most tenaciously survived the modern transformation

of the country. / tLc s)
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We've been talking about changing patterns in missions: First, we

reviewed the nineteenth century - the Great century. Then we had a slide

presentation illustrating some of the changes which began taking place at the

end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century with the rise of the

younger churches. Yesterday Sam focused on 20th century missions. Today we

are going to have another slide presentation on the cultural context of mission.

"Go into all the world", said Jesus, "and make disciples". Not just converts -

but disciples.

Will you turn with me to the words of our Lord recorded in the Gospel

of Matthew, chapter 13, verses 3 through 9 and verses 18-23. READ .

The disci pier or the missionary had better be aware - both of the seed

(which Jesus likened to the Gospel of the Kingdom) and of the soil on which it

falls. Any good farmer knows the practical wisdom of that advice. But, how often

we fail to take seriously either one or the other.

Today I'm going to concentrate on the importance of understanding the

soil on which the seed is sown. Paul understood this, too. Remember what he

told the Corinthians, "I planted, Apollos watered, but God gave the growth." (1 Cor.

3:6). God does give the growth but He expects us to be faithful on our part in

this process of disciple-making.

So we need to pay attention to the cultural context of mission. The

soil. Sometimes we call it the worldview of the hearers.

These slides were all taken by us in Korea between 1956 and 1981. They

are intended to show the religious base or soil into which the seed of the Gospel

has been planted there. Something like this could be done, perhaps, wherever

you are sent to make disciples for Jesus Christ - whether in an Asian context, in

the context of Latin America, southern California, or wherever.

Let's go to the slides and perhaps they will stimulate a new idea, a

correction or some discussion which may help us all to become more effective

disciples.



THE OLD RELIGIONS OF OLD KOREA

Slide lecture
By Sam and Eileen Moffett

1. (E. Coast Village). Early Western travelers in Korea commented in some
surprise that it seemed to be a land without a religion.

2. (Rice terrace village). They found no temples in its towns and
villages, no external signs of religion. They did not know that the
temples had been banished by a Confucian dynasty to the hills.

3. (Topknot). When they asked a Korean about his religion, the usual
answer was a shrug, "I have no religion/ But that was an evasion...

U. (Woodland). What Westerners sometimes forget is that there are

religions that need no temples. The earliest Korean religion was probably
the worship of nature, animism.

5. (Mt. Sorak) They worshipped the spirits of the mountains. One is

never out of sight of a mountain in Korea.

6. (Misty peaks). They could see the spirits rising like mists from the

lofty peaks. .

.

7. (S. Han near Yongwol). They felt the presence of the spirits in the

rivers and the rocks...
o

8. (Brook). They were attracted and awed by the glint of moonlight

dancing off the streams at night...

9. (Stone altars). So they built altars of stones out under the sky in

the mountains along the streams...

10. (Dolmen). Back before recorded history began they put up massive slabs

of rock called dolmens, perhaps for graves, perhaps for altars, or both. No

one really knows.

11. (Tophats in line). But there are also the organized religions. These

country gentlemen show by their walk and bearing that they are Confucianist

.

A Korean gentleman might say that he has no religion, but the way he walks

and talks' and thinks is governed by the Confucian proprieties.

12. (’Women . His wife, however, goes to a Buddhist temple. Korean

religion is like a stool with three legs. The first leg is Confucianism -

for men. The second is Buddhism. Buddhism is basically for women in Korea.

13. (Women praying). Even the gray-robed officiant in this picture is not

a priest, that is a man; but a woman; a nun with shaven head, joining her

prayers with that of a supplicant praying for a son.

lii (Devil post). But when the chips down—when the family was m
real trouble—itA usually turn neither to Confucius nor to Buddha, but

to the gods and myriad spirits of the country's gut religion, animistic

shamanism, which is the third leg of the stool.
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Break after lii. Explain animistic shamanism:
The three layers: oldest - shamanism

then Buddhism
then Confucianism

You should know all three legs of the stool if you want to understand
Korea and its religious worldview.

15. (Maitreya). You will never understand Korean art, for instance, if

you do not know Buddhism. This 8th century gilt-bronze Bilddhist Messiah is

now on tour in the U.S. with its reminder that not all great art is Christian
inspired.

16. (To-san wood-block) You will never understand Korean thought and be-

haviour if you do not know the precepts of Confucius, as carved over 300

years ago on this wooden printing block.

17. (Shaman). Ahd you will never understanc u you do not

also recognize the pervasive power of the mudang (the sorceress), for shamanism

has infiltrated all of Korea's religions. It is the Korean religious base.

To put it another way, Korean religion is a blend of all three of the ancient

worldviews.

18. (Clan heads). Each seems to answer only one- third of the people's

needs. Confucianism is concerned principally with personal and social

relationships as determined by the male elders of the clan or institution.

19. (Woman at bier). But when death strikes, and the body of a husband is

carried in colorful splendor to the grave, the wife in white mourning

crouches weeping. It is hum§n nature to reach out for explanations and

comfort at such a time/H£<^rfound in Confucianism. So it is to Buddhism

they turn at death...

20. (Shaman). While for the immediate, practical necessities of life

Koreans have turned to the shaman for health and wealth and luck; for

good harvests and a high position; for in making important decisions;

for a pretty wife or a rich husband -- these things they believe the spirits

control, and those who talk to spirits, the shamans.

21. (Seated monk). begin with Buddhism - the Buddhist leg of the
three-legged stool that is Korean religion. Begin with this monk chanting
his prayers to the Cosmic Buddha (Vairocana).

22. (Praying monk). Korean Buddhism is northern (or Mahayana) Buddhism,
the kind found also in China and Japan. It is as different from southern
(or Hinayana) Buddhism as Christianity is from Mohammedanism. Contrast the
quiet, gray dress of this Korean monk...

23. (Thai monks ).. .with the bright saffron robes of his southern cousins
several thousand miles south in Bangkok, for example. The Buddhism of

Southeast Asia (Hinayana or Theravada) is colorful, exotic and politically
powerful.

2li. (Thai temple). Its temples dominate the landscape all through the

southeast from Burma and Thailand to Ceylon - baroque and gaudy as the robes.

25. (Korean temple). But in Korea the temples are hard to find. They were

thrown out of the cities more than 500 years ago, when Buddhism had so

corrupted the government that it fell before a new dynasty. Korean temples

melt unobtrusively into the countryside.

BUDDHISM



‘r °* (Pusoksa). They stand at the end of valleys, looking out across the
ranges, lhis is one of the oldest and most beautiful: Pusoksa. One of
its wooden buildings is more than 900 years old.

-7. (Hermitage, Todongsa). Their hermitages are tucked away out of sight
up long stream beds, purified by the clear, running water.

; 3 , (Mahan images). There is another difference between northern and
southern Buddhism, a tneological difference. Northern Buddhism is a religion
of' many gods. But southern Buddhists have no god, nor do they believe, really
that people have souls 1 to survive with any individuality.

29. (Hell gods). In north Asia, however, the souls of the Buddhist dead
must face these gods of hell for judgment.

30. (Trinity). In some ways, the greatest figures of Korean Buddhism
are not the Buddhas, but the bodhisattvas , on either side of the central
Buddha in this trinity. A bdxihisattva, like the one to whom this woman
is reaching out for help, is a mediator, something like a medieval saint.
A bodhisattva, unlike Buddha, postpones his own escape into nirvana to
remain and help ordinary souls reach paradise.

31. (Kwan-yin). One of the most popular of the bodhisattvas (posal in
Korean) is the goddess of mercy, called Kwan-.sei-um posal in Korea. Some
say she is the Buddha's wife who gave her life to helping others when her
lord left her for higher things.

32. (White Buddha). In Korea, however, the goddess is more male than
female and to Zen Buddhists she is neither or both. Here she is a male
goddess of mercy.

33. (Healing Buddha). Another popular bodhisattva is the Yaksa-yorae,
the so-called Healing Buddha, or Emerald Buddha. Note the emerald green
on top of his head instead of a crown. He often holds a medicine jar
in his hand, and he heals all your diseases.

3h. (Wood-block) . Northern Buddhism also has more sacred books than

southern Buddhism, often carved on wooden blocks for printing. Korea has

the largest and most complete collection of the Buddhist scriptures in

the world:

3B. ( Trip itaka ) . 1,600 books in 5000 volumes were carved on the

(30,000 Korean magnolia wood blocks of the Tripitaka Koreana at Heinsa

Temple. The king of Korea ordered this massive labor in the 11th and

13th centuries to earn him merit and make sure that the Lord Buddha would

help him ward off invading armies from Manchuria. Works righteousness

is engrained deep in the Buddhist^
36. (Temple painting). The Deeds of Buddha ,. which is the traditional

life of the saint, is often illustrated by 8 pictures, painted like

Sunday School posters on the walls of Buddhist temples. Here is the first

scene, the Incarnation. Note the white elephant in the gold circle at

upper right..

37. (Incarnation). Here is a simpler painting of the same scene, with

the elephant at the left. The date is about 500 B.C. The queen of a

little mountain kingdom near Nepal sleeps, and dreams of a white elephant enter-

ing her womb. It is the moment of conception of the baby Buddha.
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38. (Suffering). We will skip to the third scene: and the prince's discovery
of the universal fact of human suffering. The prince has been protected in
the palace from all contact with the outside world, but one day as he stands
in his chariot at the gate he sees a dead body wrapped in a white shroud
carried past (lower left), and he is shocked into the discovery that human
existence is suffering, the first of the U Noble Truths.

39. (Sky god). He turns to the gods of the four points of the universe.
They will help him leave the pleasures of the palace to find the answer to
the problem of human suffering. So, the King of the East, identified here
by the guitar in his left hand, and his partners, the kings of North, South
and West, each lift one foot of his white horse and carry him over the
palace wall into the world.

hO. (Enlightenment). The prince searches for the answer to suffering in
a life of self-denial and asceticism, but it is all in vain. Then one day
as he sits under a bodhi tree, sudden enlightenment comes like a stroke of
green lightning from above. The answer is in the Four Noble Truths: (1) life
is suffering; (2) suffering comes from desiring; (3) so, to get rid of suffering,
stop desiring; and (h) to stop desire, follow the "8-fold path".

hi. (Cliff Buddha). Thus the prince became the Buddha, which means "The
Enlightened One". Buddha is a title, like Christ; not a name, like Jesus.
The Buddha's personal name was Siddhartha; his family name, Gautama; and
in Korea he is usually called Sokamuni (since he belonged to the Sakya, or
warrior caste).

h2. (Snails). Even in museums he attracts worshippers and offerings from
people seeking blessing and merit. According to an ancient legend snails
came to cover his shaven head and protect it from the hot sun. More sober
scholars think those are just tight curls.

U3. (Buddhas). But there are many Buddhas, white, yellow, green and gold.
For after his death forms of the Buddha appear and reappear in many roles
and many colors.

UU. (Sokkuram). The most famous Buddha, perhaps, in Korea is the great
stone Sakyamuni, in the Sokkuram cave grotto. It faces the Eastern Sea,

and pilgrims say that the rays of the rising sun dancing off the waves at

dawn make it appear as if the stone image is alive, his eyes opening
and closing.

U5. (Trinity). However, the Buddha is often represented as a trinity, a

concept borrowed perhaps from Nestorian Christians in 5th century Afghanistan.

This is the classic Buddhist trinity. The cosmic Buddha in the center,

eternal and unchangeable, is like God, the Father, of the Christians. On

his right is the incarnate Buddha (Sakyamuni), the prince who became the

Buddha, a parallel to Jesus, who became Man. On his left the mystical

Loshana Buddha, the giver of bliss, something like the Holy Spirit.

I46. (Amithaba). But even more popular than the classic Buddhas in

Korea is the Amithaba Buddha, the Lord of Paradise. He rules the Happy

Land where the ground is gold, and lotus flowers grow big as cart-wheels.

(This is a thousand-year-old Amithaba Buddha from Kamsan-sa.)

U7. (Funeral). As the body of the dead is carried to the grave, believers

can remember that it isn't hard to get to paradise. Chant the Buddha's

name—Amidapul, Amidapul, Amidapul—for only a week, or only a day if you

concentrate—and when you die, your body is taken to the grave...



R8. (Priest). A Buddhist priest will walk in the procession fchanting
prayers.

L9. (Andong Kim). And though your friends and relatives will gather in
mourning white to^-weep 'at' the grave, as at this large funeral of the mother
of the head of the powerful Andong Kim clan...

50. (Boat). Your soul will not be there. You will already be on the
way to the Happy Land, in the boat that Amithaba Buddha sends to take the
faithful to his paradise.

51‘. (Hell). Unfortunately, there are always those who do not believe,
and forget to pray. There is a hell for them, and demons to torture them.
Gluttons and the greedy die like pigs on a sword in the devouring flames.

52. (Pulguksa). Buddhism is the oldest of the higher religions in Korea.
This is its most famous temple, Pulguksa, near Kyongju, built in the 8th

century when Kyongju, the capital of the Silla dynasty, was the fourth
largest city in the world, after Constantinople, Baghdad and Chang' an.

53. (Semite). The figures of Buddha's disciples carved in relief on

the walls of a grotto near Pulguksa are something of a mystery. This face

is more Semitic than oriental. Some think it indicates Manichaean

influence from Persia. Augustine, you may remember, was a Manichee before

he became Christian.

5h. (Won Hyo). The greatest Buddhist priest in Korean history was

Won Hyo. One night he slept in a cave, and thirsty in the night reached

out for a container of water. He drank and went back to sleep. But in

the morning he was horrified to see that what he had drunk from was a

human skull. It was no cave, it was a grave with a rotting skeleton. He

immediately became violently, retchingly ill. Then the thought struck him: why

am I sick now? Why wasn't I sick when I drank the stuff. And suddenly,

in a moment of enlightenment, he discovered the Son (or Zen) Buddhist

trugh that "Reality is in the mind".

55. (Cave). He went back to the simple cave in which he had been

living as a monk, but thought to himself, "If reality is in the mind, it makes

no difference whether I live in a cave or a palace". So he left the

married a princess, and lived in a palace. And he thought. If reality

is in the mind, it makes no difference whether I pray or drink wine".

So he began to pray less and drink more. It may well have been the

beginning of the ethical decline of Korean Buddhism - a decline that,

eventually corrupted and brought to an end' the'K'oryo dynasty with which

Buddhism was powerfully associated.

56. (Emille ) . Even the greatest and most beautiful of the Buddhist Wells

carries a tinge of corruption in the legends that surround it. This

Emille bell, in Kyongju, is 1200 years old, 11 feet high, and is said to

weigh 79 tons., It is probably the most beautiful great bell ever cast

l, if... i i iii »^nV But the legend of the casting is assbciated' with

a human sacrifice. A little girl had to be thrown into the molten bronze

before it would cool without cracking.

57. (Monk praying). Whatever the reason, Buddhism fell. The monks in

the temples still pray...

58. (Begging). And they earn merit by begging along the streets.

59. (Private ceremony). Sometimes they go out to put on private

ceremonies for those who can afford them, bringing great paper Buddhas

with them, for the dances and chants.
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60. (Volleyball). And sometimes they relax in a game of volleyball.

61. (Kuins). But the great days of Korean Buddhism are over. You will
find more tourists in the temples today than worshipers. Buddhism fell
600 years ago with the Koryo dynasty and has never been able to regain
its former influence. The next dynasty was Confucian.

CONLUCIANISM

62. (Man). Unlike Buddhism, with its many gods, the Confucianist has no god.
His concern is with man, and man's relations to man. It is a man's religion.

63. (family heads). Actually it is not much of a religion as such at
all. Again unlike Buddhism, its emphasis is not on worship, but on social
relationships and proper ceremony— as when the heads of the clans gather
at the family shrine to pay their respects to the clan's founder.

6U . (Tablet). There is a spirit tablet to Confucius in Confucian temples,
and his spirit is honored there. The tablet even has a hole in the back,
some say for carrying, some say for the spirit to get in and out. But
Confucius himself was somewhat skeptical of spirits.

65. (Bows). His followers still bow and prostrate themselves in prayer
before him, but Confucius was not much for prayer, either. As he lay
dying in h79 B.C. a disciple asked permission to pray. "Is that the thing
to do?" asked Confucius. "Yes," the disciple said. "It's the usual
thing." And Confucius only smiled and said, "My kind of praying was done
long ago."

66. (School). His kind of praying was the reform of human society by
education. His symbol is the school, not the temple. The old Confucian
schools kike thisy— were once the foundations of Korean education.

(2 gentlemen). In their day, the schools taught the Human Relation-

which are the foundation of Confucian Society. Confucianism is a

vertical society. The closest it ever comes to equality is in IIMUMi
Ml the £XBgtl_ relationship^lHR of friend to friend. But even

there the older of the two takes priority.

68. (3 friends). Loyalty to friends is far more important in Confucian
ethics than such cold abstractions as honesty.

69. (Least). As loyal friends, Confucian gentlemen would gather to

enjoy themselves in eating and drinking, in playing chess, and writing
poetry.

A 3*^
70. (Brothers). Hk second ^human relationship^ ff

1

. mri lay I.h'lw li.inj g 4 i hi m

is that between older and younger brother. Order in society depends

on order in the family.

71. (Wedding). The third is the relationship between husband and wife.

Woman's place is in loyalty to her husband and:his family . Her import-

ance is in relation to the production of sons who are the family security

both for this life and the next.

72. (Bowing). And as she grows older, household chores are transferred

to the new daughter-in-law, who begins married life with a deep bow to

her husband's mother.
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73. (Washing). Woman is definitely inferior. She is lower than man.
While the woman beats the dirt out of the family laundry on a rock, behind
her on the road, the man in immaculate white watches from a proper distance.

7U. (Baskets). Women carry many of the loads.

6y fiver) . A gentleihan can -relax by" the river', thinking high thoughts.
This is the Confucian way.

76. (Father and son). The fourth relationship is that between father and
son, for order in society depends on a proper balance of the generations.
It is the old who rule -- or rest, if they wish. The young must obey and serve.

77. (Filial tablet). St’ohe tablets^ to' filial sons are found beside the
road leading to many a country village. They are honored for proving by
their deeds their respect for and service to their fathers.

76. (Hahwae Yu). The father is without question the head of the house.
This dignified gentleman, the head of the famous Hahwae Yu clan, stands
at the doorway of his bOO-year-old home, a national treasure.

79. (Tombstones). Fathers, however, eventually die. Nevertheless, the
family lives on. A Confucian family lives in the conscious presence,
constantly celebrated of its ancestors.

80. (3 clan tablets). One of the rarest sights I have ever seen was the
ceremony of moving the ancestral tablets (one of them is in the black box
carried by the man in the center). The three principal clans of the city
of Andong joined to bring the tablets from three separate sites in the hills.

81. (3 clan procession, fields). They moved in long procession down the

valleys, all the men of the three clans escorting the sacred tablets
toward the city, where a new joint shrine had been prepared to receive them.

82. (Procession, Andong). Thus they entered the town, still in file,

wearing their horsehair hats with dignity; the men of the great clans of

Andong Kim (once the most powerful in the land), Andong Chang and Andong Kwun.

83. (Yi Taejo). The highest authbrity’of all 'in' Confucianism' under the

nebulous mandate 1 of hehven, was' the throne’. This is tha ancestral portrait

of Yi Taejo, founder of the Yi dynasty in 1392. The pinnacle of the five

Confucian relationships~is the relationship of obedience of the subject

to the King and does much to explain the powerful role assumed by and

gJ’Anted to the head of state even today.

8i|. (Tablet house). The Yi family ruled Korea for 500 years, down into

the 20th century. Its home was Chonju, in southwest Korea, where the

family tablet house still stands.

85. (Three Yi). Once a year the head of the Yi family, who is now Mr.

Yi Kyu, last royal prince of the dynasty and son of the late Crown Prince,

together with the heads of the Yi Dynasty Association, make a ceremonial

visit to the family shrine to honor the founder of the line, Yi Taejo.

86. (Kneeling). They kneel at the entrance, then proceed in to bow

before the tablet of his grandfather (some 27 generations removed).

87. (Yi tablets). These are clan tablets and this is a family duty.



oO. ( Chong-myo ) . The royal tablets of the same reigning family are housed
on a grander scale in the tablet shrine of the Changdok Palace in Seoul.
The main building contains rooms for the tablets of kings who bore direct
heirs to the throne. Each king's room contains his tablet, his seal and
his favorite books.

89. (Tables). Once a year the tablets are venerated with memorial honors.
Ceremonial vessels are placed before the 19 shrines, all built in 1395 at
the beginning of the Yi dynasty.

90. (Kings). Here on the left, in a picture taken about 1905, are the last
three kings of thejl^nastjr.

^
And it makes me wonder a little about the power

of Korean geomancersA^o ' foresee the future, to note that in 1970 when the
last crown prince was posthumously made king and the dynasty came to an end,
it had produced exactly 19 kings with direct heirs, one for each of the
cubicles built 600 years before.

91. (Yi Kyu). Here, Mr. Yi Kyu, the son of that last king who never ruled,
officiates at the royal ceremony, not just as head of the family, as in the
rites at Chonju, but representing in the old Confucian pattern, the entire
nation.

92. (Burning prayers). And when it is all over, attendants send official
messages to the spirits of the kings, burning them in this container so that
the smoke will ascend to heaven, informing the royal ancestors that the rites
have been properly observed for another year, and they may rest in peace so
that the kingdom, too, may have peace.

93. (Kneeling). Twice. a_yejp at the Confucian Temple on the campus of the
old Confucian University^Jbonggyun'gvjan) another rare ceremony may be seen:
the spring and autumn rites, the sacrifice to Confucius on the ancestor-
worshiping day (sangjong-il) of the 2nd and 8th lunar months.

9U. (Dance). Nowhere else in the world today can you see the old Confucian
rituals and dances performed so authentically, the traditions handed down
for centuries. Students perform the stylized civil and military dances,
wearing black hats as civil officials, and red ones as military.

95. (Elders). Then a group of chosen elders - heads of clans or government
officials - file slowly in to the temple. They enter the sacred" place to -'offer

the sacrifices of wine and food before "the five holy ones" - Confucius and
his four major disciples (Mencius, Szu-tsu, Tseng-tsu and Yuen-tsu).

96. (Tosan). Confucian thought reached its apex in the 16th century in

the writing of Yi T'oegye (1501-70). His school and study are still preserved
as a national shrine in Tosan, just outside of Andong.

97. (Woodblock). In his debates with other scholars (notable Yi I, Yulgok)

this great Confucian thinker wrestled with the doctrine of the yi and the ki
,

the two cosmic forces of the universe, which could be termed, perhaps,
roughly parallel to theological debate on the relationship of matter and. spirit.

In reaching his own conclusions he came closer to a doctrine of a personal
God than any Confucian scholar before or since. But, as always in Confu-

cianism, the ethical dimension remained primary. This is aprint^from
a woodblock rubbing of his own calligraphy. It could be translated "Think

no evil"^ i,W ll^ J[ /vuL ' ^ ^ ItA,
]

|wj^ •

98. (Song Si-Ryol). But the downfall of Confucianism was its factionalism.
This poor gentleman, Song Si Ryol, was a loser. A rival school trapped



him into a debate over the length of the proper period of mourning for a
dowager queen. They said 27 months. He said 12 was enough. And for this
patent disrespect to royalty he was banished from the court.

(loju shrine). Eventually he was forced to commit suicide, and his
lonely shrine near Yoju mourns his downfall and stands as a symbol of the
end of Confucian power.

SHAMANISM

10o. (Oheju-do spirit stone). Korea has never been completely satisfied
either by the clear, cold inadequacies of Confucianism or the warmer mists
of Buddhism. She has always turned, unfulfilled and a little embarrassed to
something darker and more primitive...

hlx
. (temale posts). ...like these female spirit posts guarding a village.

The characters read: "The great female general of all under the earth."

102. (Male posts). Across the road stands a row of male spirit posts,
"the great general of all under the heavens." These symbols of the, spirits,
reenforced by shamanism, represent, I am convinced, the gu-gr r4fi^^g^-r

K^o~h 1***^

103. (Spirit tree). Its roots are animistic——a belief in the supernatural
powers of natural things. Trees, for instance. It doesn't take much imagin-
ation to see the spirit writhing to get out of this gnarled old trunk.

10U . (Straw rope). To keep him in, and protect the nearby village, the local
people have thrown a straw rope around the whole grove.

105. (Fishing village). Fishing villages are particularly superstitious.
Their frail boats are vulnerable to the mighty forces of nature, the power of
wind and wave.

106. (Entrance). So this fishing village protects itself with both a
spirit tree and a demon post to guard the entrance into town.

107. (Post). Usually a new demon post is erected each year and placed
next to the older ones. But this one must be particularly powerful. It has
obviously suffered from years of exposure but stands guard year after year.

108. (Fetish). But animistic fears are not limited to the villages. I

picked up this spirit fetish on a major street in metropolitan Seoul. It

is a charm to rid the house of disease, made in the image of a sick child
to tempt the spirit out of the human body and into the doll. Often paper
money is tucked into the straw. Then the doll is thrown out into the

street in the hope that someone more greedy for money than fearful of the

spirit, will pick up both the doll and the spirit causing the disease.

109. (Crown). From beggars to kings, few in Korea have been untouched
by the primitive emotions of animistic Shamanism. Art historians, studying

the great gold crowns of ancient Silla, with their ^suggestions of antler

horns and totems, theorize that the first kings^w4*« glorified tribal

shamans.

110. (Spirit walk). Even the royal tombs of the

Yi dynasty, Confucian though it was, have their spirit walks, so that the

royal spirits may come in dignity from their graves to the shrines below

and taste the offerings.
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123. (Shaman dwelling). The shaman mudangs have no settled site or temple
for their ceremonies, but they may have altars in their homes. The flag
proclaims this low shack in front to be a sorceress's home. We were amused
by the legend on the flag. Today even mudangs must be relevant: the characters
on the flag read "Anti -communist spiritual association".

124. (Altar). More often the mudangs go where they are called, setting up
their altars and performing their ceremonies in homes, in boats or in
neighborhoods to ward off or drive off unwanted and malevolent spirits. Or,
as here, to call down good spirits at the ground-breaking for a new house
about 100 yards away from our home. Note the pig's head in the center of
the table.

125. (Kyeryong-san flags). Usually the ceremonies are for individuals or
single families. Sometimes, though, a Rut will be held for the whole village.
Once a year at Sindo-an, at the foot of the sacred mountain, Kyeryongsan,
a whole coven of mudangs gather under their flags and poles for a feverish,
mass ceremony of whirling dances and incantations.

126. (Dragon flag). No one dares to touch the flags, which are left
flapping forlornly in the breeze all year until the next kut . But we
brought one home. And it carried with it such associations of power and
fear that even a Christian cleaning woman was afraid of it.

127. ( Kut crowd). One day, visiting a resettlement area, I came upon this
crowd gathering around the beginning of a shamanist kut

, a special one as
it turned out: the initiation ceremony of a new mudang (sorceress).

128. (Mudang). The girl in the red robes had apparently been sick and
delirious. This is often taken to be the sign of special calling to the

profession of the sorceress. As she recovers, she is brought out and dressed
in the red robes of the mudang .

129. Pine branch). A pine branch is placed in her hand. An assistant
beats the cymbals incessantly, calling the spirits and inducing the trance.

A tremor moves through the body of the girl, and the branch begins to

shake. This is the sign that the spirit has come. Then the mudang begins
to dance uncontrollably. She has been swept into her association with the

spirit world.

130. (Hut). Afterward she is led into the rude little shack for more of

the initiation ceremony, too secret for explanation to outsiders.’

131. (fortune teller). There is a wrhole world of semi-religious prac-

tices and beliefs more or less related to the underlying animistic-

shamanism of Korea. Fortune telling, for example, only distantly relates

itself to the powers of the spirit world, but the connection is there.

This practitioner stresses more the significance of the shape of the face

and head as he tells an inquirer what kind of young woman he should look

for for a propitious marriage.
^

^ ^ ^ cn jU+L-h,

132. (2nd fortune teller). Others ma^ee»e«ii the stars that shape an

individual's fortune from the moment of birth. This, perhaps, is not

unlike the common folk religion in America.

133. Beneath it all is the deeply-held belief that unseen spiritual and

cosmic forces of the universe are always at work, exerting their arcane

influences on human fate. When properly balanced, as in this symbol of the

triune harmony of heaven, earth and the human spirit, then all is well
and one is physically and spiritually at peace.
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13U. (Book of Changes—Yok-kyong ) . The balancing interplay of these
mysterious powers, (Urn and Yang ) , sax most definitively, but most ambiguously
described in the Book of Changes (called Ching in Chinese). It is one of
the five famous Confucian classics. "I wish I could live 50 more years",
Confucius said at the end of his life. "I would spend them studying the
Book of Changes." A strange fascination he had with a book of magic; for,
essentially this book is a fortune-telling manual.

135. (Seal). Whether studied by philosophers or misused by shamans, the
of Changes is one of the most influential books ever written. My

husband counts among his treasures this copy owned by a famous 18th-century
Korean scholar, Chung Yak-Jong. But look again at his personal seal. This

man, one of the two greatest Confucian scholars Korea ever produced, was
introduced to the Christian faith by early Roman Catholic missionaries.

His conversion was no cheap grace. It cost him his life. He was beheaded
in 1801, one of the first Christian martyrs in Korea.
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AFRICA : CONTINENT OF MIXED HOPES

_ J>>avvwel H.

My first lecture is on Africa. I should. k,now better ,. havi ng
Ti* O'/ll Cv> I i*

f
• \.x >.»

been in Africa only three times in my life. T- might- -have -learoed a great
/l| VU' t\rAw>1'iVV I.

deal -the-fi-rst time, for my guide was the great Samuel Zwemer, but alas I

was only twelve at the time, and more interested in camels than in missions.

Nevertheless, for th^ first of the McClure lectures to say nothing about

Africa would be like going to Geneva to speak about Presbyterianism and

faW'to mention John Calvin, so if you will forgive a brief survey of

Christianity today in Africa as seen by an American who knows Asia better,

I will speak tonight on the subject, "Africa: Continent of Mixed Hopes".

The first question may be, Why call Africa a continent of hope at

all? It was only twenty or thirty years ago, when Dr. McClure was at

the high tide of his great mission, that a surprising numb‘er of Christian

futurists were ready to mark off Africa as an opportunity lost. The days

of Christian growth there, they said, were over. Islam was once more on the

move, and the church would soon be gone with the retreat of the colonial

Christian west. Already Moslem evangelists were swarming south into the

vacuum with the persuasive slogan, "Islam is black; and so is Africa".

It was the lay evangelists of Islam in particular who seemed to

be so frighteningly effective. Indistinguishable among the common people

from traders and artisans they moved almost imperceptibly in a steady

stream from the north into black Africa. Broadly tolerant of African

customs and morals they were far less demanding of sharp changes and hard

decisions than their uncompromising and highly visible Christian counter-

parts. It was easy to become a Moslem and potentially dangerous not to
Wllf r

)

when chiefs and political powers beeewe Moslem.

In 1952 the World Christian Handbook noted with alarm that in

Africa's largest country, Nigeria, in Ibadan
,
^he/then largest city in West

Africa, more than half the city's population of 400,000 had been converted

to Islam in only 20 years, yet Ibadan had only two Muslim primary schools

and more than 20 Christian schools. Christian education had long been the
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pride of Africa's Christian missions, but it was proving to be no match

for Muslim evangelism. In some parts of West Africa the green tide of

Islam was making converts at ten times the rate of the Christian church.

(C. Northcott, Chri sti ani ty in Afri

c

a , 1963, p. 60)

The cross, said the realists, back there in the 1950s and 1960s,

will soon lose Africa to the crescent.

Others, equally pessimistic but for different reasons, attributed

the inevitable decline of Christianity in Africa not so much to the resur-

gence of Islam as to the retreat of the west. It was commonly believed,

bitterly resented, and undoubtedly partly true that at least one reason

for the rapid growth of Christianity in the first half of the twentieth

century was the aura of political power and technical superiority which it

derived from its connection in the popular mind with the so-called

"Christian" imperial regimes of Europe. These were the countries which

had occupied Africa and parcelled out the continent in small pieces among

thems*4#«3 at the Conference of Berlin in 1884-85.

Few realize how short a time that colonial period lasted. In

most of Africa not much more than sixty years. The collapse was shocking.

In 1945, as Ralph Winter has graphically represented in his book The 25 Un-

bel ieva ble Years ,
"99.5% of the non-Western world was under western domination

Only 25 years later, in 1969, "99.5% of the non-Western world was independent"

Nowhere was western imperialism in more rapid recession than in Africa. In

early 1951 only three African nations were independent, and only one of them

had always been independent, Ethiopia. Then the first earthquake tremors of

the crumbling of old empires began to shake the continent. Six African

nations achieved independent in the 1 950s— Li bya , McClure's Sudan, and

Ghana among them. After that the flood. In the one year of 1960 alone

no less than 17 African nations declared themselves free and sovereign, and

twelve more joined them before the 1960s ended.

The map of Africa has been so irreversibly and so completely

altered that to this day westerners still have difficulty remembering the

bewildering array of new names of old colonial territories. But Africans

remember. The colonies lasted only 60 years; they disappeared in 20, but
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the Africans remember. Colonialism is gone, for the most part, but its

scars are still there. Africa well remembers the bitter judgment, justified

or not, that "when the white men came, they had the Bible and we had the

land; now we have the Bible and they have the land."

So in the pessimistic '60s, as the colonies crumbled, as Islam

advanced, and as an appealing new faith, communism, promised liberation for

the oppressed and prosperity for the exploited, it seemed altogether possible

that Africa would not only take back its land from the imperialists but also

hand back the Bible to the missionaries and send them packing with the de-

parting colonizers. After all, two times before in Africa's long history

tke the Christians had come for a while and then almost disappeared.

There have been three waves of Christianity in Africa. The first
A *. > 4 f ’t ' s

wave, begojiBwaoj with the conversion of an Ethiopian eunuch who found
A

Christ in the Old Testament through the witness of a lay evangelist, Philip, ^
swept across North Africa to the Pacific and down along the Red Sea on the

east. Augustine, Tertullia
1

', Cyprian were all Africans. But the fall of

Rome and the rise of Islam in the 7th century wiped out that first foothold

of Christian advance. North Africa, "first romanized, then Christianized",:.^-

became a stronghold of Islam, nu-ttivc MuLirw

.

For the next nine hundred years Africa was almost untouched by

any fresh Christian advance. Two pockets only were left, the Coptic ghettoes

of Egypt and the ancient Christian kingdom of the Lion of the Tribe of Judah,

Ethiopia. Not until the Portuguese at the end of the 15th century opened

their "age of discovery" did a second wave carry the church down the thin

fringe of the African coasts, on the west as far south as the Kongo, and

on the east to Mozambique. Western church history has largely forgotten

the fragile Christian kingdoms of Central Africa which flourished in the

16th century, the realm of Manikongo covering much of what is now the Congo,

Zaire and Angola; and the golden kingdom, briefly Christian, of Monomotapa,

the king of what is now part of Mozambique and Zimbabwe. The black King

of the Kongo, Affonso, not only sought the conversion of all his people, he

sent his son to Lisbon to be educated and ordained a priest. In 1521 the

pope himself consecrated the royal prince bishop for all the Kongo. But
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. But it was precisely in this time of general pessimism that a

"rash, redheaded and religious" missionary on the tributaries of the

upper Nile launched a mission of Christian advance, not retreat. In 1952
(i. Or

Don McClure was too busy opening up new Christian work to reach the Anuak

tribe on the Sudan-Ethiopi a frontier to be discouraged by the fall of

empires. The story is told of him that two Anuaks were watching him

build an addition to his house. (Why beat about the bush. Don McClure

was not one to mince words. It was an outhouse, and that is what he called

it, a latrine, not "an addition"). Well, it caved in. The cement sides

collapsed, and one of the Anuaks, superstitious like most of his fellows,

said, "Look, the foreigner is cursed. His house fell down. Now he will

have to abandon it." "You're crazy," said the other black. "You don't know

that man. When something happens to us we sit down and cry. But when some-

thing happens to him, he just laughs, and then he prays, and God starts to

work for him." (Fairman, "Red- headed , Rash and Religious ", p. 91 f.)

In a sense that is what has occurred in Africa in the last

thirty years. The sides were falling in, and some sat down and cried,

but some, like McClure and the African Christians on that continent in up-

heaval refused to accept change as disaster, and went on working and praying

"expecting great things of God". And contrary to all expectations, their

faith and perseverance was rewarded "by the power at work within them", as

the Bible says, "who is able to do far more abundantly than all that we ask

or thi nk" (Eph. 3:20)

.

What has happened to the Christian church in Africa in those

years is almost incredible. Islam was still threatening, and the colonial

powers which were thought by the suspicious to be the only support of the

church were gone. But the cross was not swallowed up by the crescent, and

the church did not disappear. Actually, as one careful observer of the

history of European colonialism has pointed out, it was not Christianity

which was supported by colonialism. Robert Del avignette , a former Commiss-

ioner for Native Affairs in the French government, and a member of the

French Economic Council, after pointing out some exceptions, as in the

former Belgian Congo, wrote that more often "the favors of the colonial

power were reserved for a religion other than Christianity; to be precise
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Islam. It could even be maintained", he continued, "rather paradoxically,

that the only religion whose progress has been assisted by colonialism is

Islam." ( Christianity and Colonialism , N.Y., 1964, p. 83).

That may be an overstatement. The point need not be argued.

But the fact remains that after the retreat of the colonial west in Africa

from 1950 on, Islam ceased to expand beyond normal rates of population in-

crease, and it was the African churches which exploded into an age of

accelerated growth such as they had never seen before.

The total number of African Christians in the churches in 1900
m.p.

may have been as many as 81 million, which was about of the continent's

population. Almost half of those were the Orthodox Coptic Christians of

Ethiopia and Egypt. Catholics and Protestants together numbered only

about 4 million, or' 3%/of Af ri ca
1

s people. That was in 1900. (Barrett,
A A

World Christian Encyclopedia , Oxford, 1982, p. 791, col. 6)

[The figures, based on church affiliated Christi ans, are:

Continental population 1 07 ,85 4 , 000
Roman Catholics 1,909,712
Protestants, incl. Angl . and non-wh ind. 2,245,610
Orthodox 4 ,600 ,250

Total African Christians 8,756,372 ]

By 1952 the number of Protestants and Catholics had climbed to

25| million or 17% of the population, as compared to 4 million (3%) in 1900.
pvt-

This was # remarkable growth •^--wtuch^-the. modar-a- -eeu4d

justly-be y+nottri , but the sense of accomplishment was tinged with apprehension.

This was also the time when ft-was being told that the era of growth was

over. How wrong the prophets were! The latest Christian Handboo k , a

mammoth volume just published this year and now called the World Christia n

Encyclopaedia (ed. by David Barrett, an "evangelical, conciliar Anglican"

as he calls himself) shows that instead of shrinking and withering away.

the number of Christians in the churches of Africa^has exploded fin these
4

w<
ft

^

last 30 critical years; from 30 mi 1 1 ion^. ( W«)Ht 5 million Orthodox to

1 5 i million Catholics and 9^ million Protestants) (in. 1952) to more than 203

million today. Instead of 8% of Africa's population in 1900, and 20% in
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2tT*-*n 1952, the percentage of Christians in the continent's

now 44%. And if present trends continue, only 18 years from

the World Christian Encyclopedia estimates there will be 393

Christians in Africa, ami one out of every two Africans will

herence to the Christian faith, (p.782. using statistics for

"aff i 1 i ates" )

.

population is

now, in 2000 AD

mi 1 1 ion

profess ad-

"adherents" not

What tteeii happened to the predicted sweep of Islam in Africa?

The numbers do show a modest increase, not a decline. Islam grew from
VA

32% of all Africans in 1900 to 41% in 1980; amdjin recent decades the

growth has been largely biological, not new outreach, barely keeping up

with population growth (41% of the population in 1970; 41.2% in 1980).

The crescent's advance has slowed to a crawl. It is no/ longer breaking

out into central Africa, but is limited as it has been for most of the
&

last thirteen hundred years to Africa's norther rim. Over the last

80 years, the continent's population increased 4| times; the Muslims 5|

times; but the Christians 20| times.

1900 2989
Population 107,900,000 460,900,000
Christian adherents 9.938,000 (9.2%) 203,490,000 (44.2%)
Muslim adherents 34,531,000(32%) 189,728,000(41.2%)

It is no exaggeration to say thatj the Christian faith is spreading faster

in Africa than on any other continent in the world. Every day 16,400 new

African Christians are added, 6 million every year, many through the

arowth of Christian families, but 1| million by conversion and adult

acceptance of Jesus Christ as Saviour and Lord. hligWy signi f icant- vs

the fact that the conversions are coming from the native African religions.

As spectacular as ha-s-keen' Christ lan-prewtb- vn tb.-i.s.-Gfttttury r-eouel-t-'

spectacuVar has been the collapse of the tribal petigiofvw-- - cr~d-s

not. so apparent in a comparison of numbers, which -simply shows no perceptible

gxowth (63 million to 64 mi 11 ion. m. 80 yea«4*>... But the- population increase

has crushed the pagan oul-bs
v
from 58% of the African people in 1900 to

only 14% in 1980. (pp. 7, 782)
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But before you begin to misunderstand me, let me remind you

with some force that numbers are not one of the marks of the true church.
r" ^

do not want to exaggerate the-lmportance'of “-statistie^-l ike- thi The

fastest growing churches are not always the best. Faith, truth, love and

zeal are the hope of the church in Africa, not numbers. But at the same

time experience forces me to add that in general it is the churches with

a solid mix of faith, truth love and zeal that grow, and those without

that indispensable mixture tend to decline. So over the long haul,

sustained church growth is not a bad measure of the church's inner strength.

But to say that the church is growing in Africa, while grounds

for encouragement, is not enough for the kind of hope that Hebrews calls

'Mihe anchor of our souls". What kind of a church is this growing African

church?

First let me make a general observation, and throw just one more

? touch of statistics into the air. African Christianity today is 40% Roman

Catholic, 30% Protestant (and Anglican); and 14% Orthodox. The RQman

Catholics are growing faster than the Protestants, and the Protestants

faster than the Orthodox. By the year 2000 AD it is estimated that the

Catholics will have added 30 million more adherents to their church than

Protestants will add in that same 18 year period. This raises questions

about a difference between Roman Catholic missions policy and Protestant

strategies. While Protestants debated a moratorium on western missionaries

to Africa, and the number of denominational missionaries fell sharply, the

Roman Catholics were steadily increasing their missionary force, and

their churches prospered.

But I hasten to add an even more startling fact which forbids
uj i fA. ^

any easy generalizations linking church growth -t© the number cgF

of missionaries. You may have noticed that those percentages for Catholic,

Protestant and Orthodox did not add yp to 100.'fVhe reason i£ vital for

, . r Hr • „ , . .
Qfc*

any understanding of African Christianity
-
todayVAfiTsioT^^

identified a whole new major ecclesiastical category within the African

Chri stian movement ,--Q^:far- wcrrTfK , but
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most as&>mstmrelv in~.Afr.io<*-. To the familiar triad Catholic, Orthodox and

Protestant, the new Wor ld Chri sti an Encyclopaedia has added a highly signi-

ficant new groupinq which it rather awkward?' calls "Non-White Indigenous",

Jn Africans usually referred to as "African Independent". These are

churches which have deliberately disavowed or never have had a connection

with the historic white churches of the west through the missionary

movement. They have been described as "o£fcen schismatic, separatist, anti-

establ i shment , sometimes anti -western" and we might add, often heretical by

our strict theological standards. eas-y^te

ovalwat-e. But they are the fastest-growing segment of the fastest-growing

.Continental Christian movement in the world, the church in Africa.

David Barrett of Nairobi has identified 6,000 of them,-not 6,000 congrega-

tions, but 6,000 different denominational clusters of African Independent

churches

.

They go by strange names, : the Mission of God of

the Candle ("Bougist"), , which not too many years ago accounted

for 1 0% of the whole population of the now Marxist People's Republic of

the Congo (Brazzaville); and the God's All Times Association in Ethiopia,

and the Emissaries of Divine Light in Ghana, and the Lost Israelites of

Kenya, and the 300,000 member Eternal Sacred Order of Cherubim and Seraphim

in Nigeria. Some years ago Ray Phillips, in his book. The Bantu Are Coming,

told of one young man who could not quite remember the name of the church

to which he belonged. Finally he took Ray to his room and pointed to a

painted board above his bed, "The Holy Apostolik Church in Zion Up to

Date"

!

< ,L

T4*? parade of names makes mainline Christians l-Pfrg^us smile,

but the time is long past when Methodists, Episcopalians

and Presbyterians can patronize the independents. In Africa in just

these last thirty years of growth, the^ independents , late on the scene

though they are, have overtaken in numbers the once-domi nant Anglicans

and Presbyterians . They are more than twice the size of the Anglican

church in Africa; and almost four times the number of Presbyterian and

Reformed (including South Africa!).

Non-white indigenous 24,457,000 "affiliated".

Anglican 10,674,000
Presbyterian and Reformed 6,539,000 "
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There is still too much bizarre and cultic chaff among the

wheat in this new independent African Christianity. Dr. McClure's letters
/u til. ..u - |e (V-

are full of^subtle and lingering power of witchcraft even among new

Christians. But there is a power too in their midst that comes from

simple faith and Biblical .insights however faultily grasped, and a harmo-

nious identification with their own natural culture that is not always as

spiritually and theologically uncritical as some outside G^^-ttcs have con-

tended .

Not all African Independent churches fit the stereotype:

charismatic, unstable, anti -mi ssi onary , syncretistic , separatist and here-

tical. The forerunner of them all, Prophet Harris, the black missionary

from Liberia to the Ivory Coast back in 1910 did not speak in tongues,

founded no new church, discouraged any personality cult, preferred British

colonialism to Liberian independence and was fiercely loyal to the mission-

aries. In his white robe, white turban, carrying a Bible, a bamboo cross

and a gourd of water for baptism, he trudged from village to village. Adrian

Hastings tells how the people would ask, "Are you the great spirit of whom

they speak?" And he would reply, "No I am a man coming in the name of God,

and 1 am going to baptize you in the name of the Father, Son and Holy

Ghost" ( African Chr istianity
, p. 10). Then he would tell them, "I must go

on now, but one day the missionaries will come to show you the way". When

the missionaries came ten years later, it was almost too late. Thousands

had waited, and today's great Methodist church on the west coast is built

on the foundation that Prophet Harris laid, but other thousands could not

wait. An independent Harrist movement sprang up which is now even larger

than the Methodist churches in the Ivory Coast.

The greatest of the African Independent churches does not fit

the stereotype either. With a constituency of three and a half million,

which is larger than the United Presbyterian Church U.S.A., the Church of

Jesus Christ on Earth through the Prophet Simon Kimbangu of Zaire is

the second largest Protestant denomination in any African country, (-ftac-

eoihetical ly ,-I might say here. th«rt' t-h^-foup-4^fifest^siicl^4enmri natrons
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are:

1. The Church of Christ of Zaire (4,728,000), a loose union of some
45 Protestant denominations

2. The Church of Christ on Earth through the Prophet Simon Kimbangu
(3,500,000)

3. The Anglican Church of Nigeria (2,941,000)
4. The Nigerian Fellowship of the Churches of Christ (1,746,000), re-

lated to the Sudan United Mission, an international, interde-
nominational faith mission.

5. The Anglican Church of Uganda (1,383,000)
Though if the Dutch Reformed Churches of South Africa (White, Black

and Colored) are considered as one, as they are in what is called
the Federal Council of Dutch Reformed Churches in S.A, they would
would rank 4th (2,142,000).

More than that, as a member of the World Council of Churches it can hardly

be called separatist and anti -establ i shment . It is growing and powerful

and not to be dismissed lightly. When the President of the Congo (now Zaire)

set aside three days to receive delegations from the Christian churches
t

he gave one day to the Roman Catholics, one day^the Protestant Council,

and one day to the Kimbangui sts , the Church of Jesus Christ through the

Prophet Simon Kimbangu.

Simon Kimbangu was born in Belgian colonial territory in the

southern Congo. For a while he worked as a teacher and lay-evangelists

at an English Baptist mission. In 1918 he began to hear voices, night after

night the same voice, "I am Christ. My servants are unfaithful. I have

chosen you to witness to your brethren and convert them." He ran away to

the capital to escape the voice, but it followed him. Three years later,

when he had returned to his own village, one day he felt a sudden leading

to enter the house of a woman critically ill, and against his will he seemed

compelled to lay his hands on her and heal her in the name of Christ. She

recovered, and other healings followed, iome of them very difficult to be-

lieve, such as the raising from the dead of a twice buried child. (Many of

these details are from two books by Marie-Louise Martin, Kimbangu : An African

P rop het a nd Hi s Church , 1975, and Pro pheti c Christianity i n the Congo , 1968.

See also, W.J. Hoi lenwegger , Marxist and Kimbanguist Mission : A Comparison ,

But others of his "miracles" were so publicly attested that crowds flocked

to hear and see him. He preached faith in Christ, repentance, purity of

morals, and monogamy. "How can a man live in peace and find inner quiet ami

1972).
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and freedom for prayer if he is living in polygamy," says the present leader

of the Kimbanguist church, David Diangienda, youngest son of Simon Kimbangu. (p. 48)

Kimbangu was no racist, no black revolutionary. He prayeti for

blessings for blacks and whites alike, and counselled obedience to the Belgian

authorities. But when the Belgians, alarmed by Catholic reports that the

healer was fomenting a popular revolt, came to investigate, and found Simon

speaking in tongues and singing hymns all night, they concluded that he was

mad, not rebellious, but that his religion though Biblical was so African .f

might indeed lead to rebellion. They ordered him arrested. The Baptist

missionaries loyally defendecTT however critical they might be of what they
h

considered some excesses in the movement. The prophet escaped--by a miracle,

his followers said. But three month's later he heard God's voice again,

"Return and be arrested", and he obeyed. He was sentenced to 120 lashes of

the whip, and then to be put to death. "Use no violence," he told his

disciples. "Do not repay evil with evil". The Baptist Mission petitioned

for his pardon, and King Albert of the Belgians eventually commuted the

sentence to life imprisonment. All this happened in 1921, and Kimbangu was

never again a free man. He died in prison--30 years in prison--in 1951. (pp. 60f.)

Perhaps the greatest miracle is how that small group of original

Kimbangui sts , stripped of the loss of their entire 1 eadershi p--for his

family and principal assistants were also impri soned--managed to keep the

movement secretly intact through 38 years of suppression and exile (1921-59),

and then when the ban was lifted, and Zaire was given independence, simply

exploded with growth. Its enthusiastic, evangelistic zeal is balanced by

a remarkable attention to education and a network of self-supporting schools,

together with a genuine concern for the poor which has led them to establish

training in agricultural colonies for the unemployed, 'fhe f CkwA ii m

Vvii Tt-i ikU| fv Citvi-L J-tU/'U.
(

!h4 n "tfe hvui) fUOpckt $

.

Kimbanguist theology is still in process of formation and is

expressed more in hymns and symbols than creedal statements. The church's

flag is an example. It bears a red heart on a green background, with two

palm leaves below the heart. Across the heart lies a cross entwined with

a serpent. As Miss Marti ns ,i nterprets the symbolism, "The heart with the

serpent signifies the sinful human heart for which Christ died (represented by

the cross). The two palm leaves proclaim the victory of Christ over sin. The

red color of the heart .. stands for the blood of Christ", (p. 157)
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to be a student, as he was, but he was also the Stated Clerk of the segre-

gated Black segment of the Duth Reformed Church of South Africa. His eyes

flashed when he spoke of injustices, but then almost with tears he would say,

"We don't want the violent way. As Christians we love the Afrikaners too--

and keep trying". South Africa has 22 million Christians out of a population

of 28 million. 80% of the country is Christian, and 80% of the Christians

are black. If there is any hope of avoiding an Armageddon in South Africa

it is in the patient love of the Black Christian 80% of the 80%.

zation of Christianity on that continent, most notably in the rise of the

African Independent churches. But this too is a mixed hope, like independence.

There are three general types of these African Independents, says Geoffrey

Parrinder ( Relig i on in an Afri can City, 1953). There are the syncretists,

like Nigerian Orunmlaism. "Paint God African..," they command. "Paint the

devil any color but African. Then believe on Orunmla and thou shalt be

saved." Their Jesus is only a magician. Second, there are the prayer-healers,

like the Eternal Sacred Order of Cherubim and Seraphim. They read the Bible,

take off their shoes as they enter church and cross themselves when they

come in. They practice faith healing and dream dreams. There is not much

wrong with that. Tkrt Some of their dreams are very strange. A few years ago

they dreamed that their province was about to sink in the sea, so they urged

all the faithful to pack up their belongings, and they left town. Third,

there are the orthodox separatists who cling to the doctrine and ritual of

the mission churches they have left, the 39 Articles, the vestments, the

prayerboo 1. To most westerners this sounds like the best kind of

all, unti
A

hough the pastor wears a clerical collar, he has three

wives. The most difficult problem the African churches face is how far

indigenization can be carried without ceasing to be Christian, and how long

the theology of the Independent churches can remain in process of formation

without disintegrating before it can develop the better Bible training

and theological education it so urgently needs.

The second hope that I have mentioned for Africa is the Africani-

There is no question that the African Independent church movement

is one of the hopes for the future for Africa. It is already a very welcome
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and highly strategic 14% of the entire Christian population of the continent.

But the major Christian bodies, those once called mission churches but which

are now as independent as the "independents", are still the most influential,

the most enduring and probably still the most active churches in reaching

the unreached.

Any list of the outstanding Protestant denominations would be

far more heavily weighted with the older mission-related churches than

with the African Independents. For example, though size is no guarantee

of quality, of the fifteen largest denominations in Africa, 8 are "standard-

brand", 3 have roots in the Faith Missions (Sudan United and Sudan Interior),

2 are United Churches (which include Presbyterians), and only 2 of the 15

are African Independent (the Kimbangui sts and the Zion Christian Church of

South Africa). The largest five are:

1. The Church of Christ of Zaire (4,278,000 affiliated members), a loose
union of some 45 Protestant churches, a united church.

2. The Church of Christ on Earth through the Prophet Simon Kimbangu,
(3,500,000), African Independent.

3. The Anglican Church of Nigeria (2,941,000)
4. The Dutch Reformed Churches of South Africa (2,142,000), a federation

of four segments, white (1,200,000), black (600,000), coloured or

"mixed" (340,000), and Indian (2,000).
5. The Nigerian Fellowship of the Churches of Christ (1,746,000), which

is related to the Sudan United Mission, an international, inter-
denominational fa i th mi ssion

.

More than any African Independents, the so-called "mission churches"

were the evangelistic force that changed Africa from a 77% unevangelized

continent in 1900, to a 75% evangelized continent in 1980 (distinguishing

here between "evangelized" and "converted". More than any African Independ-

ents, in fact almost exclusively without the Independents, these were the

foundation of a network of Christian mission schools which have been described

as the single most influential factor in the African cultural, political

and industrial revolution. More than the African Independents the major

churches--and here I include the Cathol ics--gave Africa its leadership for

independence. "Nearly all the present generation of African leaders,"

wrote Cecil Northcott at the high tide of the rush to freedom, "were educated

in Christian schools and coll eges"--Nkrumah of Ghana, Nyerere of Tanzania,

Kenyatta of Kenya, Kaunda of Zambia and Banda of Malawi--"to mention only

those in former British territories", (p. 28)



K 1 •ribangu 1 sm is
,
according t,c their constitution,

Papist i tn faith with Its teachings In harmony with the

- p 1 . Its primary area of work is In Zaire but has

:

v< i 1 and may continue t, o spread Into other countries.

ei' t tomes from the bible and through the power of

2
v

• ;; Cpl r 1 1 teaches

:

a. Love, worship, mercy, & imitation of Christ;

\ . Abhoi rence of evil and love of all that is good;

notice and moral purity;

i. ..-.very relglous practice which serves tiie cultlv-
2

t, lcn and unity between people and nations.

.°' ,* above list was drawn up to establish eligibility

i
: vning a recogn Iv.ed Church in the new Zaire state.

It:'- I oc trine includes:

i. go Mow the ten commandments;

Obey state authority;

Love your enemies;

l .
v o alcohol;

"o smoking or .narcot, 1 cs
;

'
.

M o dancing;

g. No nude swimming or sleeping;

No Interference In quarrels;

1 . "’o fetishes;

Pay taxes;

>. No polygamy;

Confess sins before appointed members of the
congregation

;

. No pork or monkey meat.

V. Lanternari in his book lists two rather strange

Into of doctrine as being that they are required to

r a hi fmm the Protestant bible. This requirement is

o f stated in any of the other literature. It is under-

o
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‘s t an I ah 1 • * that a Froteatant blble would be their preference
'

/ h'-V 1 ng r’onQ out of a Froteatant tradition. The other

’(
* t, rlnai belief ho mentioned was that they required

. Man by lmmersl-on to be received into membership into

* Jhui : h , and that the baptism la performed theoretically

:> the Jordan river but actually in a pool near the

8
" a ,ba bint l at. Church. This 1 j a moat unusual statement

I - •(' ill other literature state tint the Kimbanguists

i- m o t ba-t.lzo by water. Mr .Lan t.ernarl is nrobably

1 rawing heavily on his biased oosltlon as a Roman

J at hr lie. His book is replete with such evidence.

[' bu Klmbanulst cat ch ism teaches that "Tata Simon

Kiib angu ( t.ata = father) is the envoy of our Lord Jesus

J hi i t. . Tata Simon Kimbangu died and rose again and is

with '.a in the spirit.. Tata Simon Kimbangu is not

j' l t it. In every age Cod chooses one man from each

1 '?

*• t.« 'nil hten his people. " The above statement,

Mrign of ancestor worship in it.
- — i j

I'M: rharch celebrates three principal festivals:

M h A rll - the " start “6 f the prophets' s ministry.

This date coincides with Good Friday and

Easter Day.

July - The festival of Nintendo. This date

coincides with the festival of first fruits.

ID C 't.ober - Death of Simon Kirnbagu, which

•oincldes with the feast of Tabernacles,

H ae Is also a fourth day of recognition, Christ-

ua; , which coincides with the day of their religious

i
* lepf»ndence.

Kimbanguists celebrate Sunday a3 the Lord's Day. The

:.[) ;rs are supposed to avoid doing anything that would

Ml 1 personal gain; buying or selling. Sunday is for

10



3. The oacramont of Marriage - Their liturgy is

similar to that of the Protestant churches.

Mixed marriages (with Protestants and with

Catholics) are tolerated but only aft r some

h

lengthy searching and consideration. Marriages

are indissoluble. Separation is considered

only because of adultery.

4. Other - Instead of baptizing children they
receives a blessing, therefore tins re is no

sacrament of confirmation. Unction of the

sick is practiced but by use of water (holy

water from Nkamba) instead of oil. The lay-

ing on of hands is reserved only for the spirit-

ual head of the Kimbanguist Church. In

exceptional cases the pastor may act as sub-

stitute. Some sacramental rites are peculiar

only to the Kimbanguist Church; The blessing

of the faithful by the spiritual head by the

laying on of .hands and the consecration of

houses, new cars, and the laying of the first

brick or sto*e.,of a house,

i rayors -Dally prayers are held three times a day.

is in accord to their understanding of scripture -

.
* :.c morning, at midday, and In the evening. No shoes

Wf rn during prayer or services. The prayer begins

invoking the trinity. Men must remove watches,

bracelets, and hat in order to be unpretent i oul s . Women

a t. cover their heads. The most suitable position for

rayer Is in the kneeling position, with hands together

in front of the chest. Supervisors who keep order during

.. rshlo remain standing during prayer to watch over the

7

12



Also during1 3
congregate i on and do not close their eyes.

r,rayor rockets are emotled of all objects.

Kimbanguists recognize that one cannot always follow

M;.; proscribed attitudes of prayer. One can pray anywhere,

• t Vi ;j'k, lylnu down, walking, etc., but as a general rule

t:.~ body should be subject to some discipline when at

r ly o r .

A K 1 mbangui st who transgresses any of the Church'es

'trines may be temporarily excommunicated. At that time

— w i 1 ! bu under sunervision of another member who will

admonish him, strengthen him, and encourage him to

•retinue to worship, for Christ is looking for lost sheep.

The Church stresses the need for retreats, even as

jurist, srenl 40 days in the wilderness and. also withdrew

to the Carden of Gethsemane. Cimon Kimbangu himself often

withdrew by himself to fast and pray. Retreats are

rganlzod every week and the number of part, ici pants

ranges from 50 to-500.Ji? The length of the retreat is

always three and a- huj.f days, beginning Tuesday evening

and ending Saturday riTor^iitig . The retreat is also a

t i me of f as ting.

Anoth r special service of the Church is the

J tirl st mas service of Accounts. This is a special service

..'here the Church head draws up an account sheet of

moral and spiritual behavior of the Christians and

i.nncunc-js a line of conduct to be followed the following

year so that everyone behaves in a Christian manner.

, k n example o? this is for the year 1975, which was the

.ear to love one's neighbor. The general theme of the

year was love.

13



THE KIIIBA^GUIST CHURCH TODAY :

The world Council of Churches welcomed to full

riembership"The Church of Jecun Christ on Earth by the

: rophet Simon Pimbangil' lr. August 196?.

Joseph Dlanglenda, the spiritual head of the Kim-

b inguist Church and youngest son of the prophet, published

a statement In 1°60 which gives the present character of

the Church. It says, in part, that their aim is to spread

the gospel throughout the world, lo Join in ecumenical

llalogue with other Christian faiths, and to welcome all

to their Church.
1

Thl3 Is truly an ecumenical attitude

A theological Seminary wan established in 1970 to

level op leaders. In 1077 the nrogram was raised to a

:nlv raity-level seminary. Pastoral training is also

r lven to candidates who do not qualify for university

level work!
1

The Seminary's faculty is truly ecumenical,

rhe nine professors come from such varied traditions as

\ f'rmod, Lutheran Pentecostal
,
Homan Catholic, and

-
• •

* vJ A
r

t, i c-Ort hodox (Sgy ptrr. While this varied doctrinal

: . ‘ kgr und
|
rovldeS diversity, the unity is maintained by

requiring the students to study Klmbanguist history, and

t. take part in all services, etc.

The largest Church building In Africa which was built

Africans for Africans Is the Kimbanguist Church inNkamba.

It can probably seat 3,000. Its measurements come from

Hible acc Uinta of the second Temple.^ Its measurements

.urn HO meters x 100 meters x 30 meters high. Simon

Klmbangu rropheaied that one day a great temple would be
is

mil t on the site where thl3 Church now stands. This the
ft

Cithederal for the five million adherents (1981 figure)

to the religion, and it symbolizes their history, faith-

fulness and their spiritual ol 1 gr image.

^



DISCIPLESHIP AND THE MINISTRY
THE DIAMOND HARD SIDE OF DISCIPLESHIP: THREE FACETS

I. THE FIRST FACET OF THE DIAMOND: SACRIFICE

"Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Spirit, teaching them to obseve all that I have commanded you."

Matt. 28:19
"As they were going along the road, a man said to him, 'I will

follow you wherever you go." Jesus said to him, 'Foxes have holes,
the birds of the air have their nests; but the Son of Man has
nowhere to lay his head."

Luke 9: 57-58

As a missionary I always claimed that first text for what

we used to call "foreign missions: the Great Commission of Matt.

28, "Go into all the world and preach the gospel.." To me it was

the supreme imperative for Christian missions I know better, now.

Uu-is deeper and broader than that. It is a missionary text, yes

—

'N
.

after all, it does say "Go", not "Stay where you are". But it is

in no sense narrowly geographical. You never stay where you are.

As long as you live, you go. You go to school. You go downtown.

You go to church. Some go to the mission field, to other nations.

Others go into the ministry, in their own nation.

I would be the last to say that a Christian witness at

home is easier than a Christian witness abroad. I went to Asia,

which was not at all hard for me; I was born in Asia. I have a

brother who went into the pastorate in the coal-mining towns of

West Virginia—and that is hard. And as if that were not hard

enough, at one point he became the pastor of an all-black church in

Louisville, Kentucky. He was not a foreign missionary, he was a

disciple. And another brother of mine went in'to medicine, not the

ministry. (We called him "the heathen", all four of the rest of us

brothers were ordained ministers, and he wasn't ordained. He was

only a medical missionary, and in many ways the best evangelistic
witness of us all, through medicine. He was a disciple.

The Great Commission is for him and for you and for me

—
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for all of us, missionaries, ministers, of course, but not just for

us. It is a commission for disiciples, everywhere. It has a
f

missionary thrust, and an apostolic, ministerial edge; but its base

is discipleship. The Great Commission, found in all the gospels

and in Acts, says nothing at all about missionaies or evangelists

or ministers. It speaks only of 11 disciples, and it talks about

healing as well as preaching, about service more than leadership,

and about spiritual power. It was our Lord's last instructions to

his disciples, and it talks about "discipling"

.

In one way, I suppose, that makes it easier doesn't it.

If you are a Christian businessman, or a Christian woman called to

be a justice of the the Supreme Court—you don't have to feel

guilty about not being a minister, a pastor. All you have to be is

a disciple. If you are a Presbyterian pastor, called to minister in

a suburban American church—you don't have to feel guilty about not

being a missionary to Africa. All you have to be is a disciple.

But be warned. You may find that in fact being a

disciple is even harder than being a missionary or a minister. Let

me remind you that Jesus had very little to say about Christian

leaders, though he was himself the greatest leader the world has

ever known. B©t hie did not say much about leadership. He did,

however, have a very great deal to say about being disciples.

In one of Kierkegaard's "Seven Christian 'Expositions",

in his Training in Christianity (p. 227, 231 f.) he observes:

In Christendom one often enough hears sermons, addresses,
discourses about what is required of a follower of Christ., what
it means to follow Christ, etc... 'What one hears is, generally
speaking, quite true, only by listening more closely one detects a
deeply concealed, unchristian confusion or defect at the bottom of
it all. .

"

The trouble, says Kierkegaard is that most sermons urging
people to become followers of Christ, in reality, ‘only ask them to
become "admirers". But "Christ never says anything about wanting
admirers,., admi-ring —worshipers, —adherents-; when he uses the
expression 'disciples'

,
[he. meant:,f-oilewers^^'. He speaks from deep

humiliation, and " his whole life on earth was calculated only to
procure 'followers', and calculated to make 'admirers' impossible."

There is the warning. In speaking of discipleship there

is no glossing over the hard side. So let me here bring up a hard

passage of Scripture. It is the incident in Luke, chapter 9, where



three different times men come to Jesus and ask to follow Him. And

the gentle Jesus is almost rude to them. Why is he so gentle with

outsiders, so harsh sometimes with would-be disciples? What a

contrast: gentle with children, open to the weary and over-worked

"Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy laden and I will give

you rest"—but hard as flint, now, in these verses. Listen:

"As they were going along the road, a man said to him, "I will
follow you wherever you go. Jesus said to him, 'Foxes have holes,
the birds of the air their nests but the Son of Man has nowhere to
lay his head". (Luke 9: 57 f.)

Here, I believe, we can find Jesus' own initial answer to

the question, "What is discipleship?" Not the complete answer, of

course, but rather a suggestion of the screening process by which

he weeds out the unfit, and makes clear some basic demands of

discipleship. These demands are three, three diamond-hard facets

of an over-all pattern which he requires of his disciples, each

facet illustrated by his response to each of the three men who came

to follow him. Let me anticipate, and tell you what those three

indispensabale ingredients of discipleship are: SACRIFICE,

DISCIPLINE, AND WITNESS.

In this hour I will speak only to the first point,

SACRIFICE. It won't hurt to read the verse again, Luke 9 57-58:

"As they were going along the road, a man said to him, 'I will
follow you wherever you go. Jesus said to him, "Foxes have holes,
the birds of the air their nests, but the Son of Man has nowhere to
lay his head".

I see this as the demand for sacrifice . If you are going

to follow Jesus, if you want be a disciple . you must be willing to

sacrifice, to live sacrifically . "Foxes have holes, birds their

nests; I have nowhere to lay my head". In other words don't expect

a comfortable home to live in, if you follow me, said Jesus.

But who have the better houses today, Christians or non-

Christians, Christians or communists, for example? As I look back

upon my experiences with the communists in China during the

revolution, the bitter truth that I must reluctantly confess is

that comparing the average communist back then with the average

Christian, this verse fitted the communist? better than the
• , • , , , X <W>s

Christians. Back in China in the 1940s and 50s, i-n willingness to



sacrificed we had lost the initiative to the communists.
A

I wonder sometimes how much I hindered the progress of

the gospel in China as the communists came rolling over us because

at that particular turning point in China's history, it was the

communists who had sacrificed everything for their cause, not I.

I, the Christian missionary, the disciple of the homeless,^

wandering Jesus of Nazareth, I was living in a stone house, rugs on

the floor, a refrigerator in the kitchen, a radio on the table. It

was the communists not I, who could say to the people whom^tehey -had

come to lirbe3?ate, "Look at us. Foxes have holes, birds have nests,

but we have nowhere to lay our heads". The communists had

outsacrif iced me.

I remember how shabby they looked in their dirty, rumpled

uniforms, quilted to keep out the biting North China winds blowing

down from Siberia. It was December, 1948 and I was teaching at a

mission school, Yenching University, 12 miles outside the great,

gray walls of Peking. Those soldiers of the "People's Liberation

Army" were and underfed and weary. But they kept on living up to

the demands of their hard, harsh demanding ideals. They had

sacrificed all the marks of military pride: officers looked like

enlisted men. The only way we could tell them apart was that the

officers had a fountain pen in their upper coat pocket. They gave^

up some of their leisure time to help the people. Even in their

time off they would turn out and sweep the streets of the villages

for the people at night.

Do you remember how Whittaker Chambers at the trial of

Alger Hiss was asked, "What does it mean to be a communist?" And

anti-communist though he was, he thought a moment, and said, "It

means to be like Djerjinski, and Levine, and Sazanov. [Djerjinski:

"It is the duty of the most developed member of the community to

take upon himself the most demeaning tasks of all", and he

volunteered to clean out the latrines. Levine: sentenced to death,

he drew himself up, "The communist is always under sentence of

death". Sazonov: in a Tzarist prison camp, set himself afire and

raced burning around the stockade in defiance to protest the

treatment of his fellow prisoners.



f his guards. At its best, there is in that false faith that which

inspired its disciples to heights of sacrifice we Christians seldom

match.

Again, don't be misled. I said "false faith". Those

glory days didn't last, the sacrifices faded, power corrupted, the

uniforms got grander and grander, the cars and the big houses were

reserved for the elite, and as we have recently seen all too
,
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clearly,
f
that false faith crumbled and its empire shattered with

it.

That kind of sacrifice is not what Jesus realty demands
,

:Vjj ivav tUfVv^Jrl" i •

of his disciples^ What then does sacrifice mean for Christians?

Trace the idea of sacrifice through the Bible to see it in its full

Christian context, and it becomes quite clear that it is not

primarily giving something up—leaving a home, or reducing one's

style of living—all that is superficial, though it may sometimes

be require^ a«d k little lower life-style wouldn't hurt most of us
.

afoul
, . ...

Americans^ But in its purest form, the Christian's sacrifice is

how he or she worships God. All through the Old Testament,

sacrifice is worship. In the New Testament, sacrifice is
. . . . . .

^
communion. Sacrifice is giving one's self up to God.

Looking back, I am not ~eaten away by guilt over the way

I was living as a missionary in China. There is nothing

unchristian about living in a comfortable home. Jesus did not say

to Nicodemus, who was very well off, "Sell your house, and live in

a cave." He said, "You must be born again", which is quite a

different thing from living poor.

But before we get too relaxed about it, we need to remind

ourselves that when we give up ourselves in worship to God, some of

our things might be required of us also. The God of the Exodus

(23:15) tells his worshipers, "None shall appear before me empty-

handed", and part of our worship is bring our possessions as

offerings to God. But even in the Old Testament sacrifices, it was

not a thing but a life that was offered. The central meaning of

the sacrifice was never the death of the animal, but the offering
up of life to God. (see Kirk, in Int. Bib. Comm) . To us blood is

a symbol of deaths In the Old Testament it was the symbol of life.



"The blood is the life", says Deuteronomy (12:23). So it is that

the gospel of the New Covenant demands of him who would come before

his Maker, not the outer form, or token gifts, or bloody sacrifice-

-but a/livin/g sacrifice. "I beseech you therefore by the mercies

of God," says Paul in Romans, "that you present your bodies a liv

ing sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God which is your reasonable

service." For "service", we who are ministers can read "ministry",

reasonable ministry", or "reasonable worship", as the Revised

Standard Version has it. Christian sacrifice is service, ministry,

worship, and Christian service, ministry, and worship is the

offering up of the whole living Self to God.
^ ^

In the light of the Bible, the whole picture changes. It

frees the call to sacrifice from a confining, mechanistic

compulsion to count up our sacrifices in mataerialistic terms on

the one hand, and it warns us against a shallow tokenism
#
on -the

othe^f-.
)
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For example, in contrasting communist willingness to

sacrifice and our own comparatively weak Christian record along

that line, I came dangerously close to describing sacrifice as any

materialist would do it. Now communists are materialists. Let

them abolutize sacrifice in materialist terms, if they will. But

when we Christian do so, we distort the faith out of all

recognition. Absolutizing sacrifice in material terms—in terms of

the things we give up for Christ— is a heresy, a very ancient one,
YLvVj. \L/ C — lt\X Hf2^Wv lV - —

the heresy of the encratites. or-^the MessaTians. No possessions, no

meat, no wine, no marriage. V5t * Thomas, not as he really was but ca

idealized in third century apocryphal legends; becomes-a -dangerous

mode-L for -a Christian-^ ife of^sacrlfiee. "He eats nothing at all

but bread and salt from morning to evening" (Apocryphal Acts of

Thomas, quoted by Voobus, p. 84 ff.). He has no possessions. He

wears only one garment regardless of heat or cold, sun or rain. He

has no home, and warns Christians to separate themselves from this

world and live, as he does, a hermit, a vagrant and therefore a

saint

.

I particularly dislike the story of how he is invited to

a wedding, and then proceeds ungraciously to sing a song in praise



of perpetual virginity, calling the bride and groom to forsake the

jc^s of carnal marriage for the purer bliss of marriage to the Lamb

"in the bridal chamber.. of immortality and light". How different

from the example of Jesus at Cana of Galilee, who preached no
Wiv£\ S-c ffOsi

^

sermon against marriage,; but—- graciously helped with the

refreshments, turning the water into wine.

Once we allow ourselves to define the life of Christian

sacrifice in terms of the luxuries and happinesses we renounce

—

missionaries and pastors, I suspect, are often tempted to this

because people keep telling us how much we have sacrificed—once we

define discipleship in such heavy, concrete, negative tones, we

have ceased to worship God and have begun to coast on our own

works-righteousness. We cease in the ultimate sense to sacrifice

at all, and are like that half-mad Syrian saint, St. Simeon

Stylites on the pillar of our own piety. St Simeon, you remember

retreated farther and farther fromthe real world, giving up more

and more, until at last he found his refuge for 30 painful years

of perpetual prayer on a platform two yards sguare atop a pillar 70

feet high.

I take great comfort in not being like St Simeon

Stylites. Perhaps too much comfort. I was never tempted to be

that kind of a saint. My temptations are all the other way. My

sin is tokenism . Not giving up too much of the world as a

substitute for giving up myself to God, but for giving too little .

In the kind of^ a hungry world we live in, I am much more
. ,
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like the rich young than^a^desert monk. The rich young ruler is

not -the- oniyr—Biblieal modei-i - 4ie can't bring himself to give up
/W/G&

yeverything ; Zacchaeus—only gives up half, and the—Old -Testament

-asks -fer-only 10%, a tithe. —But within the larger Biblical—concept
of sacrifice as total -surrender of self, not things, in the

worship and service of God, the whole point of our particular text

here is that Jesus says to a would-be follower, in effect, "Giving

youself to me, may also mean giving up some of your things". Even

your home, perhaps. "Foxes have holes, the birds.. their nexts, but

the Son of Man has not where to lay his head."

K - U. &ta\£Ivv
~
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DISCIPLESHIP AND THE MINISTRY, TD
THE DIAMOND -HARD SIDES OF DISCIPLESHIP: THREE FACETS

II. The Second Facet of the Diamond: DISCIPLINE {

ffetK. I. t()

"I have had enough of burnt offerings..." (P&-?--4-0s-6)

"And another also said to him [i.e. Jesus], 'Lord, I will
follow you, but let me first go bid farewell to those who are at
home at my house', And Jesus said to him, 'No one who ha put his
hand to the plough and looks back is fit for the kingdom of God'".
(Luke 9: 61-62) .8

Today I want to continue on the subject of the

"hard sides of discipleship" , remembering the advice of Hal

Luccock, professor of preaching at Yale a good many years ago, who

told ministers to "comfort the afflicted and afflict the

comfortable." Well, yesterday maybe I afflicted you too much,

talking about sacrifice as one of the hard marks of those who would

follow Jesus who said, "Foxes have holes and bdirds have their

nests, but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head." Not an

easy act to follow.

I'm not sure I will be any more comforting today. The

second facet of the diamond of discipleship is discipline . But it

might help to take some of the harshness out of the hardness, if I

began by by observing as a follow-up on "sacrifice", that sacrifice

in itself is no virtue. Not even for a disciple, a follower.

"Sacrifice and offering thou dost not desire," said the Psalmist

(40:6). "I have had enough of burnt offerings.. I will not

delight in the blood of bulls...; the sweet smell of your offerings

is an abomination to me," cries the Lord through the mouth of his
. . . . 'V . .

prophet Isaiah (1:11-13). And the ultimate futility^ sacrifice

apart from obedience is a recurring theme all through the prophets,

all through the Psalms, and is picked up and reenforced in the

gospel of grace, the New Testament (especially Hebrews)

.

But before you begin to relax; if you feel a little

guilty on the subject of sacrifice, you are still not off the hook

when the subject changes ! this morning.' Today's subject is just as



demanding: Discipline . If sacrifice is the first mark of the

disciple, the second is discipline, and ours is not a disciplined

age, nor is our church much on discipline. We gave up heresy

trials long ago. On morals we are more and more inclusive. On

ethics, we talk and pass resolutions. We don't really act.

But discipline is what gives the world "disciple" its

meaning. It is what takes sacrifice and saves it from becoming a

uselss, meaningless emptying of one's self—sacrifice for

sacrifice's sake—and makes it ^ truth an offering to God.

Discipline is what I find suggested by the incident which Luke

records in third place at the end of Chapter 9, but which I take

the liberty of making my second point: Jesus demands discipline

from his disciples. This is what he says when another would-be

disciplep' comes to him. Listen:

"And another also said, 'Lord, I will follow you, but let me
first go bid them farewell who are at home at my house." And
Jesus said to him, 'No one who puts his hand to the plough and
looks back is fit for the kingdom of God'." (Lk. 9:61-62).

Sacrifice looks back. Discipline looks ahead . As we

read these verses, once again as welhn we spoke of sacrifice, I am

left disturbed and uneasy by my contact with disciples of another

way, the communists* as I saw them outstripping us who so easily

call ourselves Christians—outstripping us not only in willingness

to sacrifice but in their discipline as well.

"No one who puts his hand to the plough and looks

back..." But when I went to the mission field, who was doing more

looking back, Christians or communists? I remember the scene at

the dock in Brooklyn when we left for China by way of the Panama

Canal. Our friends and relatives were there waving good-bye, and

we stood at the rail, our gaze riveted backward at loved ones we

would not see for many years. We were looking back. 'J3y_contrast

I remember a ride from Nanking to Shanghai three years later, after

we had been taken by the communists. We were usually not allowed

out of Nanking, but were given permission once to visit friends in

Shanghai. A guard traveled with us, a soldier in uniform. He was

very young. Trying to be friendly I asked him, "How old are you".

"Nineteen", he said. "How long have you been in the army?" "Five



years", he said. He had been in the army since he was 14, and I

wondered whether he kept in touch with his parents. I asked him,

"How long has it been since you heard from your home?", and he

looked straight at me. "My home is the army," he said. He had put

his hand to the plough, and he was not looking back.

There was something almost incredible about communist

discipline back then in the revolution.

It began with physical discipline. Bandit leader, Chu

Teh

But communist discipline was more than physical. There

was an intellectual side to it. It is an ideology, and in those

days Marxism was without doubt the most powerful single rationally

argued world-view in the university campuses of the third world,

and not a few university faculties in the western world. I was no

Marxist, but I watched the effect on China's intellectuals. I

watched how the day and night pressures, like brainwashing, changed

independent-minded professors until they were ready to call blacck

white, and white black, as they were told. And we Christians, how

disciplined are we, really, theologically and intellectually. Dr.

McCord not so many years ago, looked at our Presbyterian church and

said it is though Presbyterians had succumbed to theological

amnesia. We have forgotten our Refomed theological roots, and

drift from one new popular theology to the next—from the God is

ded school, to the all gods are our gods school, to your Buddha is

ok my my Christ is ok school. In attempting to be all things to

all men, we have lost our theological discipline.

Perhaps the most appealing part of the communist mystique

was its moral discipline. The/ looked at our racial divisions with

contempt. Even your churches are divided racially, they said. An i

how could I argue with them on that? With us, they said, all men
,
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are brothers under the hammer and sickle, and the gold stars on the

red flag.

Now take all these disciplines, wrap them up, and

incarnate them in a communist soldier, and you have the best weapon

yet devised for world conquest. It worked.
A
They took half the

population of the world away from us. And we have not yet



reclaimed it from them by our discipline. They lost it when they

lost their discipline, intellectual and social. And we won't keep

it, until we recover a Christian discipline.

But there have been times when Christians did have

discipline. Methodists had it once. Here is a quotation from John

Wesley's mother. Lifted out of its context and transplanted into

our loose and protective age it will sound almost cruel to you, but

here is Susannah Wesley speaking:

"To form the minds of childlren" ,
she says, "the first thing

to do is to conquer their will.. When the will of a child is

subdued, and it is brought to revere and stand in awe of its
parents., childish follies may be. . overlooked. . But.. I insist upon
conquering the will of children betimes, because this is the only
strong and rational fooundation of a religious education..."

You may shudder if you will at the harshness, and I do as

well a little, but that Methodist discipline was not without love,

and before we condemn it outright, show me a better way for a

mother of 19 children (11 of them living) to produce a John and a

Charles Wesley. Methodism took its name from its early

disciplines : a disciplined mother, a disciplined son, a "Holy Club"

taunted by a secularized generation of student at Oxford for its

strict and disciplined ways and called in derision, "Methodist".

Discipline without love is of the devil, yes, but love without

discipline is to- soft and sugary to make the slightest Christian

impact on this hard, ro.<£cky, unbelieving world. AAnd Methodism is

crumbling today because it is losing its discipline.

We Presbyterian^ too, were once not without a discipline.

What makes John Calvin so unpopular in today's permissive society

is the memory of his steely, almost inhuman discipline and his

Calvinistic conscience, so unappealing in our more emotional, more

compromising, less demanding age. Calvin loved his wife, but his

Christian duty came first. So on the night she died, he left her

bedside, appaarently to go to a meeting because he was expected
A

there. Georgia Harkness is rather hard on him, in her Calvin

biography. She. acidly.^writes that Calyon
,
^fter his wife died, fMf

"paid her the highest compliment possible in one of his

temperament" . He observed "that she had never in any way



(G. Harkness, Calvin: The Man and Hisinterfered with his work"

.

Setting , p. 17)

.

Well, even Calvin was not without his faults, but at

least let it be said of him that once having accepted the

discipline of a disciple, "having put his hand to the plough he

never looked back". H came storming into pleasure-loving, morally

indolent Geneva like the breath of the wrath of God. Per^haps he

overdid it. His was the kind of solid, unimaginative, middle class

moral discipline, so satirized by George Bernard Shaw as opposed to

all the many forms of enjoymnet—dancing, drunkenness, card-playing

and the theater, for example—that it has always and ever since

invited caricature and ridicule. But how else do you change the

flabby, little nothingness that was 16th century Geneva, where even

the church was so morally corrupt that priests and monks had to be

restrained by specially posted guards from visiting its brothels in

the red-light district? (See Hugh Reyburn, J. Calvin , pp. 123,

337) . How else do you transform that medieval urban center of

decay into the continent-changing fortress of an embattled

Reformation stunned and disheartened by the death of Luther. How

else do you rally a Reformation broken by its divisions and reeling

before the Jesuit counter-Reformation, and send it marching out

again to win the world?

There are no easy, half-way methods of making a Christian

impact in perilous times. It takes Christian discipline. And this

at least Calvin had, inflexibly, personal self-discipline. He

preached 286 times a year to the same congregation. He lectured ab-

out 180 times a year, 'carried on an unbelievablely immense
le-'

correspondence* wrote steadily filling 59 quarat-volumes of his

works. "He had the temperament of a man, " says Georgia Harkness,

changing her tune, " [the temperament of a man who can drive

himself with tremendous energy to the accomplishment of a chosen

end. And this end was, in Calvin's judgment, one which so far

transcenddnd all others that any personal consideration sank out of

sight. One must work with untiring zeal when one labors for the

glory of God" (Harkness, p. 56)

.

He had put his hand to the plow and was not looking back.
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He had put his hand to the plow and was not looking back.

But you know as well as I how dangerous it would be for

us in the ministry in this post-communist 2 0th c. world to take our

pattern of discipline too literally from the communists who failed,

or even from Susanna Wesley and John Calvin. Susanna didn't have

to cope with TV and the public school system. And John Calvin,-

I

doubt if any of us could be a John Calvin however hard we tried.

We learn much from our forebears in the Christian faith, and even

from our non-Christian contemporaries, but when we do look back, we

are to see "Jesus" only; and the abiding truths of the Bible, not

church history
;

are our "only infallible rule of faith and

practice". Copy anything else, even the best models from the whole

history of the church, and we open ourselves to mistakes and

aberrations, and sometimes, as far as discipline is concerned, to

the brainwashed routines of a James Jones and the suicides of

Jonesboro, or to the lockstep messianic marriages of a Rev. Moon.

Biblically speaking, Christian discipline is the

discipline of obedience. Obedience to God, Father, Son and Holy

Spirit. "To obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the

fat of rams," said Samuel to King Saul. (I Sam. 15:22).

Now obedience is an old fashioned virtue, infinitely less

fashionable in contemporary Christian preaching than love, -as in

mercy and forgiveness. But can't we have both? In fact the

disciple must have both. It is no denial of the priorities of love

to insiste, with Scripture, on the rule of obedience in Christian

discipleship.

Was it love for a despised and outcast black that took

Philip and impelled him to preach the good news to an Ethiopian
!W> Atlc-.'u/

. (Axe,eunuch? Yee-7 -probabl^y so, but the record doesn't-mention^-Ski "An

angel of the Lord said to Philip, 'Rise and go toward the south, to

the raod that goes down from Jerusalem to Gaza. . ' And he rose and
went, and behold an Ethiopian.. And the Spirit said, 'Go and join
him..'" Not love, but obedience, discipline. If you ifive Him the
obedience, God adds the love.

Was it love for the neglected Gentiles that sent the
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Apostle Paul to blaze new missionrary trails and change the course

of salvation history. Not according to the record. I suspect that

had it been left to sentiment Paul could never have turned from his

own beloved people, the Jews. He cries out in an agony of love for

them, "I could wish. .myself accursed and cut off from Christ for

the sake of my brethren, my kinsmen bby race" (Rom. 9:3). But

obedience sends him to the Gentiles—the discipline of the Spirit.

"While they were worshipping the Lord, and fasting, the Holy Spirit

said, 'Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I

have called them'". (Acts 13:2 f.) Not love, but obedience, the

discipline of the Spirit brought the good news through Paul to us.

highest requirement of a disciple. "Though I give my body to be

burned, and have not love..." And "God so loved the world, that he

we venture to penetrate the mysteries of the Trinity, when love is

mentioned in the sending of the Son, it is the love of the Father,

the Sender, not the love of the Son who was sent and "became

obedient, even unto death". Having put his hand to the plough,

even Jesus did not look back at the glory he had left.

lose your sense of compassion for the poor and the sick and the

distressed. But never make the mistake of thinking that it is your

love that will save the poor and the sick and the distressed.

Ultimately, you will make more of an impact for happiness and well-

being in this rough, harsh, unjust world of ours, not by simply

looking around in an agony of love and compassion for all who

suffer. It is far better, and sometimes harder, to look ahead in

the discipline of obedience, to Jesus, who suffered for us all, and

who still says, "Follow me". "No man having put his hand to the

plough and looking back is fit for the kingdom of God".

Of course, love is the motive of discipleship, the

sent.." But even there ilfis perhaps significant to note that if

Bvt/-
. ,

As ministers and disciples of Jesus Christ, never, never

Just tell the love of Jesus, and say he died for all.
There is a balm in Gilead, to make the wounded whole.
There is a balm in Gilead, to heal the sin-sick soul.

If you can't preach like Peter, if you can't pray like Paul,
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DISCIPLESHIP AND THE MINISTRY , III

The Third Facet of the Diamond: WITNESS

"•"To another he said, 'Follow me'. But he said, 'Lord, let me
first go and bury my faather. ' But he said to him, "Leave, the dead
to bury the dead; but as for you, go and proclaim the kingdom of
God.'" (Luke; 9: 59-60).

I have transposed to the last the second of this trio of

along the road, and people came up to talk with himT^ I change the

order because this encounter differs from the other two. It adds

a new dimension, a positive note to the rather negative warnings of

Jesus's answers to the other two men. It is almost as if the

others were rejected, although I cannot be sure of that. Jesus

seems to reject the first inquirer for his unwillingness to

sacrifice: "Foxes have holes, birds have nests, but I have nowhere

to lay my head". He chides the other for lack of discipline:

"If anyone puts his hand to the plough and looks back is not fit

for the kingdom of God." This inquirer, on the other hand, though

warned, "Let the dead bury the dead", is accepted, "Follow me.. Go

and preach." So in more positive terms, now, we are given a third

mark of discipleship: witness . L
X- tv -1: ’,

'

‘Vyv-i W>hu7 (twfe, .

Sacrifice, discipline, and witness. These are the marks

of the disciple. There is one other," very, very significant

difference between the first two incident and this one. The other

two were volunteers. This man is chosen . iU - ’ W/i tL t

Let me read the two verses again. "Jesus said to

another, 'Follow me.'" ( T.hanother .two had said., "We would follow

you"-.) "But he said, 'Lord, let me first go and bury my father.'

But he said to him, 'Let the dead bury their own dead; but as for

you, go and proclaim the kingdom of God". Go and proclaim. The

third facet of the hard diamond of discipleship is WITNESS.

I am so glad that the picture of the disciple given in

this cluster of incidents doesn't stop with sacrice and discipline.

What a negative picture of the Christian faith that would give.

Sacrifice and discipline are neither one of them by itself a

virtues. They must have higher purpose than personal character

-a?
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control, they must have outreach, they must have a larger vision,

they must move beyond the self into the world, or they are

introverted, wasted effort. "Diamond-hard" is the word I used

about the discipleship side of the ministry, and it fits. Diamonds

are hard: diamonds and jade, the two hardest stones in the world,

but very different. Jade glows. Its hard surface is creamy smooth

drawing the eye and the hand into the very texture of the stone.
% /wO> -v U/J il Ivin &r<hw

But diamonds sparkle. They dance with an inner fire that throws

out into the dark corners of a room all the colors pf a crystal
. . . . ,

prism. So it is with witness, talking its strength from virtues of
-VV liff
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sacrifice and discipline,
A
it throws out the light of the gospel

into all the dark corners of the world.

This throws a whole new perspective on the hard demands
4^ U"W>

of Jesus to' those, asked to follow him. What was put so bluntly to

that first volunteer r the demand for sacrifice: "If you really want

to follow me, give up that comfortable home" turns out to be

neither qquite so absolute nor in the least unreasonable when the

purpose is made known. Not every disciple is asked to sacrifice a

comfortable home. Peter wasn't. He even had a wife. Once at
WAS

least Jesus was very glad to stay in Peter's home. The demand more

simple and reasonable than that. "If your home, your life-style

interferes with your witness, give it up. Sacrific! And that

after all is not too much to ask when God does the asking.

Ye^
r

in the deepest sense the measure of sacrifice is

unlimited. We give ourselves, our all (like the communist hero,

Sazonov, an example of ultimate sacrifice. But in the narrower

sense, as^the giving up of things, the measure of sacrifice is a

very practical, common-sense matter. Does it, or does it not

hinder our witness. As we Presbyterians hold that "truth is in

order to goodness", so sacrifice and discipline are in order to

witness. They are held in the service of a higher call, "to

proclaim the kingdom of God".

Now "proclaiming the kingdom of God" is preaching the

good news of salvation. It is evangelism. Don't read old-

fashioned American liberalism into that phrase, with its talk of

building the kingdom of God. Only God builds his kingdom. Social



action is important, do not misunderstand me, but it is not what

Jesus is talking about here. The kingdom of God, he says, is

already a-building, it is here, it is within us. It is the

manifestation and announcement of the grace of God. We don't build

it. We proclaim it. We evangelize (which is simply the Greek word

for proclaiming the good news) . God is king, and men and women and

even children can come into his kingdom. In Mark chapter 10,

'entering the kingdom", inheriting eternal life", "being saved"

—

they all mean the same feng. And that is what proclaiming the

kingdom of God is all about. "Let the dead bury their dead, but go

thou and proclaim the kingdom of God." Lnj it, Vwv,i ^ k*'"]
^ T
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uri0 kingdom of God* * » . »j xjm
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Lectures .about; hew 'the communists are out-sacrificing us, out-
A ^

disciplining us, and out-witnessing us. I could tell you about

what happened at Yenching University when the communists rolled
> ...

over us, and put on the greatest evangelistic campaigns I have ever

seen in my life, and I've heard Billy Graham. They put on plays,

concerts, operas, lectures, all loaded with the gospel of the

kingdom of Marx and Mao Tze-Tung until our students were swept off

their feet. "You say with us 50 years, Dr. Moffett,", said one of

the students in my English class, the son of a Chinese Christian

minister, and you'll see. We'll have a paradise on earth right

here in China"
. ^ u* . IV,

But it didn't work, did it. That king has fallen, and

communism is crumbling. And it is the Christians who are

witnessing, and the Christian church which is multiplying so fast

in China that we can't begin to count its members,

count is L0**15 million.

The official
Vnxaa

million

The real count seems to be 3 0 to 60sa

. X ftVU/t (a.

nh iIjmL — 3 )(w - UV. ttX Cmj^S. W) ^ ^ So* Kc kl
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! would rather tell you

Vy I
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the Christian witness of

Korea's Christians makes the church grow in Korea
,

It is

particularly good medicine for American Presbyterians who lose

40.000 members every year. Take heart. Presbyterianism isn't

dying. While you lose your annual 40,000, Korean Presbyterians in

just one of their five major Presbyterian denominations are gaining

90.000 members a year.
VtA-j XLva LlJ ’Ife)
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Christian Discipleship

Johh A.

Jesus Christ constitutes the core of Christian reality. As it is

stated in the Book of Revelation, the City of God which is Foursquare has the

Lamb as the light thereof. And it is no exaggeration to say that Christianity is

Christ because every phase and facet of everything that can be called Christian

is in some way related to him; his person, his life, his death, his resurrection

,

his ascension, his continuing presence and his coming again. A God calls men to

be disciples of Christ. Listen to that voice which sounds in the N.T., which

has sounded throughout the ages - which continues to sound in our time in mid-
4 Q/xji

20th century - "This is my beloved Son. A Listen to Him." We find, moreover,

that for Jesus, Himself, "Follow me" was central as the imperative which he

proclaimed. Truly to be related to Christ wa-s to follow him. To follow him is

to be his disciple. It is a remarkable thing that he not only used this command

before his death - but after his resurrection , ie sounded in the ears of that

disciple, Peter, who had denied him and who by the shores of the Sea of Galilee

was restored to full discipleship - he posed a question regarding the future -

regarding the life and function of a fellow disciple, John, and Jesus said to him,

rather .sharply , "Peter, that's not your concern what he's going to do. Your only

concern is to 'follow me." And by saying that he did not limit the following to the

period from the Sea of Galilee to the Mount of the Ascension. He meant to say,

"Peter, from now 'til the day of your death - whi ch^tradi tion says took place when

he was crucified upside down. From the shores of the sea to the foot of Peter's

cross he was to follow Christ. Be his disciple. So, too, with all Christians we

are called to be saints: that is God's men and women: Christ's men and women, to

be related by an act of utter self-surrender, adoration, joyous self-dedication

to God in Jesus Christ. That is to say, Christians are called to an active, living

obedience to the risen Lord. They must move beyond a theological understanding of

the faith: they must move beyond a religious experience, however vital - they must

move beyond Church membership. They must take the road. They must follow Jesus

Christ in active obedience seven days^ef*week and to the end of their life's journey.

It is no exaggeration to say that the central category in the Christian religion

is the category of obedience. You are a Christian if you follow Christ in the

fullest sense of the term; and if you do not
;
it matters nothing what your ideas

about Christ are; it matters nothing what you allege your religious experience

to have been; it matters nothing that you should be a good church member. To be

a Christian in the deepest N.T. sense is to be the disciple of Christ every moment,

every day to journey's end. And that is in accordance with the words of our Lord,

himself. He said, "You are my friends if you do what I command you." It's not
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enough to say, "Lord, Lord"; to proclaim great friendship for him; to presume to

be his chum; his crony; his companion. Intimate relationship is good. But

nothing can be a substitute for active obedience. It is important to consider

Paul's phrase for active obedience. When he's thinking of Christian action he

suggests that Christians act "in the Lord". Now, there are two great phrases

among many which Paul uses. "In Christ" and "in the Lord". This phrase "in

Christ" he uses one hundred and sixty-nine times. When he uses it he means that

Christians, for whom Jesus Christ is Saviour and Lord have their status i_n Christ.

They belong to him as a spiritual reality. They are vn him. They have their

security in him. They can never be separated from him. But when he's thinking

of Christian action - of active discipleship, he uses this other phrase - "in

the Lord". This phrase has been translated by a contemporary translator of the

New Testament in these terms: "Out of reverence for Christ Christians are to
COtL to

act ; %
to obey; having regard fer who he is and what he commands in a given crisis

or life situation".’ And so, having said this - having got the question of disciple-

ship or obedience into perspective, we move on to consider the Lordship of Christ

in the soul in the life and witness of Christian believers.

I divide the presentation into two parts: these parts I would express

as follows: first, Jesus Christ as the permanent pattern for Christian discipleship.

And second, Jesus Christ as the imperious presence in Christian discipleship.

First: Jesus Christ, as the permanent pattern for Christian disciple-

ship: Let it never be forgotten that Christian life must be patterned upon and

inspired by the concrete historical life of Jesus Christy I have become sad in

recent times when distinguished thinkers in a great communion have said that our

Lord Jesus Christ was not fully human: that more truly human than he, was his

mother. You will allow me to say quietly, without a tinge of bigotry, or bit-

terness that this appears to me to be little less than a betrayal of Jesus Christ

as the great exemplar for living. He was God, but he was also man. Very God of

very God - but very man of very man: the only true man - the most perfectly human

man who ever lived. And he had to validate his manhood in order to be worthy to

die as the God-man. For that reason we must begin to do in the 20th century what

that great medieval saint, Thomas a-Kempis,did in his time when he wrote a book

called "The Imitation of Christ". That is a very inspiring devotional classic

to this day. But I think there are insights into the character of Christ which

did not occur to a-Kempis and which we must consider today - always remembering

what Paul called himself, servant of Jesus Christ. /We must be like him. Pat-

terning our lives, inspiring our lives by his life in its concrete, historical

setting. That is to say, we must re-produce his life in our life. Through the

Holy Spirit there must be formed a Chri st-1 i keness in our way of living and

thinking and behaviour. Allow me, therefore, to present pairs: two contrary
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facets of the life of Jesus Christ which are contrasted - one with the other, but

both of which are true and equally important.

The first two: the dove and the devil. After his baptism and as Jesus

embarked upon his historic redemptive mission, the Holy Spirit descended upon his

head like a dove. He now accepted his role as the messiah, the Holy Spirit anointed

him, he could now count upon the guidance and Astrength of the Spirit in the fulfil-

ment of his vocation. And it is a remarkable thing that it was in the light of

the Spirit, through the Spirit or in the power of the Spirit that he did so many

of his great works. We are to take seriously that annointing - because the same

Spirit is made available for every Christian. Not only for those who become pro-

fessional ministers or full-time Christian workers. This Spirit is made available

for every Christian layman or lay woman who takes seriously their lay vocation,

whatever that vocation be. The laity can count upon the Spirit's presence and

help for the worthy fulfilment of their vocation as the clergy can count upon the

Spirit's presence. And this, let us never forget. In whatever sphere of action

we are we can count upon the Spirit's help if we want to fulfil the obligations of

that vocation in the Spirit of Christ and as his disciples whether our role be to

spend most of the time in the kitchen - right through all the gamut of human voca-

tions - right up to the high seats of government^ we can count throughout the course

on the Spirit's presence. Here is the strange thing: the same gentle Spirit who

appears as a dove - silently - drives Jesus, we are told by Mark, into the wilderness

that he might be tempted of the devil. For the anointed Christ had to prove that

he was worthy of being the Redeemer - that he could stand the test where our first

parents failed. And that was a very trying ordeal in the wilderness. Mysterious,

but real. The more I ponder the temptation of Jesus Christ the more I become aware

that his three temptations centered in tremendous issues which every, human being

has to face at one time or another. And in our time more thanymy other. What were

they? There is no time to go through the temptations in detail but I suggest a

fresh perspective and I ask you to ponder them for yourselves. What was the first
obtixi fenced

temptation? To put or to pursue material security at the cost of a4»l eg i

a

nc-e to

God. Material security. Economic security-at the cost of obediance to God. God

had sent him there with the implication that he would see him through - wouldn't

allow him to perish with hunger if he were loyal to the test and the devil said

to him, "Why endure this? You've got all power, command that those stones become

bread." And Jesus said, "Man shall not live by bread alone - but by every word

that proceedeth out of the mouth of God." Material security is important - econ-

omic prosperity important but anything that relates to the temporal order - my

personal welfare - is not the great absolute. If I put a personal concern - the

satisfaction of a real human need above my loyalty to God - then I sin. The devil



was a Marxist. Because, for the great Karl Marx, economic law or the satisfaction

of economic need was the great absolute which explains history and in terms of

which historic action must be taken. Now, do not misunderstand. More than ever,

Christians should be concerned about the problem of bread for all people. But
a,

let us remember that if confronted with two al ternativesrto satisfy^ material need

at the cost of a Spiritual betrayal we've got to trust God and his Word. The

second: Personal popularity through the abuse of trust in God. The devil insin-

uates - "You want to be a leader of those people. Then it is important that you

do something which shall be attractive to them." And so he suggested what in Amer-

ican terms - in American English is called a stunt. He suggested that he go up

to the top of the temple and give a great leap - with the assurance that God would

not allow his legs to be broken or anything happen to him. And in the meantime,

the people would acclaim him as a hero — » a marvelous person. Like they acclaim

the great movie stars. As they acclaim great politicians and all the rest when

they do some wonderful things to gain popularity. But Jesus said, "No. That would

mean tempting God. I have no reason. I have no justification for putting God to

the test on that kind of thing. That would be tempting him. He's promised nothing

can happen to me. But I have no right to court trouble in that way - even for the
j) ij £

sake of popularity. And that, too, is something which me must accept as a pattern.

We dare not pursue popularity - make ourselves merely attractive to be able to sway

the masses if we have to do it at the price of abusing God's trust. And a thi rd :

The tempter said now "You've come to conquer the world. I am the prince of the world

take up a certain attitude to me - acknowledge who I am and worship me - then,

the world is yours." Now, what was he suggesting? What is suggested often times

today. Be realistic. Accept the forces of human nature and the forces of human

history. Accept the world as it is with all its reality. Accommodate yourself to

that - and you'll triumph.. And that, alas, is what many, many political figures

are doing today. They want to be realistic. accept reality - things as they

are without ever challenging them - and they betray God's moral order. Jb*€k Jesus

said "No, No. Thou shalt worship the Lord, thy God and him only shalt thou serve" -

and what was the consequence? The moment he said that he was doomed. And Calvary

began to loom up.

Now, bear in mind that the only perfect man who ever lived refused to

accommodate himself to the ordinary laws of this world which tend to be taken for

granted in many, many circles. He said "No. There is a higher order. It's not a

question of accepting this world as it is, accommodating ourselves to this world.

The question is to accommodate ourselves to God's world. And in the light of that

and through the power of God ^ change this world and make it a new world. A new

creation whatever be the cost."
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The second pair , the mountain and the mul ti tude . This true man, God's

man, God's son, spent a great deal of time in the mountain-top in quiet solitude

in communion with his Father, listening to God, speaking to God. And Christian

life - the life of his disciples, must be patterned upon that. However busy we

may be, there is no substitute for quiet communion with God. Time must be taken out

even at a cost or a sacrifice to listen to the eternal One. Tell him things. Share

with him our deepest longings, our problems and the rest. Read his Word alone,

in the family circle, as well as in church and special conferences for the spiritual

life. No Christian can live without the equivalent of the mountain experience or

reality in his life - quiet communion; and not merely on a Sunday. That's the

least of it, friends. A Christian is known not by what he does on a Sunday. That

can be a formal conventionalism. A traditionalism. It's important, but it can be

no more than that. A Christian is known by what he does the rest of the week. And

allow me to say that that's what the men and women of our generation want to know -

"what kind of people are Christians in ordinary life?" And do they find that there >6 is.

a reality - a spiritual reality in their lives and a relevancy to the problems of

the hour? They are impressed. But he was no mere mystic. He didn't spend long

periods. He^spent the night. Took it out of his sleep. But in the morning - where

was he? Out among the multitudes. The seething multitude all day 'til the sun

went down. Never say he was too busy to see anybody. He was there among them - he

never turned anybody down. He healed them, he fed them, he had compassion on them,

he raised some from the dead. Well did that great Christian layman say that Christ-

ianity taught us to care. Because what came into this world with Jesus Christ was

a new concern about people. About human beings. And it is a mark of a truly devo-

tional and spiritual life of communion with God that it makes us sensitive to the

needs of people. Not only good people, but bad people also. Wherever there is a

need there is the Christian - as Christ with the multitudes. To follow that further,

sometimes there was the tear in his eye, the symbol of compassion. And sometimes his

eye blazed with anger when he told the religious leaders what he thought of them -

that they were hypocrites. And when he made a lash and flogged the people who were

exploiting poor folk in the name of religion - they were grafters, they were corrupt -

he couldn't stand it. His eyes blazed." That is to say, the Christian among the

multitude must be concerned with a social passion for the welfare of people, but he

must also - where he is in authority, stand for social justice. For everything that

relates to the welfare of people to see that in public places and the public

authorities are challenged. If they're not doing what they should, take al

1

the

consequences. And make it clear that they're abusing their office. That is native

to the Christian religion. And that is to take seriously the pattern of him who wept

and whose eye blazed at the same time. The Word and the yoke. Hear him - we've got
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to listen to him - we've got to try to understand what he says - we've got to

treasure up his sayings - we've got to become well-versed in the Scriptures. But

that does not make us fully Christian - merely to have vast knowledge of the Bible.

That's very very important, but it's not enough. There is the Word and the yoke.

What does it mean to take the yoke of Christ? Wherever we find a situation where

we must get under the load or under the yoke as he does - we can't escape it. And

no Bible study or no Bible knowledge or no profession about the Word can be a sub-

stitute for being a Christian in a concrete human situation, taking the yoke of

Christ upon us and even suffering the consequence of it. That's what it means to be

a Christian - to carry his yoke. He's there because he got under the yoke for people.

The wine cup and the water basin - associated with the night before he suffered. In

the upper room - he there instituted the Lord's Supper. Twelve disciples - said to

them, taking bread, "This is my body which is broken for you." The cup. "This wine

is the new covenant in my blook, drink ye all of it." It appears that it didn't

make the slightest impression upon the disciples - they didn't understand it.

How do we know? Because in the Gospel of Luke we find .a immediately afterward there

was a great discussion. What was the discussion about? Who should be regarded as

the greatest? As we say in common parlance in the States - the big boy or the big

shot; the leader; the real leader. We can be sure that Peter made his own claims

to be the undoubted leader. But that's what they were engaged in. They didn't

understand what had happened. Now, if they did, one of them would have offered to

fulfil the Oriental proprieties and wash the feet of the rest. But to do that would

have been to accept inferiority. Not one of them. And it was then that Jesus after

the suoper rose. Took no scepter or the symbol of a sceptor. Took off his outer

garments, took the form of a servant
,
poured water into a basin and washed his disciples'

feet. He who, according to John, knew that all power had been given to him - that

he was Lord of all. That he had come from God and went to God - with a sense of his

majesty. He didn't make a show. He didn't stage an act. He didn't make them bow

down in allegiance. He bowed down and washed their feet in the form of a servant.

And what is the real proof of understanding what the Holy Supper means? That we

become partakers of the body and blood of that Lord who gave himself. Who took

the form of a servant and did the lowliest act. When do we worthily participate in

the Lord's Supper? What are the marks that follow? That we have become fully

partakers of Christ - that his invisible presence has come into us when we are like

him. When we, too, are willing that the holiest rite in the Christian religion

shall be followed by the 1 owl iest act. Not any kind of delerium of grandeur, saying

we are the only people who celebrate the Lord's Supper worthily because we --

nobody else can sit with us - we won't sit with anybody else. That, I say, is the

spirit of the disciples. That is a betrayal of Jesus Christ. It's not our supper.

It's his Supper. And no ecclesiastical body has that right! And by many of the
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claims and the rest, they show that the body and blood of Christ

because they have not been willing to take the form of a servant. We've got to

pattern. Because there're many, many ways in which Christian discipleship may

be travesty and Jesus Christ, himself, betrayed. Because the ultimate reality is

that he dwell Jji us_. And the only proof that he dwells in us is to be 1 i ke him

as he was. So shall we be. And so was Paul. Crucified and risen. He was cru-

cified for our sin. Died for our sin, so that apart from the death of Christ there

is no salvation. Christians, too, must be crucified with him, as Paul said. Not

vicariously - but by a willing acceptance that they shall be willing to accept all

the consequences of being like him. Paul said, that he might know the power of his

resurrection and the fellowship of his suffering. Crucified with him - to take all

the consequences of our loyalty to him meekly and lovingly - whatever it be. So that

we bear in our body the marks of the Lord, Jesus.

Now, there have been two attitudes towards the crucified Christ: One

has made him the center of an obsession - an obsession with death. And the other

has tried to forget every of the cross. In the great Hispanic tradition,

especially in Hispanic Catholicism, the ultimate reality concerning Christ is

the Christ crucified. The dead Christ "el senor d'el sepulchro - el Christo negro" -

and so on. And attention is focused upon him. Which means that when concern about

death arises, attention is focused upon one who died. But when the concern for

life - how to live until one dies, there is no relevance, whatever, in Jesus Christ, -

In that form of Christianity. Where must you look? To another^ Our Lady^ 44ke-

takes over insofar as everything relating to life is concerned. And it has been the

tragedy of that form of the Christian religion that it has never had any place,

whatever, for the risen Christ. He moves from Calvary to the high remote places

in heaven from which he will come to judge sk the last day. But he had no relevance

whatever within history or in human life. That role is taken by another. But

that is not the New Testament classical Christian faith! Because the ri sen Christ

is as near to us as he was in the days of his flesh - in our hearts and by our

sides, so that we need no other. He's here as he is yonder. So that we can whisper,

"Lord, Jesus", to an invisible, but real companion. Now, there you have the

obsession with death. But at the other extreme is something that is developing

in my own country, the United States of America, where Christians have got an

obsession with what we would call a "smiling Christ", and tend to reject every

symbol of the crucified. There is a great cemetery in the great state of Calif-

ornia called Forest Lawn . And it's said that the man who got that great acreage

of land and had a great dream of a cemetery -0a graveyard of a unique kind,

went through all the art galleries of Europe in search of a smiling Christ. He

couldn't find any one to satisfy him. But he did this: He banished from all
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the precincts of that lovely spot anything that suggested suffering or death. No

place for them there. But only what to do with life. Two extremes - equally

un-Christian. Because that is not a Christian cemetery, even though many Christians

be buried there - why? Because Christians, in the Spirit of Christ and in the

light of Christ are willing calmly to look at all the grim realities of death -

not to become obsessed with it, by any means. Not to be terrified by it. To look

at it calmly in the light of the resurrection and of the risen Christ. So that

a real Christian who takes the resurrection as seriously as he takes the death of

our Lord does not become morbid about death, but he triumphs over it as Jesus

Christ did. But he does not evade it. He looks it in the eye. And it has got

to be looked in the eye as one of the tremendous realities of human life which

must be faced. But what matters is that we face it. Not by being obsessed mor-

bidly by it - not by ignoring it and saying it doesn't exist. Looking at it - in

the light and in the strength of the resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ. That is,

a Christian is a realist. But the kind of realist who takes into account the resur-

rection as well as the suffering of our Lord Jesus Christ. And beyond death, the

other two: The command and the promise. Many He said, "Go. Make disciples
Xlu-,

of all nations. You're my di sci pi es . and I give you the mandate. See that al

1

people of all nations - from the simplest people to the heads of State become my

disciples. Live for that.. If you do that - if you develop that sense of mission

you can count upon my perpetual presence. I am with you always even unto the end

of the world." So it's not romanticism, it's not poetry. It's a fact that if

we're obedient, if we make ourselves true disciples we can count on his abiding

presence; that the Living Lord in all his power and grace is our companion in joy

and in sorrow along al

1

the vicissitudes of life and al

1

the turns of the road 'til

travelling days are done. That's the pattern. That's got to be taken seriously.

And the imperious presence, too.

Now, the great problems of the Christian life are not relating to whether

a thing is right or wrong but whether two or more atf half a dozen things - each

one of which may be right and one doesn't know which road to take. For example,

you may say, shall I continue to prepare myself for law or teaching - or should

I begin to study for the Christian ministry. Should I be a lawyer, should I be

a doctor, should I be a business person?
w
A
eJk can be a Christian and be al

1

these

and it's not easy oftentime to make up one's mind. ^for a Christian, should I

work here in the city to carry on my profession or do I go to the country? Or go

to another country and so on. Should I be a home worker or a missionary and so on.

Many many different problems. How can one decide? He promises to guide. If we

want to do what he commands, then we quietly listen and we make clear that we are

willing to do whatever appears to be our duty as we hear caVJ^as doors open -aw*
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providential circumstances; we may consult friends- and at last we make up our

minds. There is that imperious presence that will guide us. And that is one of the

great things in Christian living. His personal guidance through the Spirit. And,

moreover, there are other very difficult situations. Often in loyalty to the

institution^ to which we belong or to our country we have things to do which we

must do in obedience to authority - because we shall always be under authority. But

in the discharge of our duty our institution or our business firm# or the

municipality or our country we can never be less than Christian. We must do it

so far as we are concetned in a Christian way. When we have bad news for one, we

must give that bad news comes from a higher authority as Christians could —

as fellow sinners ought always. Quietly. Observing all the proprieties. And not

roughly. There is no situation in which we ever dare be less than Christian in

our contact with any other human beings, whatever be the seriousness of the occasion.

And we can never confuse obedient loyalty to a mandate we have received from our

authorities. and the proprieties imposed upon us by the supreme Lord of all, to
j

be human and Christian in it all.

Now, it is at this point that the shadows come. That, I say, is to what

to! be Christian - inspired by that pattern, obedient to that voice. But, often-

times to be a Christian is to observe or not to observe certain rules and regu-

lations and forms of behaviour. Now, I have known Christians who have thought that

when they became Christian| they were above the law. Now, it is one thing for the

law to be a means of salvation - and another thing for the law to be a rule of
so

life. And we never cease to be under lawf far as the observance of law is

concerned; and, moreover, Christians should be foremost in obedience to every

regulation of higher authority; give the example to all that when municipal author-

ities or national authorities give forth laws and make regulations which do not

violate our Christian conscience (we may not like them, we may not think that they

are the things to do, but) we ought to accept them until they're changed, although

it is legitimate to try to get them changed.

Now, let me tell a story of one who had prestige in many Christian

circles in the United States. His belief was that no government had any right

to impose certain laws and regulations upon Christians because Christians in this

epoch transcended law; they were not under law but under Grace. During the last

war there was a government regulation that no one should have more than a certain

number of gallons of gasoline unless he could show that he needed them for some

recognizable purpose that was authoritative. Now, this man gloried in the fact

that inasmuch as he did not accept the right of the government to do that -

he was more important - he would tell things that were not strictly true that

violated the truth in order to get his gasoline. Now, what was he doing? He
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was betraying Jesus Christ, even though he thought it was all right to spoil

the Egyptians. There are people who still think that; that they're not under

law and it's all right to get all the money you can out of those (cheaters 7

around) by any way that you can. That is a betrayal of Jesus Christ. No,

we should be foremost in accepting rules and regulations when the constituted

authorities impose them, provided they do not violate our conscience - even though

they may cause us difficulties and all the rest of it. We should be foremost in

obedience to a civil authority - to a national authority in that way. As citi-

zens try to get the rule changedbut taking cognizance of the fact that govern-

ment is under God and that governments have authority and rights under God.

Now, let me give a very extraordinary pair of instances from two ex-

tremes, where to be a Christian was to fulfil a professional pattern and no more.

A number of years ago some students in Princeton seminary came to me and they

said, "We are much disturbed about one of the new students here - he's making,.
± ?

" -CO CEYj

himself very objectionable. We don't know what wed . fhey said, "he wears
U-ltjA* ^

l
jM- )

a little badge here,af«l we go up and say, 'What is that?*i»£'flte tellj us, 'That

says 'Are you saved?'" Well, we know that in a theological seminary as well as

in a church there are people who are members or theological students who need to

be saved. May be! But that was not the way exactly to go about it. And so I

called him in and drew him out and he told me this: that from the time before he

even went into his teens he belonged to a Christian group of apparently a very

fanatical kind - and to be a member of that group meant that you had to challenge

everybody that you met with that question, "Are you saved? - Are you saved?" And

if he did that he qualified to be a true member. That's what discipleship meant.

And then the boy went on to say, "Do you know, I have never myself known what it

meant to be saved." But it was imposed upon him as a regulation - as a pattern.

And he accepted. Or else he would be cast out. He wouldn't be in good and regular

standing. So I suggested to him that he go back home and begin to think about what

Christianity was , and we had a good talk. But there are people who follow that

pattern. Now, from the other extreme!

A few years ago there came out a biography of a great arch-bishop. I

need't tell the church - you may surmise a- :and even the country. And his bio-

grapher - a very great biographer - the biographer says that when he was a young

he had this choice. He had dreams of becoming a cabinet minister - a great poli-

tician. That was one. And another was that he might become a great churchman.

And he felt drawn to the church. Very sincerely. And from the moment that he

decided to become a Christian minister he wanted to fulfil all the proprieties

and fit in to the full and complete pattern of being a minister. He did it very

sincerely. He went from one rank to another until he became the leading arch-bishop.
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And when he was getting toward the end of his days the church authorities wanted

a famous painter to paint the portrait of their arch-bishop. Now, great painters

have insight into people. And they like before they do the painting to study

the character subjects in different situations for a long time in order

to get a definite picture in their own minds. And after a long time this

painter came and said to the group - he said, "I'm in despair. " He said, "Which

arch-bishop am I going to paint, because I have seen seven!" Now, how did that

happen? Because, he had seen the man in different situations. And the passion

of the man was to observe what he regarded all the proprieties in each situation.

Very sincerely. And I knew one of his successors who was always the same man in

every situation. Always recognized as the same man. But he was a different man.

The painter recognized it. And that's always what happens when one's concern is

to be a Christian above all else every moment - and be the same Christian in al

1

situations. The same person. And not merely to be a functionary. Now, one has

to observe all ecclesiastical pri . . . - that's not the point! But we can't be one

person in the home and another person in the parish and another person with our

pals and so on. There are differences. But at bottom we're the same recognizable

person. There you are. What means is that our lives should be patterned upon

the supreme pattern and not any professional pattern. That we should be responsive

to his voice - and, my friends, what is important is that today in mid-twentieth

century in the island of Cebu for you - and for me, wherever I go wherever you

go we should never be less than Christian; and to be Christian is to consider

Christ Jesus - have our eyes upon him - listen to him - wait for him. So that

we may know what the right thing to do is in every situation that may arise. That

he may be all and in all in our lives and that we may be all and in all that

Christians should be.
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Book Reports The Cost of Discipleship
By: Dietrich Bonhoeffer

The Cost of Discipleship is the result of the life-long search of Dietrich

Bonhoeffer to discover the concrete message of the word of God. In this work,

faith is given its dimensions as it is developed "by Bonhoeffer in terms of

discipleship

.

The scriptural call to discipleship to Bonhoeffer is a clear cut call to

follow Christ. It is a call which offers a discipleship that will free all people

from human dogma, oppression and anxiety. It is a call that strengthens, fosters

and heals life. However, Bonhoeffer believes that no one can understand the true

meaning of discipleship unless they first know the meaning of grace. A true

understanding of grace is the core of Christian discipleship and is also the basic

theme developed in this book.

Bonhoeffer clarifies the meaning of discipleship by contrasting cheap grace

with costly grace. "Cheap grace means grace as a doctrine, a principle, a system."

(CD.,p. 35 )- "Costly grace is the gospel which must be sought again and again, the

gift which must be asked for, the door at which a man (sic) must knock." (CD.,p. 3

7

).

Cheap grace is the enemy of the church, for it robs discipleship of all its

meaning. It offers forgiveness without repentence, entrance into Christian life

without discipleship, and communion without confession. When one adheres to the

concept of obediance under the cross, discipleship degenerates into religiousity

.

Bonhoeffer develops his view of discipleship by discussing the terms of

costly grace. Christ's call demands obediance — discipleship is never on our

terms but on Christ's. The disciple must concentrate on the word and respond to

its demands. Christ's call requires the disciple to be sent and to go forth in the

power of the word — to go forth in mission. It is a call which requires par-

taking of the sacraments so that the disciple may share not only in Christ's

teachings, but also in the presence, suffering and victory of his body as well,

(Specifically the sacraments of baptism and the eucharist.) And, it is only
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within the church that a person can truly share in the suffering and new life

of Christ.

Bonhoeffer includes a thorough exegesis of the Sermon on the Mount in which

he explains the unique qualities of the life of a disciple. These are qualities

which can be understood only by those who are prepared to suffer poverty and self

denial for the sake of Christ. The disciples are to be the saving element in the

world in response to Jesus' command, and they are to be a visible community whose

works witness their participation in Christ's suffering for others in which love

must accompany every desire.

Finally, Bonhoeffer adds that a disciple is one who is not capable of judging

another; for the disciple is under the judgment of God alone. Christ is the

only one who can judge and forgive. The Christian must meet others in love, not

in judgment, and the love must be accompanied by prayer.

In a few lines one can barely scratch the surface of The Cost of Discipleship .

Bonhoeffer offers a view of discipleship which I believe cannot help but inspire

any person who might read this book. In reading this powerful work, I have been

made even more aware of my own weaknesses and failures in my own attempt to

follow the Lord, The implications for Christianity written here are tremendous.

I believe that if we as Christians would just try to incorporate a more costly

grace into our own discipleship we would create an extraordinary model for the

rest of humanity to follow. Bonhoeffer in essence demands us to model our lives

after Christ — not the church as a worldly institution. As a Christian, I too

can see no other alternative. We miet respond to the word and above all to the one

who has called us to follow.
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Awareness of a supreme power or being (some-

times identified with nature) but no effect-
ive knowledge of the personal God of the

Bible.

Initial but hazy awareness of some of the pri-

mary facts of God's working in history: the

creation; the fall; Israel as God's chosen
instrument in revelation; Jesus Christ.

Positive attitude toward Jesus Christ and the

members of the Church who represent Him.

Recognition of a personal restlessness or need.

A kind of intellectual, moral or spiritual

homesickness.

Better comprehension of Biblical truth and of

what God's love and saving action in history

means and s-Mnb' response.

Personal acknowledgement ^fsijF Keener inter-

est in Christ - His dearth ancPTesurrection

.

A

An inclination to accept the personal agd^_

social consequences of a continuing^ relation-
ship with Jesus Christ.

Repentance for sin. Beginnings of an obedient
response to Christ's call to "Come, follow Me."

A faith commitment.

f^&iO - i- lFE - - —

—

Re-evaluation period. Possibly some doubts.

Easy slippage into old habits of thought and

life.

Incorporation imjto the Body of Christ -

Baptism^BTurcR^irnembershi p

Conscious formation of new habits and patterns

of discipline: intellectual, moral, spirit-

ual , social

.

More growth and maturity in understanding
Biblical content and the mysteries of God.

Wonder and delight in God's wisdom.

Regular patterns of communion with God - both

personal and corporate. Continuing to accept

His discipline & forgiveness.

Showing signs of the fruits of the Spirit.

Interest in intercession, stewardship, action

and service on behalf of others - both within

and outside the church.

Desire to help others know Christ in a respectful,
sensitive, effective way.

Sorting out priorities in terms of both tem-

poral and eternal values.

Growing consciousness and desire for obedience

in ethical and moral decisions and actions.

Concern for justice and righteousness. Willing-

ness to be counted in these areas of personal

and corporate life.

Singing and making music. Good humor. An

inner peace and underlying joy.

On and on toward"the goal of the high calling o(

which is in Jesus Christ..."
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CONGREGATIONAL SURVEY

MALE FEMALE AGE 14-l?[[] 18-24 25-44 45-64
( |

65 and o' fer

5 or less}
}

About I/4QJ About I/2QJ 3/4 or moreP” !

memberQ visitor}
1

YES

NOT
REALLY

DESIRE

CHA :GK

Jesus is very real to me in

my everyday life.

1.

2. I take time for personal or family Bible

rea ong at least three times a week.
2.

u

.

Obedience to Jesus Christ was a prime factor in how
I lived my life and spent my money this week.

3.

1
*1 • I have come to a place in my spiritual life where if I were to

die today, I know for certain that I would have eternal life.

4.

There is a spirit of love and

a croptance in my family.

5.

I am part of a small group that meets informally at

1. a ,t once a month for sharing, study, or prayer.

6.

I fee 1 there is a spirit of love and acceptance

in our congregation.

7.

My church has been sensitive to my
family's needs

.

8.

I feel good enough about our church to recommend
it t my closest friends and neighbors.

9.

# M • I nave adequate opportunities to use my gifts and
abilities in the church.

10 .

. I am currently involved in helping to meet some of

the practical needs of people in our community.
11.

12

.

I arr praying by name for specific persons who
need Jesus Christ.

12.

13

.

Within the past month a non-churched individual
has shared a deep personal concern with me.

13.

14. ’Within the past month I have talked with a

non-churched person about Jesus Christ.
14.

The need in our church or community to which we should give the greatest
attention is:

© IN DEPTH EVANGELISM ASSOCIATES. INC.
/
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Here Barth says that Jesus entrust, the apostles with

"teaching the Gentiles this 'observance,' and with guiding them/^^H

in the ways and works of disciples" (50). This is related to
-

:
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the prophetic ministry. In fact, "To become a Christian means
.

’ Wrf%0t'

to become a Christ to others by participating in Christ's kingly,, ,c

priestly, and prophetic ministry" (50).

Christ's command is to "follow him, in order 'to be with
. ,

-
'

t.

him' (Mark 3:1^)." This being in the church with Christ is

primary, but it is not an end in itself. It is for "the order ;

-

of service" which must be preserved in the church so that, what '
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Jesus’ commanded will be observed (50). 4 , ..r"
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"'And lo, I am with you . .
.

' The church of the eschaton which.--

broke into time and now is manifest and recognized is not left

alone" (51). Barth insists that Jesus himself stands behind the

apostolic church as it "carries out. his command and commission"
f - • •

(51). Since Jesus is personally present in the church it. "can .,1, -

•»
'**•* <v'*

never speak or act on its own authority or for its own cause.

The church must recognize that because he is with us he is also

v/ith the world — neither we nor the world is "masterless" (52).
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"...to the close of the age ." Barth thinks in terms of
i •>* &

three different times or ages. He writes of them,

From creation to the appearance of Christ: the time as it

passes, and is actually past, with the appearance of Christ.
From Christ's appearance to his return in glory: the eschaton ^
as revealed in Christ's resurrection. 'From his return in

glory into eternity: God's own eternal time in which the tern-"*
^' v

poral is suspended. Accordingly, 'to the close of the age,'

of this age , must signify until the time when the eschaton ,

ushered in with the appearance of Christ, will have run its

course, when the universe will be subject to God's reign,

whor the distinct reign of Christ will come to an end, and
God will be everything to everyone (I Cor. 15*'27 f.). (52.)



Table 5.1 Faith Stages by Aspects

aspect: A. Form Of
Logic (Piaget)

B. Perspective

Taking

(Selman)

stage:

Preoperational

Concrete

Operational

III Early Formal

Operations

IV Formal Opera-

tions

(Dichotomizing)

Rudimentary

empathy

(egocentric)

Simple

perspective

taking

Mutual

interpersonal

Mutual, with

self-selected

group

or class

—

(societal)

C. Form of

Moral Judgment
(Kohlberg)

Punishment

-reward

Instrumental

hedonism

(Reciprocal

fairness)

Interpersonal

expectations and

concordance

Societal

perspective,

Reflective

relativism or

class-biased

universalism

D Bounds of

Social

Awareness

Family, primal

others

E. Locus of

Authority

F. Form of

World

Coherence

C. Symbolic

Function

“Those like us”

(in familial,

ethnic, racial,

class and

religious terms)

Composite of

groups in which

one has

interpersonal

relationships

Ideologically

compatible

communities

with congruence

to self-chosen

norms and

insights

Attachment/

dependence

relationships.

Size, power,

visible symbols of

authority

Incumbents of

authority roles,

salience increased

by personal

relatedness

Consensus of

valued groups

and in personally

worthy

representatives of

belief-value

traditions

One’s own
judgment as

informed by a

self-ratified

ideological

perspective.

Authorities and
norms must be

congruent with

this.

Episodic Magical

-Numinous

Narrative- One-
Dramatic dimensional;

literal

Tacit system. Symbols multi- ,

felt dimensional;

meanings evocative power
symbolically

mediated,

globally held

inheres in symbol

Explicit
/ >

Symbols V
system, separated from
conceptually symbolized.

mediated, Translated

clarity about (reduced) to

boundaries ideations.

and inner Evocative powerC,
connections inheres in

of system meaning

conveyed by
sym bals

V Formal Opera-

VI Formal Opera-

Mutual with Prior to society, Extends beyond Dialectical Multisystemic Postcritical

groups, classes Principled class norms and joining of symbolic and rejoining of

and traditions higher law interests. judgment- conceptual irreducible

“other” than (universal and Disciplined experience mediation symbolic power

one’s own critical) ideological processes with and ideational

vulnerability to reflective claims meaning

“truths” and of others and of Evocative power

“claims” of various inherent in the

outgroups and expressions of reality in and

other traditions cumulative beyond symbol

human wisdom. and in the power

of unconscious

processes in the

self

Mutual, with Loyalty to being Identification In a personal Unitive Evocative power

the with the species. judgment actuality of symbols

commonwealth Transnarcissistic informed by the felt and actualized

of being love of being experiences and participated through

truths of previous unity of unification of

stages, purified of “One beyond reality mediated

egoic striving, the many” by symbols and

and linked by the self

disciplined

intuition to the

principle of being
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Laity Exchange
SPIRITUALITY AND THE MINISTRY OF THE LAITY

Richard 3. Mouw

Christian people are interested in "spirituality" these days. Centers for "spiritual

retreats" are flourishing. Books by Thomas Merton, Henri Nouwen, Richard Foster, and

other commentators on the "spiritual disciplines" are selling well. And many of the

"spiritual classics" are coming back into circulation; people are again reading the

writings of the Desert Fathers, Julian of Norwich, Teresa of Avila, Catherine of Siena

and John Wesley.

What does this trend mean for the cause of laity ministries? Is this current

fascination with spirituality a hindrance or a blessing?

Hendrick Kraemer, in his 1958 book A Theology of the Laity—which many of us

consider to be the basic textbook of laity theology—was very much aware of both the

positive and the negative possibilities associated with a concern for spirituality. He
wrote: "the laity, as an organic part of the Church and its representative in the world,

needs the help of the Church. Not as a haven of refuge, which is in most cases another

form of escapism, of letting the world go to the devil. But as the nourishing and
understanding mother, the community which by prayer, sacrament and ways of true

fellowship (koinonia) sustains its members in the battle."

Kraemer provides us with the appropriate terms for posing a crucial question

about the current interest in spirituality. Will the new spirituality function as escapism
or as nourishment for those who ought to be engaging in active ministries of "holy

worldliness"?

A SPIRITUALITY FOR THE WHOLE CHURCH

A while ago I talked with a pastor who had recently cultivated an interest in the
spiritual disciplines. For years, he told me, he had preached a "social gospel" to his

congregation—but with little positive effect on the people who sat in the pews. As a
victim of "clergy burnout" he went to a retreat center in search of renewal. He found it

in the form of contemplative prayer, which now formed the centerpiece of his pastoral
ministry.

I was encouraged by much of what he told me. But I was also a little nervous
about the patterns of his pilgrimage. His story seemed to center on the fulfilling of his
own "needs." Earlier he had felt a strong "need" to proclaim about social issues. Now he
was meeting his "needs" through contemplative prayer. For all I knew from hearing him
tell his story, the members of his pastoral flock were constantly having to adjust
themselves to the "needs" of their shepherd! If the laity are to be nurtured for ministry,
pastors and other church leaders must think about the proper needs of all of God's
people. A healthy spirituality will be a spirituality for the whole church.

THE USELESSNESS OF HEALTHY SPIRITUALITY

But we must never view spirituality merely as an instrument of activism. There is
an important sense in which the spiritual disciplines must be exercised for their own
sakes. This fact is very clearly recognized by the Latin American liberation theologian,
Gustavo Gutierrez. Gutierrez can hardly be characterized as an "escapist" theologian.
Yet he insists in his much discussed book, A Theology of Liberation, that there is a
useless" dimension to proper spirituality: "Prayer is an experience of gratuitousness.
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This 'leisure' action, this 'wasted' time, reminds us that the Lord is beyond the categories
of useful and useless. God is not of this world." In order to serve effectively in this
world we must find "our center of gravity...outside ourselves."

i he kind of spirituality that is necessary to nurture us for active ministry is, in a
profound sense, a spirituality that cannot be linked to an obsession with activism. We do
not worship God properly if our motors are always revved up for service. We must
worship God because God is there to be worshipped, and this requires standing passively
in the divine presence, experiencing the awe and wonder that a recognition of God's
holiness evokes. This passive dimension of worship is essential to what Robert Bilheimer
has aptly characterized as " a spirituality for the long haul."

FROM PASSIVE TO ACTIVE

But there is also an important sense in which the "uselessness" of the spiritual

disciplines become "useful" for our ministries in the world. Our relationship to God has
obvious parallels to our intimate relationships with other human beings. A husband and a

wife, for example, need "useless" time together in order to be strengthened as human
beings for the tasks of life. Similar nourishment is drawn from the "wasted" moments in

the parent-child relationship or in time spent together in a close friendship.

The passive and the active, the useless and the useful, are tied together in our

relationship to God by a recognition of the character of the God whom we come to know
in our spiritual exercises. The prophet Jeremiah saw clearly that we cannot know God
without also knowing what God wants us to do in the world: "let him who glories glory in

this, that he understands and knows me, that I am the Lord who practice steadfast love,

justice, and righteousness in the earth; for in these things I delight, says the Lord."

(Jer. 9:24).

The God to whom we pray is the Holy One who grieves over corporate injustice

and the wasting of human and natural resources. Our worshipful contemplation is

directed toward the divine person whose creating and redeeming purposes will not be

brought to full fruition until the earth is covered with righteousness and peace. To know

this God in the silence of prayer should be to sense an obligation to practice justice in a

broken world.

LESSONS FROM THE OLD PIETISM

In the 17th century a movement emerged in Germany that came to be labelled

Pietism. This movement influenced the Wesleys in England, and also had an impact on

Protestantism in the Lowlands and in Scandinavia.

"Pietism" is not a reputable label in some circles today. But many scholars have

been working hard at setting the record straight about Pietism. In his historical study,

The Rise of Evangelical Pietism, F. Ernest Stoeffler has demonstrated that the 17th

century Pietists were not "world flight" Christians; they manifested a deep commitment

to the plight of the poor, by feeding the hungry, building orphanages, caring for the

widows and the infirm, and the like.

The German Pietists of the 17th century, along with their Wesleyan counterparts

in England, provide us with excellent examples of Christians who have combined an

intense interest in spirituality with a strong involvement in "worldly" action. But we

must learn from their mistakes as well. Stoeffler also observes that there seem to be

tendencies in Pietism toward the development of certain defects. He notes three such
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defects: a tendency among later Pietists to become "escapist in their theology, putting

the emphasis on blessedness in the hereafter rather than justice for all here and now";

the fostering of "a certain anti-intellectual atmosphere"; and a "tendency toward

sectarian fragmentation."

It could be plausibly argued that these defective characteristics regularly threaten

to appear when there is a strong emphasis on spirituality. The answer, of course, is not

to ignore spirituality, but rather to develop safeguards against the appearance of these

kinds of defects. An antidote to escapism can be provided by a healthy emphasis on

obedient Christian service in God's world. We can guard against anti-intellectualism by

insisting on careful theological reflection and scholarship. And we can protect ourselves

against sectarianism by promoting ecumenical awareness and dialogue.

The need for these safeguards becomes especially obvious when we evaluate the

current interest in spirituality from the perspective of a theology of the laity. A proper

spiritually-grounded ministry of the laity can only be promoted in a context where the

"worldly" issues which laypeople face are dealt with in a careful theological and

ecumenically-sensitive manner.

OF KITCHENS AND COBBLER SHOPS

A popular magazine recently ran a story about the presentday interest in prayer.

The portraits of praying people in this article were mainly of clergy, university

professors, divinity students and the well-to-do laity, praying in the sorts of places where
you would expect such people to pray: in churches, synagogues, chapels and retreat

centers. These portraits are not altogether unfaithful to the reality of the current

spirituality movement. Much work needs to be done before the meditations of the Desert
Fathers are brought to bear on the lives of Christian people who spend much of their

time changing diapers and working on the assembly line and processing applications for

bank loans.

Perhaps it is time to revive that spiritual classic of the 17th century, The Practice
of the Presence of God . In this delightful little book we encounter a devout monk,
Brother Lawrence, who learned to pray while at work in the kitchen and the cobbler
shop. Brother Lawrence may be a proper saint for the laity movement today, showing us

how we can best "waste" our time with the God who also calls us to care about empty
stomach and aching feet! The current interest in spirituality must be translated into a
set of disciplines which will enable all of God's people to practice the divine presence as

they pursue their ministries in a broken world.

Richard Mouw, Professor of Philosophy at Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Michigan, is

shortly to become Professor of Christian Philosophy and Ethics at Fuller Theological
Seminary, Pasadena, California. He is an Editorial Adviser to Laity Exchange and
author of a Laity Exchange paperback (recently reprinted), Called to Holy Worldliness

,

(Fortress Press, $5.50)

This article is copyright (c) 1983 The Audenshaw Foundation, but may be reprinted
with acknowledgement.
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Three Life-Changing Disciplines

If I had to choose from among the various disciplines which promote spiritual growth,

and the ones I believe to be the most important, I would choose QUIET TIME, TITHING
AND SABBATH observance. These disciplines, when practiced on a regular basis, re-

mind us that our life, our money and our time are all under the Lordship of a gracious, life-

producing God.

When we set aside some quiet time each day for an appointment with God we are

acknowledging the need to have our lives empowered and guided by God’s Holy Spirit.

As I look back over the thirty-two years I have been keeping a daily appointment with

God, I’m filled with gratitude for all the wise counsel God has granted me during those

sacred meetings. I have come to believe with unshakable certainty that none of us is wise

enough or strong enough to live the good life unguided by the daily help and counsel of

God.

Jesus warned that material possessions pose one of the greatest perils to spiritual health.

Moses warned the Israelites that if they did not guard their souls they would be seduced by

pursuit of riches and material well-being. For me the practice of giving at least ten percent

of my income is a reminder that all I have is a gift from God and that true happiness lies

beyond the material world. In a world berserk with materialism 1 need such a reminder,

and each month, when I write out our checks distributing the tithe, some sanity floods my
soul again.

Most Presbyterians I know, including “yours truly” have what psychologists call an over-

active superego - and oversensitive conscience; as a result most of us have trouble saying

“no” to the requests made on our time and energy, and most of us have a tendency to

overwork and under-rest. The Sabbath day, one heavenly day of rest per week, can be an

antidote to our feverish hurry sickness and can remind us that God, who is Lord of the

conscience, is not nearly so hard on us as we are on ourselves. What a blessing to learn to

bring our time under the management of a gracious God who “commands” us to take a

break from work without guilt.

The above concepts are my favorite spiritual disciplines. How about you - what are

your favorites? If you don’t have any particular favorites, why not try the ones I’ve recom-
mended -

1
guarantee that they will add LIFE to your years.

I love you,

Keith

1985 ONE GREAT HOUR OF SHARING
MINUTE FOR MISSION: Through One Great Hour of Sharing,
we assist the Follow-Up of Nutrition Training Program, a project
of Meals for Million/Freedom from Hunger, in Kenya. Protein
calorie malnutrition continues to be a serious problem in Kenya,
particularly among young children. The project works to improve
the nutritional status of children tip to five years of age through
various programs of food production and nutrition training, such
as intensive gardening, rabbit raising and community garden-
ing. Through the Presbyterian Hunger Program, our gifts are
helping to provide nourishment for hungry children in Kenya.

OUTREACH
l J

There are two needs in the community
we’d like to tell you about, because each

one requires a special type of reaching

out.

*
{

(

LOCAUx-'

Center City Ministries - a group of

center city churches trying to address the

problems in the city of Bethlehem on the

north side - has opened a shelter present-

ly housed at Trinity Episcopal Church on
Market Street. There is a critical need for

volunteers to man the three shifts (7 p.m.-

11 p.m., 11 p.m.-7 a.m., 7 a. m. -9 a.m.)

each night. For more details call either

their volunteer coordinator, Clare Hartsig

(867-2999), or Nancy Olson (865-1426)

from our Outreach Committee.

The Fourth Street Meal Center is plan-

ning to remain open as a drop-in center

until 3 p.m. and volunteers are needed to

be a friend and/or listener to those who
might want to talk one-on-one. You do
not need to be a problem-solver. We will

have coffee/ cookies or donuts, reading

material, and some board games. Call Ed
Kuester (867-5462) if you are interested.

Memorial Easter Lilies

On Easter Sunday the chancel will be

aglow with memorial Easter lilies pro-

claiming with us that “He Is Risen!”

After the services, our Deacons will

take the lilies to about ninety shut-in

members to help them celebrate Easter.

If you wish to share in providing the

lilies, envelopes for contributions are in

the pews and may be placed in the offer-

ing plate or sent by March 31 to:

Mrs. Maurice W. Jones

1702 Cloverleaf St.

Bethlehem, PA 18017
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IN TRAINING
Hebrews 12: 1-7
Princeton Seminary Chapel, 27 March 1984

I was always the kid chosen last in gym class. I'd stand there as

the teams were picked and wish I were dead. Everybody was chosen
before me— even Elaine Molnar with the greasy hair. More than
anything I wanted to be acceptable, an ace at basketball and soccer.
But all the activity made me breathless and sweaty; I didn't really
have much skill for it. So I crawled back to the library, slunk
into a soft chair with a book and told myself I was too clumsy to
make it in athletics.

I sat in the library for a long time. I didn't feel very good, nor
did I look very terrific. Doctors began clucking about the state of
my blood pressure. So one day I went out to k-mart and bought myself
a sweatsuit. I splurged on some Nikes. At last I looked the part:
sweatpants, headband, running shoes. So I stepped into the street
and began to run. Before I had gone twenty feet, my breaih was
gasping, my thighs were quivering and my ankles felt like someone
hadpumped them full of novocaine. Too many years of sitting around,
too many meals of twinkies and milkshakes had taken their toll.

I was anxious to come to Princeton Seminary. I v/as even more
anxious to snap on the collar and garb myself in full clerical regalia.
I even thought about doing a PhD so that I could have the velvet and
the chevrons; it impresses the daylights out of people. With all
that stuff on, I'll really look official. But putting on a sweatsuit
does not make me an athlete and putting on a robe and collar certainly
does not make me a minister of the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Hebrews 12 tells me that the robe and the Princeton pedigree mean
nothing unless I have txsaxnsd been trained to use them. That
training involves a great deal more than squea king through CH02
and saying the right things to presbytery. In fact, when the writer
of Hebrews talks about running a race , the word used is agona , from
which we derive "agony." This is no quick sprint to glory, this
act of following Jesus Christ.

Those who wish to run the race, says Hebrews 12, must "lay aside
every weight and the sin which clings so closely." The word we
translate "cling" refsrs to repressive or flowing clothing that
restricts movement, much the way a clerical robe would hinder me if
I wore it while I jog. The proper garb for a Christian is a sv/eat-
suit and sturdy running shoes, because this race v/e run puts demands
on every single muscle. To survive the race, the agony , training



and discipline are essential. "Do not regard lightly the discipline
of the Lord."

While I was standing still, I didn't know what horrendous shape I

was in. But as soon as those sporty new Nikes hit the pavement,
I knew I was in big trouble. I recognized that if I ever wanted
to accomplish anything in my athletic life, I would have
to stop eating doughnuts and Doritos and start running several times
a week. The junk food would have to go, and a commitment to
discipline would have to replace it.

We should not undervalue the role of suffering and discipline in
our Christian lives. Nothing significant is accomplished without
them, as we realize when we look at Jesus, our "pioneer and perfecter."
Princeton Seminary, of course, imposes its share of disciplines on
all of us. That is as it should be. But there are other disciplines
essential to the Christian race that are not programmed into our
lives by any curriculum. Without those, we will be kidding ourselves
when we stand up in our robe to proclaim the good news. Those
include involving ourselves in relationships even when we know we
might be hurt, abandoned or rejected. They include meditating on
the word of God even when there's a youth group to plan or a
verbatim to write. They include a devotional life that remains
a top priority even when we think there's no time to pray, even when
we feel dry and don't think God answer us, or even cares. In
these disciplines we work the muscles that are goingto carry us
through to the finish, instead of the muscles in our tongues aAoac .

No minister can get by on a well-developed mouth alone.

In 1911 B.B. Warfield preached in the PrincetonSeminary Chapel and
asked the students, "Do you pray? How much do you pray? How much do
you love to pray? What place in your life does the still hour alone
with God take?" Warfield recognized that prayer works on the soul
the way running works on the body—slowly, but dramatically. In
tenacious and committed pursuit of spiritual discipline, we gradually
acquire the stamina to make it to the finish line.

Before victory comes sacrifice, sweat and suffering, just as the
triumph of Easter comea^the agony of Lent. Without one, we cannot
appreciate the other, tfmerefore let us run the race set before us,
determined to take no short cuts to the goal, moving confidently
forward in the knowledge of that One whose victory has guaranteed
our own.



Therefore, since we are surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses,

let us also lay aside every weight, and sin which clings so closely,

and let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us,

looking to Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith, 'e'ho for the

joy that was set before him endured the cross, despising the shame,

and is seated at the right hand of the throne of God.

Consider him who endured^ such hostili ty .against himself, so that you
(ro'W\ St n.HjE-i'7 <-0

may not grow weary or fainthearted. In your struggle against sin

you have not yet resisted to the point of shedding your blood,

and have you forgotten the exhortation which ^addresses you as

children?

—

My child, do not regard lightly the discipline of the Lord,

nor lose courage when you are punished by him.

For the Lord disciplines those whom he loves

and chastises every one whom he receives.

It is for discipline that you have to endure.



One aspect of our world today that is "harmful to Christians is the

assumption that anything worthwhile can be acquired at once". There is

a great market for fast foods. "Even news about God can be sold if it

is packaged freshly; but when it loses its novelty, it goes on the

garbage heap." Many claim to have been born again but there is little

evidence of mature Christian di sc 1 p 1 esh i p . "There is little

inclination to sign up for a long apprenticeship in what earlier

generations of Christians called holiness".

Gore Vidal speaks of "today's passion for the immediate and the

casual .

“

Presbyterian Pastor, Eugene Peterson, <to whom I am indebted for

the title of my sermon and also for most of these introductory words)

says, "Everyone is in a hurry. The persons whom I lead in worship,

among whom I counsel, visit, pray, preach and teach, want short cuts.

They want me to help them fill out the form that will get them instant

credit (in eternity). "The Christian life cannot mature under such

conditions"

.

"Friedrich Nietzsche, who saw this area of spiritual truth, at

least, with great clarity wrote, The essential thing in heaven and

earth is ...., that there should be long obedien ce in the same

direction
,

there thereby results and has always resulted in the long

run, something that has made life worth living.

It is this long obedience in the same direction which the mood of

the world does so much to discourage".
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But Christianity, our -faith, our 1 i -f e-style, is a counter-culture”

going against the stream of the world's ways". There are two words in

the Bible that describe us - Disciple and Pilgrim. We are D i s c i p 1 e s

“who spend our lives apprenticed to our master, Jesus Christ. We are

also Pilgrims" who spend our lives going someplace, going to God, and

whose path for getting there is the way, Jesus Christ“.

There are three areas of our life as Pilgrims that I want to

emphasize, - Commitment, Di sc i p 1 esh i p ,
and Service .

First, we need a fommi tmen-t for life and eternity. I want you this

afternoon to make a commitment, or a recommitment, for the long term.

There is much gambling today, but it is really smal 1 time stuff. A

person who bets sometimes says he "shoots the works". That's what I am

doing. I'm not a penney ante gambler. I'm betting my whole life on

God - A long obedience in the same direct ion. In Jesus' story of the

unjust judge he was emphasi z i ng one thing - persistent faith . When the

Son of Man comes will he find that kind of faith on the earth?

"God sticks to his relationship. He establishes a personal

relationship with us and stays with it. The central reality for

Christians is the personal, unalterable, persevering commitment that

God makes to us. Perseverance is not the result of our determination,

it is the result of our faithfulness. We survive in the way of faith

not because we have ex traor di nar y stamina but because God is

righteous"

.



We -find the meaning of our lives by making a map o-f the

•faith-fulness o-f God not charting the rise and -fall o-f our enthusiasms.

He will never -fail us. Never, never give up. When the Son o-f Man

comes, will you and I be there?

In the second area o-f Pi sc i p 1 esh i p we need to keep on growing more

mature. I want you this afternoon and every day to keep on learning

and praying. We need in this church and in the world more people more

like Christ. A Christian is always in process - becoming what he or she

is. In his letters to the early churches Paul shared his profound

personal insights about this process. His statements sound outrageous

until we understand what he meant. "Rejoice always". "Have no anxiety

about anything". "Pray without ceasing". That last one means to me

never stop breathing. Our bodies die if we stop breathing in fresh air

and breathing out the poisons in our system for ten or fifteen minutes.

God makes us so we breath au tomat i cal 1 y in our sleep. So it is

spiritually. We must breath out the poisons that clog the soul and

breath in the fresh air of the spirit of Jesus Christ - The spirit of

truth and Love. We need to make this such a habit that it becomes an

automatic part of the way we live, even in our sleep. Never, never stop

learning and breathing spiritually.

The third area we are considering is Ser v i c e . I want you to serve

the Lord with gladness. Let him use you in any way he wants as long as

he wants. This church would not be as vital as it is if it were not for

the dedicated expertise of its active membership. You are fortunate in

your leadership but remember that the power is in the pew. You leave

this service of worship to serve in the power of the Holy Spirit of the



Living God. But what about those whom I have been serving in hospitals

and nursing homes or con -fined to the house? When I speak to -forty

people in wheel chairs in a nursing home and quote Paul's words - "I

reckon that the su-f-ferings o-f this present time are not worthy to be

compared to the glory that shall be revealed in us" - they know exactly

what Paul was saying :

1. We live in the hope o-f the glory that is to be

2. In the meantime we have a problem

The problem as we grow older o-f ten involves pain. It always involves

increasing limitations and -frustrations and often confinement to a

wheel chair. What can such a person do to serve? One ninety-year old

helped the staff in her nursing home with her contagious spirit. Yet

she kept saying she wanted the Lord to take her. She asked the local

clergyman why her prayer was not answered. He replied, "You know Jesus

said I go to prepare a place for you. I guess it's not ready yet". She

fired back," I'll take it the way it is". We all need that kind of

spunk .

During Holy Week I had the special privilege of taking communion to

four women well over 90 in their homes. What wonderful illustrations of

"a long obedience' 1

. One of them said, "Two years ago you told me I

could serve the Lord by smiling. I've been smiling ever since". Her

contagious spirit has been a joy to family and friends and a witness to

her faith.

My message to the forty people in wheel chairs in our Westminster

Village was "In the meantime". Two weeks later one of the ladies was

pushing her chair down the hall, using it as a wa lker. She stopped and

thanked me for the message. I replied "What did I say?" She pleased me

by r espondi ng
,

" You told us - In the meantime don't be mean". Yes

indeed, Let us serve the Lord with gladness.



Never, Never stop serving and smiling. let us say to the Lord

Jesus Christ "I want to serve you to the end o-f my life".

For Christ the Lord hath risen. Our Joy that has no end.

OLD TESTAMENT LESSON Psalm 131

NEW TESTAMENT LESSON Luke 18:1-8;

Hebrews 12:1-2

The topic for today's sermon is taken from the book by the same

name by Eugene H. Peterson, who for more than 17 years was pastor

of Christ our King United Presbyterian Church in Bellaire, Md. Th

book was published in 1980 by Inter Uarsi ty Press. The title, A

Long Obedience, is a quote from the book by Frederich Neitzsche

Beyond Good and Evil. The staff of the United Presbyterian Church

in Bethlehem have been using the book A Long Qbedi ence as the

focus for their fellowship meetings for the last few months.



FROM DISCI PLESHI P TO APOSTLESHIP

I. THE USE OF TERMS AND INTENTION OF TITLE

A. An "apostle" is one "sent forth" sent out from the presence of another
" on a mission with a message "

.

As Jesus came from the presence of the Father, so He sent out the

Eleven (John 20:21). The apostle Paul was sent out through a special

encounter with Jesus (Acts 26:12-18). While supporting the unique
role of those who had been with Jesus from the beginning and were
witnesses of His resurrection (Acts 1:21-22), others were called
apostles in the New Testament: Barnabas, Silas, Timothy, Epaphrodi tus

,

etc. We are using the term in its wider reference for those who know
Christ, have a clear sense of call and commitment and effectively
witness and serve their Lord.

B. A "disciple" is a learner, one who endeavors to know and follow the

instructions of a teacher .

As the disciples of John (Mt. 9:14). The Twelve were called by Jesus

to be His disciples (Mt. 10:1) and to manifest their discipleship by

abiding in His word (John 8:31) and expressing His love (John 13:34-35).
In Acts those who belive on Him and confess Him are called disciples
(Acts 6: 1 , 2, 7, etc. )

.

C . Jesus called the church into being for a high purpose .

To bear witness to Him as crucified and risen Lord, to share His life,

love and salvation with all humanity. His strategy for reaching the
world was through faithful followers who knew Him, loved Him and were
eager to serve Him. E.M. Bounds said it well in his classic booklet,
Power Through Prayer . "Men are God's method. The church is looking
for better methods; God is looking for better men . . . What the church
needs today is not more machinery or better, nor new organizations or
more and novel methods, but men whom the Holy Ghost can use - the Holy
Ghost does not . . . come on machinery but on men. He does not anoint
plans but men." (and we woul d add , "and women also!")

This workshop addresses the question, "How do we move from the role of the
disciple (learner) to that of a mature teacher and trainer of others?" (II Tim. 2:2)
and approach the qualities of life and ministry expressed by the apostle Paul,
"Be followers of me as I am of Christ." (I Cor. 11:1) "What you have learned and
received and heard and seen in me, do, and the God of peace be with you." (Phil. 4:9)

-
1
-



II. THE IMPORTANCE OF PI SCI PLING - JESUS 1 STRATEGY FOR REACHING THE WORLD

(Mt. 28:18-20; Mark 1:14-16, 3:13-14; Acts 4:13)

The call to discipleship is at the forefront of all four gospels and
an indispensable factor in Jesus' ministry. His intention was to
entrust His disciples with the gospel; form in them His own qualities
of life and patterns of ministry in order that they in turn might share
the good news and disciple others. To be convinced of this is to give
it priority !

III. A DEFINITION OF DISCI PLING

"A process of sharing our life with another person on a constant basis
with the goal of building up the person into maturity in Christ."
(Kent Tucker)

A process - over a period of time. Not by crisis or immediate experience.

Of sharing our 1 ife - learning and living together, sharing the inner life
of thought and feeling and the outer life of doing things together, as

Jesus with the Twelve.

On a constant basis - being together in various ways with regularity over
a period of time.

The goal - maturity in Christ for the whole of life, service and witness
including such matters as finances, marriage and family, vocation,
relationships and personal life.

Mutual - the process involves both parties, not one above the other but

side by side in a sharing, caring relationship with Jesus at the center

(Mk. 3:14; Luke 24:15-35; Mt. 28:18-20).

IV. SOME MARKS OF CHRIST'S DISCIPLES IN THE GOSPELS

A. They responded to His call, forsook all and followed Him (Mk. 1:14-20;

Mt. 4:17-22; Luke 5:1-16; John 1:35-51).

B. They trusted Him (John 2:11).

C. They stayed with Him through difficulties (Mt. 16:24-28; John 6:66-71;

Luke 9:51).

D. They preferred to die with Him than live without Him (John 11:11-16).

E. They experienced the presence, pardon, peace, love and joy of their

crucified and risen Lord (Luke 24:36-49).

- 2 -



V. TWO MARKS OF AN APOSTLE

A. Called and commissioned by Christ .

Sent to witness to His Person and saving power out of "intimate

knowledge, dearly bought experience and intensive training".

(Vine's Expository Dictionary, page 48)

(Mt. 28:18-20; John 20:19-23; Acts 1:8)

B . Empowered by the Holy Spirit .

(Acts 1:1-8, 2:1-4, 32-42, 4:32-33, 13:1-4; I Cor. 2:1-5; Col. 1:28-29)

VI. HOW JESUS LED HIS DISCIPLES FROM DISCIPLESHIP TO APOSTLESHIP - SOME OBSERVATIONS

(See Robert Coleman, The Master Method of Evangelism ; A.B. Bruce, The Training
of the Twelve (a cl assic)

)

A. He believed in them; that ordinary people would become extraordi nary
servants of God representing Him to the world .

1. Jesus and His disciples were laymen (Acts 4:13).

2. Leadership in early church was largely non-professional
(Acts 1:8, 4:32, 11:19-21, etc.). Paul a notable exception.

3. The apparent correlation between professionalism and apathy in

church members today.

B. He trusted them with major responsibilities .

1. To preach, heal and do His mighty works (Mt. 4:23, 10:5-8;
John 14:12, 20:21-23) (the same mission as Jesus in the power
of the Spi rit)

.

The current clergy-laity dichotomy a hindrance to renewal and
mission - difficult for clergy to trust the laity for ministry
and for laity to trust themselves to do it.

2. The positive, affirming attitude of Jesus toward Peter and other
disciples (John 1:42; Mt. 16:13-20; Luke 5:8-11, 22:31-34;
John 21:15-21).

C. He taught them .

1. Directly and as He taught the multitudes (Mt. 5:1-2, 7:24-29, 28:19-20;
Luke 24:27, 44-47, etc.).

2. They in turn taught others (Acts 2:14-36, 13:13-43, 17:2-3, 19:8-10).

3. Paul's charge "What you have heard from me before many witnesses
instruct to faithful men who will be able to teach others also"
(II Tim. 2:2).

- 3 -



VI. How Jesus Led His Disciples From Discipleship To Apostleship continued

D. He trained them .

1. By instruction. He told them how to do it (Mt. 10:5-15).

2. By modeling. He lived out His teaching before them.

3. By experience. He had them do it (Luke 9:1-6).

All seen in matter of prayer (Luke 11:1-13, 22:39-46).

The result: (Acts 1:14) "All these with one accord devoted
themselves to prayer"

.

E . Some further guidelines on the way Jesus led His followers from discipleship
to apostleship .

1. Called to complete commitment to Himself (Luke 9:23, 14:26).

2. Called to close association with Himself and one another (Mt. 4:19;

Mk. 1:17; John 21:22).

3. Delegated responsibility and gave authority (Luke 9:1-2, 10:1).

4. Gave careful instructions on how to do it (Luke 9:3-6, 10:2-16).

5. Called to review and accountability (Luke 9:10, 10:17-24).

(See also Acts 15:36, 41; I Cor. 4:14-21; Phil. 21-22

and New Testament Epistles)

6. Gave strong affirmation and encouragement.

His promise; "make you fishers of men" (Mt. 4:19; Mk. 1:17; Luke 5:10).

In assessment, pointed out the positive, expressed His joy in their

ministry (Luke 10:17-24).

Gave Peter and others His unshaken confidence in themselves

(John 1:42; Luke 22:31-32; John 15:11-17; Mt. 28:18-20; Acts 1:8).

7. Gave time to the Twelve.

No substitute for personal time in developing maturity of faith

and life. Jesus gave it. Paul did, as his epistles bear witness.

We must!

8. Gave Himself.

In companionship (Mk. 3:14, 6:30-32; Luke 22:14-15).

In confidences (John 15:15).

In love (John 13:1).

By humble service (John 13:2-17).

By personal self-giving (John 15:13; Gal. 2:20; II Cor. 5:14).

- 4 -
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VI. How Jesus Led His Disciples From Discipleship To Apostleship continued

F. Jesus teamed with them in a continuing fellowship of love (John 13:34-35;

Mt. 28:18-20).

1. A fellowship of love committed to Christ and to one another.

2. The commitment of love understood as willingness to lay down
one's life for each other.

3. Needed for personal support and witness, for strategy and
guidance, for accountability and encouragement, for spiritual
growth and maturity (Eph. 4:1-16).

VII. THE ENDUEMENT OF THE HOLY SPIRIT ESSENTIAL FOR "WIDER APOSTLESHIP "

A. Inaugurated the public ministry of Jesus (Luke 3:21-22, 4:14-21).

B. Inaugurated the witness and public ministry of the disciples (Luke 24:48-49;
Acts 1:8, 2:1-4, 37-42).

C. Inaugurated public ministry of the apostle Paul (Acts 9:14-22).

D. Promised by Jesus to His disciples (Mt. 3:11; John 14:12-17, 16:7;
Acts 1:1-8).

(See other references to Holy Spirit in New Testament)

- 5 -



S2 7fO DISCIPLING FOR MISSION AND FOR CHURCH

j

Prof. Samuel H. Moffett, Eileen F. Moffett

Course description : A study of Christian training for disci pi eship
at home and abroad, both in its missionary context and in the context
of the maturing Christian community. Special attention will be given
to the Biblical and historical background, stages of di sci pi eshi p

,

missionary patterns and the rise of the third-world churches.

Reoui rements :

Required reading: Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret (Gr. Rapids, 1978).
One-page reviews of each of two books chosen from the Recommended Reading

list, one from each of the two categories. Disci pi eship, and Missions.
Two five-page papers on subjects chosen from the Suggested Topics list.

These papers will be presented for discussion, usually in the second
period of each day.

There will be no final examination.

Schedule and Outline:

In general, the class will meet twice every morning (one hour and
twenty minutes each), the first hour centering on a lecture and the second
on student reports and di scussion .Chapel is on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
(But note the i rregul ari ties in the day-to-day schedule below; and be
warned that the lecture topics given are subject to change without no-
tice)

.

Jun 27 (Mon) 9- 10:20; 11:1 0-1 2 : 30 O': sci pi eshi d

Jun 28 (Tue) 8 30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 Thomas: Doubting disciple.
Jun 29 (Wed) 8 30-9:50; 10:40-12:00 Jesus and the first disciples
Jun 30 (Thu) 8 30-9:50 10:40-12:00 Biblical basis of mission.
Jul 1 (Fri

)

8 30-9:50 10:40-12:00 Paul: Discipling missionary.

Jul 4 (Mon) Nc classes for summer school

.

From July
at 8:30,
to 10:35;

5 to 7 this class
but chapel wi 1 1 be

and for the second
s morningwith the Insti tute

1

Jul 5 (Tue) 8 : 30-!:1:50

11-12: : 30

Jul 6 (Wed) 8:30-<1:50
11-12:: 30

Jul 7 (Thu) CO U) o 1:50

11-12:: 30

Jul 8 (Fri

)

9-10::20

;

Jul 11 (Mon) 9-10::20;

Jul 12 (Tue) 9-10 : 20

;

Jul 13 (Wed)
r 1

Jul 14 (Thu)
1 1

Jul 15 (Fri

)

i 1

will meet for the first hour as usual

with the Institute of Theology from 9:45
hour (from 11 to 12:30) we will meet
elective on "Changinq Patterns in Mission".

;iJ. i'P v/v-..-

Early patterns in mission,

vm Changing patterns (slide lecture)
Student reports
20th century missions
Medieval discipl eship and mission.

> Other religions and missions (slides)

11:10-12:30 Women in mission.

11:10-12:30 % Discipleship as adventure
11:10-12:30 Korean patterns of discipling.

" African patterns of discipling.
11 The reached and the unreached.
" The cost of discipleship and mission.

Chapel: 10 - 10:15 (June 28,30)

10 - 10:15 (July 5,7)

10:30 - 10:45 (July 12, 14)
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S270 RECOMMENDED READING

On DISCI PLESH I

P

A.B. Bruce, The Training of the Twelve. (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1911)
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship (6th ed., London: SCM, 1959)
James F. Engel, Contemporary Christian Communications (Nashville: Nelson, 1979)
Craig Dykstra, Vision and Character. (N.Y: Paulist Pr., 1981)
J.F. Engel & H.W. Norton, What's Gone Wrong with the Harvest. (Gr. Rapids, Zonderv. , 1975)
Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline. (NY: Harper, 1978)
Herman H. Horne, Teaching Techniques of Jesus. (Gr. Rapids: Kregel , 1971)
Daniel Jenkins, Christian Maturity and Christian Success. (Phila.: Fortress, 1982)
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July 12 (Tue.)

July 13 (Wed.)

July 14 (Thu.)
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.
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Karl Barth on Matt. 28:16-20 (See DuBose, pp. 43-53)
George Peters on The Great Commission (See G. Peters, pp. 172-198)

Herman Horne on Jesus' Teaching Techniques
1. Chap. 1-5 (pp. 1-29) Situation; Contact; Aims
2. Chap. 19-22 Audience; Motivation; Appeal, pp. 136-169

Columban & the Celtic Missions (McNeill pp. 155-175)
Boniface and the Anglo-Saxon Missions (Talbot, pp. 24-88)

What Is Discipleship? (Keith Phillips, pp. 1-45)
How Do You Make Disciples? (Phillips, pp. 81-133)

The Making and Mission of a Saint (Francis of Assissi)
The Problems of His Disciples (G.G. Coulton, Vol . IV, pp. 430-470)

The Jesuits' Spiritual Discipline: Loyola. (Fulop-Mil ler, pp. 1-57)

Jesuits in Mission: Xavier and deNobili (Fulop-Mil 1 er, pp. 199-227)

The Inward Disciplines of a Disciple (Foster, pp. 1-54)

Moravian Discipline and Mission (Reilly pp. 86-92; Thompson pp. 41-75)

Report on Costa Rica

19th Century Disciples & Missions
1. Hudson Taylor in China (Broomhall, pp. 1-41; 127-155)

2. Mary Slessor in West Africa (J. Buchan, dp.

20th Century Disciples & Missions
1. African prophets: Simon Kimbangu (

2. Japanese evangelist to the poor: Kagawa (Axling, pp.

3. The House Churches of China (Fung, pp.

Reports on Korea

1 . The Yongnak Presbyterian Church, Seoul (Voelkel, '4z./

2. The Pure Gospel Church, Seoul (Kennedy, pp. 74-123; 187-244)

New Models of Discipleship in Latin America: (Barreiro - pp.

The Basic Ecclesial Communities
The Pentecostals in Brazil

Christian Maturity (Jenkins, pp. 1-22)

Mission and Power (Jenkins, pp. 29-61)

The Reached and the Unreached in America (Krass, op.

Secondary Elements of Renewal (Lovelace, pp. 145-200)

The Need & Sources of Spirituality (Reilly, pp. 1-45)

The Outward Disciplines (Foster, pp. 1-54)

The Corporate Disciplines (Foster, po. 125-162)

Is There Mission in the Old Testament? (Verkuyl , pp. 90-101)

Mission in the O.T.: The Servant Songs (Rowley, pp. 45-64)

William Carey, Father of Modern Missions (W.B. Davis, pp. 1-73; 109-128)

The Preparation of Missionaries (Winter & Hawthorne, pp. 788-813)

The Discipling of Animists (

" "
" po* 629-640)


